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Student Senate supports booting the bell
■ Senate passes
touchy resolution,
confronted by
concerned students
AJ Colley
Grand Valley Lanthom

GVL / Misty Minna

Spicy situation: The fate of the Taco Bell in Lower Commons now rests in
the hands of the administration.

Last Thursday’s Grand Valley
Student Student meeting was what
Senate President Jonathan Osborn
described as “interesting.”
The senate was about to discuss,
and vote on, whether or not to
support the removal of Taco Bell
from the Allendale Campus — a
topic of discussion for three years
— when a group of about 75
students entered the gallery.
Due to the influx of students.
Sen. Nathan Bauer moved for a

second public comment to allow
the students to be heard.
After the microphone had been
passed around the crowd and
dialogue was exchanged, Osborn
ended public comment to resume
senate business — at this point in
the agenda, the Taco Bell
resolution.
Senate joias ‘boot the bell’
Student Senate resolution F-0404, a resolution to “remove Taco
Bell from GVSU’s campus due to
their ties to the modern-day slavery
issues taking place at Six L’s farms
in Florida” passed with a vote of
30-13-1 Nov. 11, thus adding
Student Senate to the list of
national supporters of the “boot the
bell” campaign.
An amendment was added to the
resolution for the creation of a
subcommittee to investigate the
situation further.
The subcommittee will seek

Murray said.
Osborn said the administration
has told him it doesn’t see enough
evidence to hold Taco Bell at fault
or reconsider the university’s
contract with the company.
"Everything that we propose to
the administration is what the
students would like to see happen,”
Osborn said, emphasizing that the
senate doesn’t mandate policy —
rather, it helps advise what the
policy should be.
“The Student Senate has spoken
and said that they feel there’s
enough reason to look into this
further and to make more
inquiries,” Osborn said.
Votes remain secret
A motion was made and passed
by the senate to vote on the Taco
Bell resolution by secret ballot.
While the senate uses secret

information from Yum! Inc., who
oversees Taco Bell, and the
Coalition of Immokalee Workers,
review the information for validity,
die committee will then make a
recommendation as to w hether the
information is consistent with the
resolution, then present it to the
general assembly by Feb. 1, 2(X)5.
The general assembly will then
vote to decide whether the
information is enough to keep the
stance that Taco Bell should be
removed from GVSU.
GVSU President Mark Murray
said the administration would
consider
Student
Senate’s
resolution, as it would with any
resolution passed by the senate.
“We will ultimately make a
decision based on our own
assessment of the situation, but that
assessment will certainly be
informed by student perspectives
and their research on this issue,”

SEE SENATE, A12

GVSU expands south campus
■ University purchases land uhere Exotic
Tan andJavasphere are located
university, it just makes sense to
acquire it when it’s available as
opposed to trying to acquire it
A 2.02 acre area of land south when it’s not available,”
Bachmeier said. “Over the long
of
Grand
Valley
State
run. I think owning this will be
University’s Allendale Campus
cheaper than leasing it.”
has been purchased by the
Javasphere
owner
Matt
university from BBG, Inc. The
Zomerlei
said
he
has
been
aware
university bought the land for
of the ownership transaction
$600,000 and a charitable receipt
for the appraised value above the since a week before the sale.
“I talked to Jim Bachmeier in
purchase price.
the accounting office, and the
The land, which is adjacent to
Campus View Apartments, is lease stays the same, the terms all
currently home to the Javasphere stay the same,” Zomerlei said.
The cafe opened last March,
cafe, and a building- which
houses the Exotic Tan salon and closed for the summer, and
reopened at the beginning of the
university offices for adjunct
school year. Zomerlei said a
faculty and art and design
relationship between Javasphere
students. The university has
and the university has been
leased the offices for the past
developing.
three years.
“We started taking the student
“(The purchase) was an
debit card, so we’ve had some
opportunity that the university
communication,” he said. “The
felt was in the university’s best
housing people have been really
interest, to acquire the piece of helping me out.”
property and
Representatives
those
two
of Exotic Tan were
structures at
unable
to
be
this point in
reached
for
time." said
“Over the long
comment.
Assistant
Bachmeier said
Vice
run, I think
Javasphere will be
President for
encouraged to stay
Facilities
owning this will
on the property.
Planning
“The restaurant. I
be
cheaper
than
James
am very happy
Moyer.
with the current
leasing it.99
Jim
operator.” he said.
Bachmeier.
JIM BACHMEIER “1 like the idea of
associate
other
Associate
VP for GVSU’s somebody
vice
than the university
president for Business and Finance Office running food. But
the Business
it’s
a
hard
and Finance
operation.
The
Office, said
people prior to him
the
sale
ran for a while and
would save
then business closed. For a year,
the university money, long-term.
we didn’t have food on south
“As
property
becomes campus.”
available
surrounding
the
Bachmeier said keeping a food
Forrest Karbowski
Grand Valley Lanthom
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Outward Expansion: Grand Valley State University purchased the property where Exotic Tan and Javasphere are located.
Insert: Customers in Javasphere shouldn't notice any change as a result of the land purchase by GVSU.

source on south campus was one
of the incentives for purchasing
the property.
“When I get control of the
property, we’ll make sure that
somebody provides food in there,
even if that’s the university,” he

said. “So one of the reasons to
purchase that was to make
certain that we have a food
operation on south campus, and
that seemed a cheaper alternative
than building something new.”
Exotic Tan tanning salon will

also be encouraged to stay,
Bachmeier said.
“As far as the tanning salon, as
long as they’re interested in
staying there, they’re welcome.”
he said. “Actually, if they stay
here a long time, that will be a

good business investment for us.
If they choose not to stay here
sometime down the road, that’ll
be good available space. We’re
very space poor. So I figure we
win on that one either way.”

Status of women falls short in health, reproductive rights
■ Report sheds t$M on
women's status in
Mkhigcai
Nate Cole
Grand Valley Lanthom
The women of Michigan
received a report card Tuesday. The
grades: B. C. C-, D+ and D-.
The report card was a study on
the status of women in Michigan.
The Institute for Women’s Policy
Research conducted the study. It
focused in on five broad issues
affecting women. Each state,
including the District of Columbia,
was graded on a scale of A-F in
each of the five issues. They were
then ranked accordingly.
While Michigan did well in the
area of women’s political
participation — having a female
governor tweaked the score nicely
— other areas such as health and
reproductive rights received the
unsightly grades of D+ and D-.
And although the D’s are rather
unpleasant to look at, women of
Michigan may be more alarmed
about some of the statistics

In this
issue
i

*

concerning the area of employment
and earnings, where Michigan
managed a C-.
Parity problems
According to the study, women
in Michigan make about 67 cents
for every dollar a man makes,
ranking Michigan at 49 out of 51 in
the category of women’s to men’s
earnings ratio. The national
average is somewhere around 76
cents to the dollar.
"That we rank close to the
bottom in terms of the ratio of
women’s wages to men’s wages in
an industrialized state is something
we need to change," said Kathleen
Underwood, coordinator of the
women and gender studies
program at Grand Valley State
University. “We can’t just be
embarrassed by it.”
Underwood,
an
associate
professor of history, said in the
classroom she covers many of the
subjects found in the study.
“We just finished a big unit on
pay equity, about gender and
work,” Underwood said.
Although Michigan ranks in the
top third in the nation when it
comes to how much money its
women actually make, the wage

gap between men and women is
still one of the biggest in the United
States.
Underwood said one of the main
reasons for such a large gap could
be that many of the high-ranking
CEOs in Michigan are making
money hand over fist — and most
of them are men.
“It’s a reflection of the glass
ceiling,” Underwood said. “What
the pay equity reflects is that
women don’t have access to those
super-high-paying jobs.”
In her classes, she recently
discussed how job positions
traditionally held by men are
higher paying
than
those
traditionally held by women.
“Elementary teachers get paid
less than I do,” Underwood said.
“Why? I am not at all convinced
that what I do is harder or more
significant than what my son’s
kindergarten teacher did. But
because that is traditionally
women’s work and this is
traditionally men’s.”
Girl Power
If Michigan women have had a
hard time making it to the top of the
corporate ladder, they’ve made up
for at least some of it in the area of

government and politics.
The study shows Michigan right
near the top. second place, when it
comes to women’s participation in
politics.
“Political participation went up?
No wonder we carried the state the
right way,” Underwood said.
In
the
study,
political
participation was based on a
number of factors including
women’s
voter
registration,
women’s voter turnout, number of
women in elected offices and
women’s institutional resources.
Michigan shot from 24th place in
political participation in 19% to
second in 2004. The improvement
is largely because of a woman U.S.
Senator, a woman governor and a
percentage of women in the state
legislature that is higher than the
national average.
According to the report.
“Political participation allows
women to influence policies that
affect their lives.”
But if the women of Michigan
are doing so well as far as political
participation goes, then why are
grades so low and so average in
other areas?
“If I could answer that one. I’d be

rich,” Underwood said.
Reproductive leases
Along with the political score.
Gov. Jennifer Granholm also
helped Michigan chalk up some
extra points in another area of the
study — reproductive rights. Being

United States

Number

Percent

Number

2000 Voter Registration
Women

70.3

2,609,000

65.6

69,193,000

Men

67.9

2,387,000

62.2

60,356,000

1998 Voter Registration
Women

73.5

2.747,000

63.5

65,445,000

Men

70.8

2,470,000

60.6

57,659,000

2000 Voter Turnout
Women

61.6

2,287,000

56.2

59,284,000

Men

58.5

2.057,000

53.1

51,542,000

43,706,000

1998 Voter Turnout
Women

50.9

1,901,000

42.4

Men

48.4

1,689,000

41.4

39,391,000
GVL I AJ Colley

Charting women's status: Women and men aged 18 and older who
reported registering to vote and voting. Data are self-reports and tend to
overstate actual voter registration and turnout.
Source: The Institute for Women's Policy Research

Laker life

Black student organizations
unite with new organization
and caucus.

CARE uses tables to encourage
the GVSU community to quit
smoking for the day and for
good.
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an advocate of a woman’s right to
have an abortion, Granholm was
the main reason Michigan jumped
three spots from 45 th in 1996 to
43rd in 2004. Nevertheless,
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Ten years of student film at
GVSU.
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GVSU students, faculty disagree on utility of Zumberge Library
■ Students say library

Nation
from AP news wire

Aid worker Hasson
believed slain In video
BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP) Margaret Hassan, an aid worker
kidnapped after decades of helping
Iraqis, was believed murdered, her
family and aid officials said
Tuesday after Al-Jazeera television
said it received a video showing a
hooded militant shooting a
blindfolded woman in the head.
Hassan was believed to be the first
foreign female hostage killed in
Iraq’s wave of kidnappings. More
than 170 foreigners have been
abducted this year, and at least 34
killed. One woman — a PolishIraqi citizen — remains captive.

Bush names hawkish Rice
tee U.S. diplomat
WASHINGTON (AP) President Bush on Tuesday picked
National Security Adviser
Condoleezza Rice, who once
tutored him on global affairs, to be
his top diplomat, saying her
foreign-policy experience and
struggle against racism uniquely
qualified her to be America’s “face
to the world” as secretary of state.
“In Dr. Rice, the world will see the
strength, the grace and the decency
of our country.” Bush said.

H.S. Iraqis retain seme
ground in Mosul
BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP) - U S.
and Iraqi troops recaptured police
stations and secured bridges in the
northern city of Mosul on Tuesday
in an offensive aimed at pushing
out fighters supporting the
insurgent stronghold of Fallujah.
Troops met “very little resistance”
in securing several of the dozen or
so police stations that had been
captured by insurgents, the U.S.
military command said. Nineveh
province’s deputy governor said
militants blew up the Zuhour
police station ahead of the U.S.
advance, but the U.S military
denied any stations were
destroyed.

Shooting in Iraq mosquo
angers Muslims
BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP) - The
fatal shooting of a wounded and
apparently unarmed man in a
Fallujah mosque by a U.S. Marine
angered Sunni Muslims in Iraq on
Tuesday and raised questions about
the protection of insurgents once
they are out of action. International
legal experts said the Marine may
have acted in self-defense because
of a danger that a wounded
combatant might try to blow up a
hidden weapon; a key issue was
whether the injured man was a
prisoner at the time.

Probe: Iraq UJI. cosh sent
to bombers' kin
NEW YORK (AP) - Saddam
Hussein diverted money from the
U.N. oil-for-food program to pay
millions of dollars to families of
Palestinian suicide bombers who
carried out attacks on Israel, say
congressional investigators who
uncovered evidence of the money
trail. The former Iraqi president
tapped secret bank accounts in
Jordan — where he collected
bribes from foreign companies and
individuals doing illicit business
under the humanitarian program —
to reward the families up to
$25,000 each, investigators told
The Associated Press.

For resi Far howski, Vus Fdttur
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doesn't meet all needs
and is difficult to use,
prefer to use Internet
Rich McGowan
Grand Valley Lanthom
Though libraries are generally
considered valuable places of
study, Grand Valley State
University’s Zumberge Library is
fighting a reputation of being
difficult to use, imposing and an
unwelcoming campus mainstay.
Students have complained that
the layout of the library makes
items difficult to find and that it
leaves them frustrated.
“I’ve used the databases once
this year,” said Courtney Koen, a
sophomore political science
major, “last year, about four
times. It’s hard to find things.”
Koen also said “it reminds me
of a fallout shelter.”
Special Collections Librarian
Robert Beasecker said the school
is in the process of making the

library “more user-friendly.”
“We’re in the process of trying
to remodel the main building,”
Beasecker said. “It’s a three-year
project and we’re at the end of the
first year. We (are) certainly
hopeful we can turn the building
into a much nicer place for
students to spend time.”
While every GVSU student has
a library account, Beasecker said
the library doesn’t have the
software necessary to gage the
percentage of students who use
the campus’ resources.
While students like Koen and
freshman film and video major
Mark Pickart say they don’t use
the library frequently and don’t
know people who do, Beasecker
said he believes student use of the
library has increased.
“We have noticed this fall to be
much higher than * previous
semesters,” Beasecker said.
“We’ve noticed it to be fairly busy
and we credit it to taking out
sections of shelving and putting in
more seating.”
Though many students say they
do use the databases from their
homes via the Internet. Beasecker

said students shouldn’t limit
themselves to what they can find
online.
“Certainly there is a lot of usage
from home computers and we
certainly encourage that. That
helps everybody because that’s
your library 24 hours a day, seven
days a week,” Beasecker said.
“TTiere are some journals that we
have that we don’t have the
electronic versions of and nearly
all the book collection. So they’re
missing out on quite a hefty
resource base.
“There are so many other
resources that are available but
because it’s online, it makes it
easier and students should use
other resources to compete their
research.”
GVSU sophomore Brandon
Holmes said just using the
Internet for research is effective if
you know where reliable sources
are and how to use them.
Most students don’t know
where and how to use Internet
sources, or how to tell a reliable
source from an unreliable one.
Holmes said.

Clothesline Project breaks silence
■ Project set up to let women teU their stories,
end silence on gender violence
Ashley Chaney
Grand Valley Lanthom
The Clothesline Project, a visual
display of violence against
women, with T-shirt designs that
allow each woman to tell her story
in her own way, celebrates
survivors and honors the
memories of victims of domestic
violence.
The Clothesline Project is a
nationwide program that started in
Cape Cod, Mass, during the
summer of 1990.
Motivated by the statistics of
victims of domestic violence, a
coalition of women’s groups
developed a program that they
hoped would educate, break the
silence and bear witness to the
issue of violence against women.
“According to the Men’s Rape
Prevention Project in Washington
D.C., 58,000 soldiers died in the
Vietnam War,” Sally Sayles,
Women’s Issues Volunteer Corps
(WIVC) Leadership Publicity and
Recruitment, said. “During that
same period of time, 51,000
women were killed mostly by men
who supposedly loved them."
That statistic, along with the
inspiration of the AIDS quilt,
became the catalyst for The
Clothesline Project.
Sayles defines a survivor as “a
woman who has survived intimate
personal violence such as rape,
battering, incest, or child sexual
abuse,” and a victim as “a woman
who has died at the hands of her
abuser.”
Carol Chichetto, chair of the
projects
original
steering
committee, said laundry has
always been considered women’s
work and women often exchanged

information over backyard fences
while hanging their clothes out to
dry.
“The concept was simple,”
Chichetto said, “let each woman
tell her own story, in her own
unique way, and hang it out for all
to see. It was and is a way of airing
society’s dirty laundry.”
The original Clothesline Project
was in October of 1990 with 31
shirts displayed on a village green
as a part of an annual "Take Back
the Night" rally and march.
“At the moment they estimate
that there are 500 projects
nationally and internationally,
with an estimated 50,000 to
60,000 shirts,” Sayles said.
The Grand Valley T-shirt
making workshops, which were
held Nov. 15-17, took place
during the event.
“We do Siat because the shirts
that are hanging often bring up
feelings when they are seen,”
Sayles said. “Thus, giving the
women a chance to express what
they feel.”
Sayles, who has been involved
with WIVC for two years and
volunteers with the YWCA
Domestic Crisis Center, said the
program is very important for
women.
She said the project has received
positive feedback in the past.
“This project brings up a lot of
feelings for women that are often
not easy to deal with," Sayles said.
The types of messages displayed
on the shirts are whatever each
women chooses to make her
statement. Some of the messages
that have appeared at national
conferences and institutions
across the country include;
• ‘Teach me to cry and when I

GVl / Afisfy Minna

Laundry line: T-Shirts strung up around Kirkhof Monday through Wednesday were part of the Clothesline Project
remembering women of domestic violence.

have learned to cry, teach me to
dance so that I may dance in the
puddle of my tears.”
• “The only time you brought
me new glasses was when you
punched me in the face.”
• “You can batter my body but
you can’t touch my spirit.”

Car bomber attacks 1.1
convey la Iraq
BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP) - A
suicide attacker drove his bomb
laden car into a U.S. convoy
during fighting Wednesday in a
northern town, where hospital
officials said at least 10 Iraqis were
killed amid a wave of violence
across Iraq's Sunni Arab heartland
The increasing attacks and the U.S.
military's offensive to retake the
insurgent stronghold of Fallujah
have made November one of Iraq’s
bloodiest months.

Messages like these were
displayed this week to open the
eyes of students, faculty and staff
to the issue of domestic violence,
not only around the world, but
right here at GVSU.
“I hope that this visual display of
violence against women awakens

the campus." Sayles said. “The
very process of designing a shirt
gives each woman a new voice
with which to expose an often
horrific
and
unspeakable
experience that has dramatically
altered the course of their life.”

Caucus promotes unity among black groups
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Troops recapture pollco
stations In Mosul
BAGHDAD. Iraq (AP) - U.S.
and Iraqi troops fought to crush the
spreading insurgency in Iraq’s third
largest city Tuesday, recapturing
police stations and securing Tigris
River bridges as they battled to
oust fighters who had moved into
Mosul as a distraction to the
Marine offensive in Fallujah
Troops met “very little resistance”
in securing several of the dozen or
so police stations that had been
captured by insurgents, the U.S.
military command said. Nineveh
province’s deputy governor said
militants blew up the Zuhour
police station ahead of the U.S.
advance, but the U.S military
denied any stations were
destroyed.

Books vs. Computers: The clicking of computer keys seems to be a more
prevalent noise in the library than the turning of pages

GVl. I Jaslyn Gilbert

Offering feedback: Valerie Holmes, the co-adviser for the Black Leadership Coalition and assistant director in the
Office of Student Life, goes through the pros and cons of student organizations during the caucus

■ Leaders ofblack student organizations learned about themsehes and
different groups through workshops at the Black Leaders Coalition caucus
AJ Colley
Grand Valley Lanthom
A new organization on campus
— the Black Leaders Coalition —
met for its first caucus Saturday
and Sunday in an effort to unite
black organizations on campus.
The caucus, attended primarily
by leaders of black organizations
on campus, explored three
modules. Black unity, leadership
and organizational assessment and
coalition.
collaboration
and
community.

Stacy Stout, special events
coordinator for the Office of
Multicultural Affairs, and Valene
Holmes, an assistant director in the
Office of Student Life, helped
facilitate discussion and activities
for the caucus.
One
activity
the
group
participated in was called “Facing
the Mirror” in which organizations
got together to evaluate their
effectiveness as groups and leaders.
Then, organizations anonymously
answered questions about each
other to determine the perception
of the organizations, their ability to

interact with other organizations
and whether the organizations
make their purpose evident in
words and actions.
Brian Coleman, acting president
of the BLC and president of
GVSU’s chapter of the National
Society of Black Engineers, said he
found the exercise helpful.
Coleman said he Uxik away from
the activity that although NSBE
does beneficial things for the
community, it needs to co-sponsor
more.
He also said he learned that he
needs to push more of the general

members of NSBE to be active
leaders on campus.
“There has to be more minorities
doing tilings except for the ones
that are always doing something,"
Coleman said.
Te’Nay Wilks, a freshman and
member of You Beautiful Black
Woman, said she attended the
caucus because she thought it
would help if she decided she
wanted to be an executive board
member for the group.
“This way you get to nx*et and
greet the other organizations.” she
said, adding she wants to get
involved on campus and attending
the caucus would help her see what
different organizations are about.
The caucus also discussed the
view of the black community and
black organizations at GVSU. One
sentiment discussed by student
leaders was the false idea held by
some GVSU students that black
programming is meant to segregate
blacks from everyone else and that
other people aren’t welcome to the
events. Different solutions were
discussed to remedy this, one being
to make sure titles of programs are
clear.
Another issue discussed was
black
identity
and
being
comfortable with oneself.
Coleman said overall he thought
the caucus went well.
“It’s a new thing and we just need
to keep it going,” he said.
The BLC began when Coleman
went to a conference for NSBE and
spike to someone about a gnxip on
their campus that brought together
organizations
for
financial
purposes. Coleman said he drew
from that and thought by creating a

coalition it would faster unity on
campus, though the group
wouldn’t incorporate the financial
aspect.
Coleman said his long-term goal
for the BLC is to take the
organization beyond the black
groups to incorpirate other
minority and “under-represented”
gnuips on campus, like Out ‘n’
About, tlx* gay-straight alliance at
GVSU.
“The ultimate goal is to really get
unity for all minority students." he
said, but right now his goal is to get
the largest minority on campus
together — the black community.
Coleman said it’s weird to see
such segregation among black
p*ople at GVSU.
"I never thought that black
p*ople could be segregated
amongst themselves, but I kind of
see it that way." he said, adding
while everyone is strong and
pisitive within their individual
organizations, he doesn’t think the
groups are collaborative cmxigh.
Another goal for the BLC,
Coleman said, is to make sure
various groups aren’t “trampling”
on each other’s pmgramming. but
rather offering suppirt and
assistance
Coleman said when he first came
to GVSU the university was
pushing the suppxi of a diverse
campus.
T think they make an honest
effort." he said, but added the black
community — and in partxular the
BLC — knows better what its
concerns are and what needs to be
done to promote a diverse campus
PLEASE SEE CAUCUS, A12
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Students get involved in commission’s research
AJ Colley
Grand Valley Latithorn
Grand Valley State University’s
Student Senate participated in
facilitated dialogues as part of
the Cherry Commission on
Higher Education and Economic
Growth — headed by Michigan
Lt. Gov. John Cherry — last
Thursday.
The commission has been
hearing the testimony of
Michigan businesses and higher
education students, faculty and
staff since its creation in June.
The senate’s dialogue was part
of 15 dialogues held at GVSU for
the commission.

“It seemed to me that people
were really engaged in the
discussions, which is great
because these are the future
leaders,” said Patricia Oldt,
GVSU vice president for
planning and equity.
Student Senate President
Jonathan Osborn said the
dialogues gave students an
opportunity to give their opinion
on how they think education in
Michigan is going and where
they’d like to see it go.
He also said he was happy the
senate was given the opportunity
to impact the future of higher
education.
“In essence, we’re speaking to

GVSU to charter new schools
Forrest Karbowski
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Two charter school contracts
are available from Grand Valley
State University after two
schools ended their contracts
with the university. Applications
for the two open positions will
be accepted until Dec. 1.
Charter schools are public
schools which operate on a
charter from either a local school
district a community college, an
intermediate school district or a
university. Eight universities in
Michigan charter approximately
200 schools. GVSU sponsors 30
charter schools around the state.
“Charter schools are related to
the university’s broad mission of
education,”
said
GVSU
President Mark Murray. “There
is a critical difference in that we
are not directly involved in
delivering education.”
Murray said GVSU does not
operate charter schools and
instead serves as the legal entity
that authorizes them.
"The legislature turned to
universities to be the authorizing
body and the board of Grand
Valley took up the call from the
legislature to carry out this role,”
he said.
Ed
Richardson,
special
assistant for charter schools at
GVSU, said any entity can apply
for a charter contract.
“But once the entity applies,
they must be a non-profit
corporation board,” Richardson
said. “That way they can become
an aim of the government and
operate a public school.”
Last time an opening was
available, Richardson said he
received eight applications. This
time, he said he expects about 15
for the two positions.
Richardson said charter
schools help make sure already
existing public schools don’t
have a monopoly on a child’s
education.
"It’s a strong belief in choice.”
he said. “If you believe parents

should have a choice in where
they send their child, then you’ll
want legislation that gives more
options.”
Charter schools have the same
rules and regulations as regular
public schools with three
exceptions, Richardson said.
“One is that they’re not
covered by the Teacher Tenure
Act,” he said. ‘Two is they have
no taxing authority; they have to
use the foundation grant to fund
their schools in all expenditures.
Third is their boards; instead of
being elected by local folks, the
legislature determined that the
to
be
authorizer ought
board
the
determining
members.”
board
appoints
GVSU
members for its charter schools.
Richardson said the board is
from
usually
appointed
nominations from the local
boards.
“Whoever operates the school
is accountable to the board, and
that board is accountable to the
contract we give them,” he said.
Although GVSU charters
many schools across the state,
Richardson said recruitment
from these schools is not a main
goal.
“I wouldn’t say there’s an
extreme target for charter school
students to come any more than
any other type of student,”
Richardson said. “I do know
GVSU is interested in bringing
under-represented students to the
campus and I know our charter
schools have a higher minority
population than our traditional
schools.”
Richardson said 19 percent of
students in Michigan in the K-12
population are minority students,
while charter schools have a
minority population of over 50
percent.
“So those students who may
become familiar with Grand
Valley because it’s their sponsor
may come to Grand Valley, but
we don’t have any records that
says that’s what’s happened yet,”
he said.
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the governor about where we
want to see education — and
higher education as a whole —
go,” Osborn said.
The information from the
dialogues will be sent to the
University of Michigan. Oldt
said the university is collecting,
analyzing and synthesizing the
information from the dialogues at
GVSU and around the state.
The 15 dialogues at GVSU
represented different groups on
campus
including
faculty,
students, staff and alumni.
While GVSU’s information for
the commission needed to be
submitted by Nov. 25, the entire
Cherry commission report must
be completed no later than Dec.
31. 2004.
The Cherry commission has
two main goals: To double the
number of Michigan college
graduates over the next ten years,
making Michigan the national
leader in producing college
graduates,
and
ensuring
Michigan’s system of higher
education effectively teaches the
specific skills workers will need
to work in 21st century jobs.

Courlrsy of Jonathan Osborn

Brainstorming: Student senators and facilitators discussed how high school has an impact on higher education
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LAKER LIFE
Ethnic Fest offers united culture
GRAND VAUIY LANTHORN

Maribeth Holtz, Laker l#e MHur
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Geren said the decorations for
their booth will include posters
about different countries with
Ethnic Festival in Khhhqf
facts about each one.
From 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m., there
fraternity, the Latino Student
Nov. 18, shoucashtg
Union, the Asian Student will be an interactive dance lab
various cultures
Union, as well as the East Asian where students can learn dances
from different cultures.
Studies department.
Then from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.,
Angela Harris
Sova said the East Asian
Studies department is bringing there will be a religion forum
Grand Valley Lanthorn
in the Chinese Association of during which followers of
various
West
Michigan to
Calling all students to share
religions will
some
their cultures or to experience perform
-------------------- talk about the
new ones! Grab your ethnic garb traditional dances
origin of their
and head out to Grand Valley from China for
religion and the
festival.
the
State
University’s
Ethnic
“It is also a great various aspects
Ye Jee Geren,
Festival today from noon until 8
of it.
p.m. The festival will be in the president of the
Sova said the
Asian
Student opportunity to
Grand River Room in Kirkhof. .
dance
lab and
Union,
said
the
The festival will include food
educate campus
religion forum
from different ethnic groups as group is planning
are new to the
well as a language lab, fashion on doing multiple and students on
Ethnic festival
show and cultural performances. events.
this year.
“We re planning the different
Jennifer
Sova,
graduate
She said the
assistant in the Office of Student on a mini fashion aspects of specific
festival
is a
describing
show,
Life, said from noon to 3 p.m.
cultural
there will be a cultural showcase what people are cultures.
celebration
what
during which various groups wearing,
designed to be
will display different aspects of country it's from,
an opportunity
and
when
they
many cultures.
ENNIFER SOVA to showcase the
She said some groups will be would wear it,”
Office of Student Life different
doing arts and crafts, while Geren said. “We
aspects
of
are
also
having
a
others will be handing out
culture
and
the
language
skit.
literature or food. Also at this
time, some groups will perform The people in [it) ---------------- ------------------- various
cultures
at
will be speaking
or participate in a fashion show.
GVSU.
“The cultural showcase has multiple
“It is important to celebrate
been the highlight of the event in languages and English will be
culture on campus,” Sova said.
spoken at the end.”
the past,” Sova said.
Geren also said there will be “It is also a great opportunity to
Kate Stoetzner, director of
international student and scholar crafts at the ASU booth, such as educate campus and students on
services, said the fashion show making paper nets and catching the different aspects of specific
will highlight various traditional fish, cultural games and food cultures.”
This year’s festival is being put
dresses or outfits from cultures from different countries.
“Dance Dance Revolution will on by the Office of Student Life,
around the world.
The performances, which may also be there,” Geren said. “It the GVSU Cultural Board and
Residence Housing Association.
was popular last year.”

■ GVSU will host the

CVLI Archives

A roaring good time: In past years, the Ethnic Festival at QVSU has included information, food and and ways to
interact with several different cultures.

include dances or skits, will be
performed by the Native

Great American Smoke-out to encourage, support
■ CARE to educate
others on the benefits of
quitting smoking during
nation-wide extent
Maribeth Holtz
Grand Valley Lanthorn

CVL / Kate Frown

Challenge to quit: CARE will encourage smokers to quit smoking today as
part of the Great American Smoke-out, a national program

Members of Cancer Awareness
Resistance and Education will
encourage students and faculty
to never “quit quitting" in
today’s
Great
American
Smokeout events.
Tables will be set up around
campus and members of CARE
will
be
using
positive
reinforcement to encourage
members of the Grand Valley
State University community to
stop smoking for a day in hopes
that it will encourage them to
stop smoking for the rest of their
lives.
GVSU is one of over 100 other
universities participating in the

American Cancer Society’s
national campaign, the Great
American Smokeout. CARE
will hold events throughout the
day to educate and encourage
others.
Holly Hawkins, president of
CARE, said the goal of the day
is “to really raise awareness on
what smoking can do to you,
your body as well as others
around you.”
CARE will have information
tables set up near Zumberge
Library in the morning and at the
Cook-Carillon tower in the
afternoon. Hawkins said there
will be members of CARE at the
tables passing out "quit kits”
which will contain pamphlets
about what quitting can do for
you as well as coupons for
nicotine patches and gum. She
said there will also be games,
activities and prizes at the tables
to show others how hard it is to
quit
and
how
important
persistence and willpower are.

Lee speaks to students as part of OMA’s
Professionals of Color Lecture Series
each other because it showed how
Dang said the lecture series
something that you think is special serves as an inspirational
to only you or only your family has instrument to showcase and
Multicultural Affairs
gone through, someone else also highlight the career journeys of
brings speakers to
has,” said Courtney Lawler, successful professionals of color
freshman physical therapy major.
across the nation.
GVSU to educate
Lee used this exercise to show
The lecture series began in the
that culture is something that fall of 2(X)3because Deiui Oliver
community
everyone has but is at the same Wilson.Multicultural Affairs,
Angela Harris
time unique.
wanted them to be a way to
“Human beings talk differently, encourage students to continue to
Grand Valley Lanthorn
eat different foods, and may have pursue and achieve their goals.
Dang said Dr.
Weathering the rain and wind, voted differently,
Julia Hare is
about 2(X) GVSU students and staff but we all have
tentatively
members donned their best attire to culture," Lee said.
Angeline Chen,
scheduled
to
see Dr. John D. Lee speak about the
freshman
speak at GVSU
differences between culture and a
“Human
beings
secondary
on Feb. 3 and Tim
race on Nov. 4.
and talk differently;
Wise will be
Lee’s lecture titled. "A Fish Out education
major,
speaking
on
of Water” was part of the math
the eat different
March 24.
Professionals of Color Lecture attended
She added that
Series put on by the Office of lecture.
"Lee’s speech foods, and may
each speaker is
Multicultural Affairs.
really have voted
chosen based on
During his lecture, Lee said was
their
culture and race are two very informative and
accomplishments
different issues that are affected by showed me how differently, but we
race and culture
and expertise in
different things.
different,” all have culture. 99
their respective
“Culture is the soil [geography] are
fields.
that a person grows up in and this Chen said.
DR. JOHN D. LEE
Senior Anthony
Ijee was chosen
could be outside of the person’s
Stepter
added.
Multi-Ethnic Counseling to speak because
race soil,” Lee said.
Center he is a member of
An example that Lee gave to “He really put the
the Multi-Ethnic
expand his point was a Korean legacy of race in
Counseling
growing up in Hudsonville. perspective”
Connie Dang,
Center and is a
According to Lee, this person
licensed
would be culturally Dutch, but assistant director
racially be classified at Korean or of the Office of Multicultural psychologist at Michigan State
Affairs, said the series serves as an University. Also, he consults
Asian.
instrument
to people on the issues and challenges
To emphasize his point, Lee inspirational
engaged the students in an activity showcase and highlight the career of cultural diversity and the healing
of
successful or dismantling of racism.
called. “Connection.” During this journeys
Dang said the topics for each of
exercise, the students formed a professionals of color acnvvs the
the speeches are chosen to align
circle and stepped out into the nation.
She added that the purpose of the with the mission of the Office of
middle and said something that
was true about them. If one lecture senes is to expose the Multicultural Affairs, which is to
person’s
statement
matched GVSU community to professionals “serve as a flagship for diversity
anyone else’s, those people also of color from all walks of life and initiatives with institution-wide
that it brings to campus dynamic cooperation
for
developing
stepped out into the middle.
“I really liked the circle thing role models to educate the policies, practices, and programs
where everyone associated with community and to initiate that fosters a climate of
dialogues on various issues.
inclusiveness "

Hawkins said on average, it
takes a person seven times to try
to quit smoking before actually
quitting permanently. She said
CARE hopes to encourage
others to keep trying.
She said she also hopes nonsmokers will support smokers
and even take quit kits home to
friends and family.
“Smoking affects everyone,
whether
it’s
directly
or
indirectly, and it’s good to have
that support,” she said.
Tricia Walding, vice president
of CARE, said that tobacco use
affects every student at GVSU.
“For smokers, it affects their
financial status, health and
relationships,” she said. “For
non-smokers,
tobacco
use
affects their health and their
relationships as well as a
possible raise in their taxes. It’s
imperative that Grand Valley
students support and encourage
tobacco users who are trying to
quit.”

^)in\Aux

This is the 28th year the
American Cancer Society has
held the Great American
Smokeout. Hawkins said this is
the third or fourth year GVSU
has participated in it.
In addition to information
tables, games and prizes, CARE
will also have an acoustic guitar
informal concert in the Women’s
Center in the evening for people
to relax. They are also holding a
Team Captain’s Banquet for the
team captains of last year’s
Relay for Life, in order to get
them excited for the Relay for
Life for 2005.
CARE
is
a
student
organization that has 38
registered members. In addition
to
organizing
the
Great
American Smokeout activities
and Relay for Life, CARE also
participates in service projects
like the Ronald McDonald
House and GVSU’s Strides
Against Breast Cancer, which
was held last month.
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Dig In: Vice Provost, Bari Merkle talks with Melanie Flowers during "Dinner with the Deans" on Nov. 9.
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Celebrating heritage: The second annual Traditional Powwow will take place at the Grand Rapids Public Museum
and will showcase Native American culture and heritage.

Powwow to showcase
Native American culture
Alan Ingram
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Native Americans will be able
to celebrate their culture,
families and traditions this
weekend at the second annual
Traditional Powwow, "Along
the Owashtinong." at the Public
Museum of Grand Rapids.
The powwow will feature
traditional dancing, artisans.
Native American food and
other activities. Grand Entries
will be at 1 p.m. and 6 p.m. on
Saturday.
"We also have many honor
songs that pay tribute to our
Veterans. Elders and others that
have given so graciously of
themselves to help others.” said
Debra Muller, head female at
the powwow and Norton
Mounds project manager with
the public museum. "There are
certain times that the audience
is invited in to participate since
we know that all people are
tribal. Thus, we have inter
tribal dances."
Muller said last year’s
powwow was almost standing
room only. It happened during
the museum’s "Tribes of the
Buffalo" exhibit. She added
that the museum enjoyed it so
much that they wanted to make
it an annual event for the
community to come and
witness.
The Powwow is for everyone
regardless of age. race,
ethnicity or level of education,
Muller said. Last year, a large

sampling
of
community
members of many ages came to
learn about and to witness
Native American culture and
life.
Muller said the highlights of
the powwow include the
Elders, because they represent
the wisdom that sets the
standards for the future
generation, and the children,
who
will
continue
the
experiences and teachings set
out by the Elders.
The powwow should interest
Grand Valley State University
students quite a bit, Muller
said. She said she feels it is
important for students to
understand the different ways
of life and belief systems of
people with a variety of
backgrounds.
"Any student that is preparing
him or herself for future career
path|s) must be willing to open
the door to understanding the
different ways of the many
people that now make this their
home.”
Muller
said.
“University
students
are
foremost in this since they will
be going on to develop others
and initiate change in many of
the circles that they will be in.”
Many misconceptions exist
about
Native
Americans,
Muller said, which is another
reason why students should
attend. She said it is important
that they know where the myths
came from, historically. By
exposing themselves to other
cultures and ways of life.
Muller said students would be

able to grow and improve as
they continue to advance in the
world.
Muller
said
due
to
misconceptions about Native
American culture, the Museum
wanted to make sure the
powwow was done correctly.
"Many of us here at the
Museum were instrumental to
having the powwow presented
in the appropriate way and we
collaborated with the Native
American community members
and others throughout the
process," Muller said. "Much
has been written about us, but
not until the very recent
contemporary times were those
writings being done by us. Of
course, the history books still
have to be changed to present
the truth in the occupation of
this land.”
While she did not have a
favorite part of last year’s
event, Muller said she is
looking forward to increased
collaborations, understanding
and participation.
The Public Museum will also
offer educational programs for
public school students on
Friday, which she said would
also help to increase their
understanding of other cultures.
Admission to the Public
Museum of Grand Rapids is $7
for adults and $2.50 for
children. A reduced rate is
available for people with a
tribal ID. The museum is
located at 272 Pearl Street
N.W., near GVSU’s Eberhard
Center.

Pins, buttons, badges, pinbacks: a
new way of expressing your voice
Matt Evenocheck
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Bands, video game characters,
political statements, catchy
slogans, organizations, comic
book heroes and television
shows — they’re cheap, easy to
find and slowly making a
comeback. What are they? Pins!
Most remembered from the
cult classic movie “Office
Space," pins are ways to express
one’s self. Once used to promote
presidential candidates and
ideals over the last few decades,
as well as punk bands from the
‘70s, the small metal pins are
creeping back. This time
around, however, the messages
and pictures have expanded to
please the younger generation.
The traditional, most popular
size is 1 inch in diameter, about
the size of a quarter. More
commonly used by new wave
and rock bands in the late ‘80s is
the 1.25-inch size and the
largest is the 1.5-inch size.
These pins can be bought for
as little as 50 cents each, or can
be purchased in packages of
three or more. If you’re lucky,
they might even be free. They
can be found in record shops,
street fairs or festivals, clothing
stores or even bought on eBay.
One can also buy a hammer,
which is used to create these and
make one’s own.
For students, it is a way to
proclaim their interests and
values without saying a word.
Ole Tundevold. a fifth year
junior studying public relations,
has about 18 pins on his lapel.
Most are from bands that he
enjoys listening to. He said he
got most of them from concerts
he attended. He said pins
representing "...bands like Five
Iron Frenzy or Bleach, who
aren’t together recording music
and touring anymore,” are the
most memorable.
One of Tundevold’s favorite
pins, which he said he no longer
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Self-expression: Ole Tundevold, a public relations major, has several pins
on his bag. He is one of many students who uses them to express himself.

wears because it broke, said
“I’m Worth Waiting For” which
promoted
his
value
of
abstinence.
Freshman English major
David Kosmak has gotten many
of his pins from the annual
Cornerstone Festival in Illinois,
an
all-day
music
“extravaganza.” Such pins
include names of bands like
Norma Jean, Zao, Still Remains
and Joust. Others include
“Religion Sucks, Jesus Saves"
and "Pornography Rapes the
Mind.”
He said people choose to
display pins for various reasons.
“It is a valid form of
expression for some people,”
Kosmak said. “For others, it’s
simply a fashion statement. Or,
undoubtedly, as with any other
style, it’s simply ‘following the
crowd.’”
He said some buttons, like
those purchased at the store Hot
Topic, do not have “funny
phrases,” but that they work
“with pretty much any kind of
style.”
He said there are people who

wear buttons for a purpose and
who are really trying to get a
message out there.
“Others do it for their own
satisfaction but then there are
others who are doing it because
that is what they have been
shown and choose to follow it
blindly," Kosmak said. “I would
say I balance it between getting
a message out there and to show
that 1 like these bands.”
Tundevold, who has been
collecting the badges for two or
three years, thinks pins are a
way of expressing oneself.
“It’s like adding flair," he said.
“I’ve worked a lot moving them
around to how I want them to
look. I hope to add more and
have them all over (my] bag.”
Examples of other pins that
are available include “.Straight,
But NotNarrow.” “Worst
President
Ever,”
“Peace
Monger; Browns + Greens =
Gold," “Rock the Vote,”
“MusicforAmerica.org,” “Know
Your Roots" for Nintendo
followers and “Share." which
promotes
legal
music
downloading.

DOWNTOWN
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Shorris: Who is an American?
■ Lecturer Earl Shorris explains his definition
(>f uhat makes someone (tn American
Alan Ingram
Grand Valley Lanthom
Defining just what makes an
American an American can be
a very difficult process
according to lecturer and
writer Earl Shorris. He
addressed the problems of
identifying just “Who is an
American” at Grand Valley
State University’s Loosemore
Auditorium as part of the 2004
Fall Arts Celebration.
“The first U.S. soldier to die
in the Iraq war was born and
raised in Guatemala,” Shorris
said. “He did not spend
enough time in the United
States to get citizenship
papers before he enlisted,
shipped out, trained hard and
died.
He
was
awarded
citizenship posthumously. So
here’s the question: was he an
American at the moment of his
death?”
Shorris said many United
States’ citizens do not view
people from other nations as
American.
He
argued,
however, that everyone living
in the Western Hemisphere is
American.
“There are only three kinds
of people in this hemisphere,”
Shorris said. "There are North
Americans, Central Americans
and South Americans. All are
American.”
He explained that Mexicans
do not refer to people living in
the
United
States
as
Americans, but instead as
“estadounidenses,” meaning
people of the United States.
Different
groups
and
nationalities
have
been
historically excluded from the
country and from citizenship,
Shorris said. The idea of being
un-American spread after
World War II. The idea of
exclusion is still present in
today’s society.
“Today the exclusionary
view
of
citizenship
is
extended with an attitude that
verges on passion to the
largest group of Americans
who have come to the United
States,” Shorris said. “That
there be any doubt about the
status of these people, the
term illegal is applied to
them.”
Exclusion is based more on
legal ideas now, instead of
cultural or political ideas as
was the case in the past, he
said.
Historically, many people in
the
country
were
not
considered citizens, Shorris
said. African Americans and
Native Americans often did
not count when it came to
rights and citizenship.
“In short, these people are
not illegal,” Shorris said.
“They are entitled to full legal
rights under the constitution,
which does not specify that
such rights are accorded only
to citizens.”
In addition, America is
usually a place that wants as
much
happiness
and
opportunity for as many
people as possible. This
theory, however, is not always
practiced, as rights for certain
groups of citizens are taken
away from them when a select
group attempts to obtain that
happiness.
Immigrants,
though, can bring good things
to America.
“There
is
a rule of
immigration — that is those
who leave a country," Shorris
said. “They are generally the
brightest
and
most
enterprising people in the
society. The rest of the world,
in that case, gave and keeps on
giving to the United States.’
One of the problems in
America right now is that a
large portion of the population
is growing older, leaving the
younger generation to pick up
where their ciders left off.
Since the younger generation
is much smaller, the country
will
have
to
rely
on
immigration to make up the
rest of the workforce.
“So immigrants are a gift."
Shorris said. “They’ve always
been a gift, unless they’re
excluded, which seems to go
against
that
practical
American idea of the greatest
good for the greatest number.”
GVSU provost Gayle Davis
said Shorris’ lecture was the
final event in this year’s Fall
Arts Celebration.
“The planning committee led
by Jene Enright ... has really
put together a wonderful
series of events — the
academic lectures and also the
arts events.” Davis said. The

provost also introduced Jeff
Koeze, the owner and CEO of

Koeze Company in Grand
Rapids. Koeze then introduced
Shorris.
Following Shorris’ formal
presentation, the audience had
the
opportunity
to
ask

questions of the scholar. A
reception
concluded
the
evening.
Shorris has written many
fiction and nonfiction books
including “Under the Fifth
Sun,” "Latinos: A Biography

of the People,” “The Life and
Times of Mexico,” “New
American Blues: A Journey
Through
Poverty
to
Democracy” and “Riches for
the Poor:
The Clemente
Course in the Humanities.”

“Who is an American?”
Shorris asked. “Whoever is no
better than you, no worse than
me and is willing to do
something about it.”

OTTAWA CREEK APARTMENTS
Monthy Rent as low as

$167.50 PER PERSON
based on 4 person occupancy

•
•
•
•

Walkout balcony
Dishwasher
Large closet space
Basketball court

Spacious 1 or 2 bedroom apartments
Central air
Coin-up laundry in each building
Just minutes away from GVSU/Allendale
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(616)453-9190 CALL NOW (616)677-5270
Reservations being accepted
for next year!

GVI. I Will Hurrah

Sharing insight: In addition to his scholarship on the United States. Earl
Shorris has written a book on life in Mexico after NAFTA.
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The contraceptive patch contains hormones similar to those in birth control pills. Hormonal contraceptives are not for everybody.
Most side effects of the contraceptive patch are not serious and those that are. occur infreauently. Serious risks, which can be life threatening, include blood clots, stroke or
heart attacks and are increased if you smoke cigarettes Cigarette smoking increases the risk of serious cardiovascular side effects, especially 4 you are over 35. Women who use
hormonal contraceptives are strongly advised not to smoke. Some women should not use the contraceptive patch, including women who have blood dots, certain cancers, a
history of heart attack or stroke, as well as those who are or may be pregnant. The contraceptive patch does not protect against HIV or other sexually transmitted diseases.

please read important safety information
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Agreement to direct Hope students to GVSU

to have the opportunity to enter
the GVSU physical therapy or
occupational therapy programs
after
they
finish
their
undergraduate degree at Hope.
The agreement, signed on
Wednesday. Nov. 10 in the CookDeVos Center for Health

Alan In(.kam
Gratui Valhy Lanthom

Grand Valley State University
formalized an agreement with
Hope College that will allow
Hope health professions students

Sciences, will allow two Hope
College students to go into
GVSU’s Muster of Science
occupational therapy program.
Two other students will be able to
enter the Doctorate of Physical
Therapy program, said Jane Toot,
dean of the College of Health

Professions at GVSU. Each year,
the physical therapy program can
take 40 students and occupational
therapy admits 20 students. Two
of each of those could come from
Hope.
“It’s beneficial for Grand Valley
because the students from Hope
are usually very, very good
students,” Toot said. ‘‘They’ve
had a sound grounding in science
and critical thinking and they are
used to a value system that’s
important to health care ...
professionalism and ethical
beliefs, and so they’re naturals.”
Hope College Provost James
Boelkins said Hope does not offer
any graduate programs, so being
able to direct interested students
to GVSU is beneficial. He said
students who do not see their
particular program at a school
might not apply there, so having
an agreement with GVSU allows
Hope to offer those students
something.
“They want to be at a place like
Hope for a variety of reasons, but
they can still do that and see an
opportunity to how to transition
from our program and to still
achieve their career goals,”

Boelkins said. “The preparation
that we can give them will be a
very strong preparation.”
TTie addition of students with a
strong academic background both
from Hope and other colleges and
universities improves and benefits
GVSU because they often bring
in other experiences and
perspectives, GVSU Provost
Gayle Davis said. She also
mentioned the importance of
working with other schools.
“I think it’s important, first of
all, that the schools work together
(collectively] on some of these
issues because we have a lot of
students who want a big array of
programs and not every university
is not going to be able to offer
everything to everybody,” Davis
said. ‘‘So these kind of
agreements from our perspective
at Grand Valley. I think what you
end up with is a stream of students
who can come in ready for our
course work.”
Toot said the requirements for
the
program
include
a
baccalaureate degree, certain
prerequisites primarily in the
sciences, a 3.0 grade point
average and recommendations.

The recommendations are not
letters, but forms, which provide
consistency, she added. Students
who meet the criteria conduct an
interview with many open-ended
questions. Part of the interview
process includes an on-site
writing sample, which tests both
critical thinking and writing
skills.
‘‘Everything we do, we’ve
fashioned it so that it’s scoreable,”
Toot said. “It’s a numerical kind
of thing so that it doesn’t leave
anything up for interpretation.”
Students who don’t get in to the
program are invited back for an
“exit interview,” in which their
performance in the interviews,
writing skills and critical thinking
is critiqued. Toot said.
Davis said GVSU has other
partnerships
with
other
universities, including Eastern
Michigan and Central Michigan
universities. EMU offers a
doctorate program in education
that GVSU does not. CMU does
not have an occupational therapy
program, so the university sends
some students to GVSU in a
similar partnership.

Jewish-Christian interfaith dialogue on mysticism comes to Grand Rapids
Valley State University. “It’s a
cooperative
venture.
Our
purpose is to share our work
with the general community and
develop collegiality between the
institutions.”
Rowe is the chair of the West
Michigan
Academic
Consortium.
Its
steering
committee includes professors
Barry Bandstra (Hope College).
Frans van Liere (Calvin
College). Carl Bosma (Calvin
Theological Seminary). Chris
Kaiser (Western Theological
Seminary) and Stephan Davis
(Aquinas College) as well as
Sylvia
Kaufman,
of the
Muskegon-based West Shore
Committee for Jewish/Christian
Dialogue, which also helped

Mandy Burton
Grand Valhy Lanthom

Questions about mysticism
and
the
differences
and
similarities between the ways
Christians and Jews view it were
part of the discussion at the
latest West Michigan Academic
Consortium, on Wednesday,
Nov. 10 at the Eberhard Center
m downtown Grand Rapids. The
theme was Jewish and Christian
Mysticism: Convergences and
Divergences.
“Grand Valley is part of the
consortium, so we work with our
sister institutions to bring this
together," said .Stephen Rowe,
professor of philosophy at Grand

present the conference.
“We bring outsiders in to speak
on what different religions are
about and in a spirit of
encouraging
cooperation,”
Rowe said. He added that a
significant dialogue like this one
is presented every three years.
This
year’s
conference
featured two key speakers,
Arthur Green and Bernard
McGinn. Green is the Philip W.
Lown Professor of Jewish
Thought at Brandeis University
and Dean of Rabbinical School
at Hebrew College. McGinn is
the Naomi Shenstone Donnelley
Professor of Historical Theology
and History of Christianity at the
University of Chicago Divinity
School.

“Goals for the conference are
to broaden our understanding of
the traditions, the tensions that
arose and how we parted ways;
to understand what we share,
and to hear the new voices,
understandings and experiences
that are emerging among Jews
and Christians in dialogue,”
McGinn said.
“Many people have thought of
mystics as people who went off
by themselves,” he added. “It is
personal, but not individualistic.
Mystics are very communityminded.”
McGinn was the featured
speaker for the first part of the
day. He spoke on “How Jewish
and Christian Mystics Read the
Bible” before Green offered his

reflections.
After the group broke for
lunch, the speakers switched
roles, with Green talking about
"Hasidic Biblical Exegesis.”
Later, there was a panel
discussion on the speakers’
presentations, followed by
dinner and a dialogue on
"Jewish
and
Christian
Perspectives on the Song of
Songs”.
After each of the presentations,
the speakers fielded questions
from the audience of students,
clergy.
academics
and
community members.
“Many of us are aware that
inter-cultural and inter-religious
dialogue really marks our era,”
Rowe said.

The next dialogue event will
be held on Oct. 24, 2(X)6 and will
feature James Carroll, Dr.
Vincent Cornell and Rabbi Dr.
Donniel Hartman. Carroll is a
“Boston Globe” columnist and
author. Cornell is a professor of
history and director of the King
Fahd Center for Middle East and
Islamic Studies at the University
of Arkansas. Hartman is the co
director of the Shalom Hartman
Institute in Jerusalem.
“The conference focuses on
inter-religious understanding
and appreciation,” Rowe said.
“We bring in professors from
institutions who are studying
these things to broaden all of our
perspectives.”

WOMEN
ORTHO EVRA®
(NORELGESTROMIN / ETHINYL ESTRADIOL
TRANSDERMAL SYSTEM)
Patents should be counseled that this product does not protect against HIV Infec
tion (AIDS) and otter sexually transmitted diseases

• only
ORTHO EWA* • a combination transdermai contraceptive patch with a contact surface area
of20cnv’ It contains 6 00 mg noreigeefromxi and 0 75 maathlnyteHrtdlol(EE). and releases
150 micrograms ot norelgestromin and 20 micrograms ol tE to the bloodstream per 24 hours
IMPORTANT NOTE - This information is a BRIEF SUMMARY of the complete prescribing
information provided «vHh the product and therefore should not be used as the basis tor
prsKntMng the product This summary was prepared by Oetetmg from the complete prencjtwiqlntnmsffkai certain Sait, tablea and rataranoaa. The physician should be toorougNy
fomMar with Vie complete praecrtbing xiformation before prescribing the product
INDICATIONS ANO USAGE: ORTHO EVRA' ■ xnkcated tor the prevention ot pregnancy
LAe oral conVeceptives ORTHO EVRA* b Nghlv effective It used as recommended »i ths label
ORTHO WU* has not teen atudhd hr and m net rnrheatad hr uaa h emergency
contacapthn
CONTRAINDICATIONS ORIHO EVRA* should not be used n women who currently have the
toBMtng conditions 1 Thrombophlebitis thromboembolic disorders 2 A pvt history of deep
vet) Veombophiebihs or thromboembolic disorders 3 Cerebrovascular or coronary artery
daeeaa (turent or past rectory) 4 Valvular hand disease with complcatione 5 Severe hyper

tMtanl AMNN0IIMBMI nwNl

«.• -j«.» V':-'

8 Mwor sugary with prolonged mmoWuatwn 9 Known or sidpected caranoma ol the breast
or personal Mtaory ot breast cancer to Caranoma ol the endomefoum or other Known or
K^nctodo*og»vilN)ante<inil—11 Undtagnoaed abnormal genital MeaMng'2 Chaleetalc
jtejndtae ol pregnancy or pundee with prior hormonal contraceptive use 13 Acute or chronic
hepatocellular disease with abnormal liver function 14 Hepetic adenomas or carcinomas
15 Knov*i or suspected pregnancy 16 Hypersensitivity to any component ot ton product
wahwnm_________

Cigarette smoking increases the rtak of serious cardiovascular side effects
from hormonal contraceptive use This risk Increases with age and with heavy
smoking (15 or more cigarettes per day) and is quita marked in women
over 38 years ot age Woman who uaa hormonal contraceptives, including
ORTHO EyRA*. should be strongly advised not to imokt
J
ORTHO EVRA* and other contraceptives that contain both an estrogen end a progestin are
caked combination hormonal contraceptives There is no epidemiologic data available to
datarmina whether safety and afttcacy wffhtha tenadarmal roula ol admlntatration would be
dffforwrt than the oral rout* Practitioners prescribing ORTHO EVRA* should be familiar with
Vie following information relating to risks
The uaa ot combination hormonal contraceptives is associated with increased nsks ol several
serious conditions including myocardial infarction thromboembolism stroke hepatic
neoplasia end gaaDtoddw dnease although the nsfc ot senous morbidity or mortality is very
small r beaffhy women without underlying nsk factors The nsk ot morbidity and mortality
ncreasea significantly n the presence ot other underlying nsk factors such as hypertension
hypampKlemias obesity and diabetes
The information contained xi the package naan is prmcpalty based on studies earned out m
women who used combnebon oral contraceptives with higher formulations ot estrogens and
progashns than those m common use today The effect ot tong, term use of combination
hormonal contraceptives with lower doses ot both estrogen and progestin administered by any
route remains to be determined
Throughout thn labekng epktemiotogcal studies reported are ol two types retrospective or
case control studies and prospective or cohort studies Case control studies provide a meas
ua of the rtiahva mfc of * disease namely a ratio ot the incidence ot a disease among oral
contraceptive users to that among nonusers The relative nsk does not provide information
on the actual ckncat occurrence ot a disease Cohort studies provide a measure of attnbuta
Me nek. atoch n the dWVronc* m the xwdencs ot disease between hormonal contraceptive
users and nonuaers The aftnbutaWe nsk does provide information about the actual occur
ranca ol a dneaaerltie population (adapted from refs 2 and 3 with the author s permission)
For further information the reader is referred to a text on epidemiological methods
t Thromboambokc Disorders And Other Vascular Problem* a Thromboembolism An
nerwwad mfc ot thromboamboic and thrombotic disease associated with the use of hormonal
contacapthaa n wel wtaMahad Caea contool shakes have tound the relative nsk of users
compared to nonuaers to be 3 tor Via first apoode of xpeltal venous thromboan 4 to 11
tor deep vwn thrombom or putmonary amboksm and 1 5 to 6 tor women with predisposing
condkiom tor venous Vvomhoembohc disease Cohort studies have shown the relative nsk to
be somewhanower about 3 tor new cases and about 4 5 tor new cases raqumng hosprtak/a
ion The nak ol thromboamboic dtoeaee awocakad with hormonal conVacaptNae a not
rotated to length ot uee and dbappears after hormonal contraceptive use a stopped A two to
tour told xicraeae si rent** nak ol post operative thromboembolic complications has been
reporM with the uae of hormonal contricaptivas The relative nsk of venous thrombose to
woman who have predisposing ooreWons is twee that of women without such medcal con
dffions itfoaatote hormonal conVacepthee Rwutd be Maconttouad at laaat tour weeks poor
to aid tor two masks alter elective surgery of a type associated with an increase to nsk ot
VTrumbnembnfcsm and dung and Wkrmng protongad immotafczation Stoce the rnimedate
poetpartum penod a also associated with an no eased nak of thromboamboksm hormonal
cnotiacapffves should be started no earlier (hen tour weeks sffer delivery to women etoo elect
not to breast toed In Vie Urge caracal Inals iN-. 3330 with 1 704 women-yers ot exposure)
one earn at non total pulmonary amboksm occurred during ORTHO EVRA* use and one case
of poet operate non total pulmonary embofcsm was reported tolhwaio ORTHO EVRA* use It
a itoknwwi t V* rah ot venota Ihromboembokem ertth ORTHO EVRA* uaa s drflerent than
wtoi use ol eombaiatw »X conVaceptives As with «iy combnakon hormonal contracepims the dncianRiouM be atari to the earnest manifestations of thrombobcdaordersffhrom
txpMebffa puknonary amboksm cerebrovascutor daorders and retinal thrombosis) Should
anyof these occur or Dt suspected ORTHO EVRA* should be dsconbnued immediately
b Myocardial Infarction An nenwsed nsk at myocwtM infarction tes been attributed to
hormonal center apOva us* Tha mk a primarily m smokers or women with other underlying
rah toclors tor oororwy artory daaaae such as hypertenaton hypercfioiesteroienMa morbid
obaaffv and dtoheter. The retain* nak ol heart attack tor current hormonal cnntacepflve users
hM bean eefcmatad to be tos> to so compared to non umts The nsk a vary low infer toe age
<R 30 Smofcrg r comtxnebon wffh oral contacaplte uaa has been shown to corffrtbute sub
stwikaky to V* ncatonca ol mmcanbai xitarrHora xi women xi Bias rrad Itorties or older with
smcteiQ xcmnbng tor the majority ot exenss cases Mortality raw associated with cxcutetoryteeese have been Rwesi to xwsase substantially xi smokers especially xithoee 35 years
of age and ofclw among women atoo use oral cnntaceplivea Hormonal contraceptives may
oompowl to* rfterts ot eW-knoexi oak factors such as hypertension diabetes hyperkpi
damw ag* xnd obesity to particular some progestlns are known to decrease hoi cholestxroi and caue* gkroae nWexia erttt* estrogens may create * state of’lypenruuknan'
tormotel corteacepbves have bear thorn to xicreaae blood praaaixe among soma users isee
Sector 9 X11NARMNGS) Sun** nfferti on nak (actors nave been associated wffh an xwaased
n* M heart itaaaM Hormonal contraceptives ndudtog ORTHO EVRA* out be used with
canton to ammen veto cardtovasr ukv dweeee re* factors Norgesbmate and noralgaavomr
hMmfwnMnxbnganr actMtyisae&NCAl PHARMACOLOGY n ton Preserving totormatton)
Thar* a soma evidence tost toe nsk at myocardu* xitarrhon associated with hormonal
convacaptwas n lower whan to* orogeatto has mswnal anrkngemr activity than when the
aelMty a greater c CarMro vascular ithaaiaa Hormonal contraceptives have been shown
to toctsaax Onto to* relative end affitoiAtone risks ol r entorovasruk* events (thrombotic and
bemorrtieqK strokes) totoough n general toe nak <s greatest among older (>35 years)
foipartonww tween «too torn smoke *yp*rtwwonw*kMidtodeartto<tartortorbolbuesrs
and oonuaen tor tnto lypaa or torefces and wnokng Mended to xicrsMe toe nsk ot stroke
to a large study toe relative ra» at toromboto strokes hM been shown to range tom 3 tar
normotsnxXve users to 14 tor itoers wtto srare hypertonsar The rattow rsk ot hamontiagic
stroke a reported to M1 2 ter non smokers who used hormonto contracaptaw 2 6 tar smok
en who (bd not urn hormonto contraceprnwa 7 8 tar smokers atoo used hormonto con% x
capivsa. 11 tar normotatnwt users and 25 7 tor users «xto savers hypwtanenn The affrtaAshle
rn* a torn greater n okler women « Dose related risk ot vascular (tamase torn hormonal
conaarapthnw A pnsffrve Meonehon hM been observed between toe xmrxxii ol estrogen
end progeatto xi hormonal uxtetoaptow and tot rW of iMcuter dteat A deOne xi serum
tsgi danaRy Nxprotexoe (HtX ) hM been reported with merry progestational agents A Jackie
toaanmrvgri (density NroproterahM been associated *Ato an vicreaMdxiadBnceof nchemc
rwrf dates* Because estrogens xcraaM tCl chotetoerol toe nto effect ol a hormonto contrarapavx tepanda on a batonce achieved between dotes ot estrogen and progeskn snd to*
KiMtyoiVwprogMBnuMdtaVwcorteaaplM* Tht adMty tote amouff ot boto hormorw
towtol be conneradn toe chaca at a hormonto contaaceptNe * Persistence of tefc of vat
outer dteaaae There art tom shakes tool have toman parsrstenc* ol rtak of vitoniter disease
tM ever imwoI cumhaatotan hormonto HdraceplivM m a study xi toe United StatM toe nak
qt dxveXnpen myocartkto ntorctwr attar dwoonteuiq rombmtetan hormonto contracapthiM
paraM tar to aatt 9 years tar emman 40-49 yaars who had uMd comtantoton hormonto conncapwa tar the or more yam but ton nr mated rak wm not damonetaated xi ofhar age
/tux to anotoer stuffy to (Vaat Brawn toe r«k to developing cerebrovMCutei dnease
paiatirt tar to wet A years after dmontouhon to comfanakon hormonto cottoacapVvM
toVmuto< enwa rW wm vary tonal Hoxterw boto shakes arm pw termed afto combeiabon
hormonto utoWrartNe dorm Atom contemxog 50 nacrogiama or higher to Mtrogena V a
taeewxxn whetwr ORTHO ETRM* a dtottact kom otoar oomtanakon hormonto centerattorn*
w«i raavd lb Vte otcureanea to xanou* «id ardwttotommbotos 7 FaffmaW Of Mortality
town CanWsstoar termanal Cantoaoitotova Iter One stuffy gMhared date Bonn vanaty
to hutch tost have xtnmeded toe mohtoRy rate aaaociated with different methods to
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contraception at different ages These estimates include the combxied risk ol death associ
■dted with contraceptive methods plus Vie nsk attnbutable to pregnancy xi the event ot mediod
failure Each method ot contraceptxxi has As specific benefits and risks The study concluded
that with ffie exception ot combination oral contraceptive users 35 and older who smoke and
40 and older who do not smoke mortality associated with all methods ot bxth control a low
and below that associated wffh childbirth
The observation ot a possible increase xi nsk ol mortality wrth age tor combination oral con
traceptive users is based on data gathered xi the 1970's but not reported until 1983 Current
dmcal recommendation involves die use of lower estrogen dose formulations and a careful
consideration ot nsk factors In 1989 the Fertility and Maternal HealBi Drugs Advisory Commrttae
was asked to review Bie use ot combination hormonal contraceptives xi women 40 years ot
age and over The Committee concluded that although cardiovascular disease nsks may be
increased wrth combmatxxi hormonal contraceptive use after age 40 in healBry non-smoking
women (even wrth toe newer low-dose formulations) toere are also greater potential health
nsks associated wrth pregnancy in older women and with Bie alternative surgical and medical
procedur« Biat may be necessary rt such women do not have access to effective and acceptable
means ol contraception The Committee recommended that Bie benefits ot low-dose combi
nation hormonal contraceptive use by healthy non smokxrg women over 40 may outweigh the
possible nsks Arthough Bie data are manly obtained wrth oral contraceptives toe a likely to
apply to ORTHO EVRA* as well Women ot all ages who use combnabon hormonal contra
ceptives should use the lowesl posstale dose formulation that is effective and meets the mdi
vidual patient needs 3. Carcinoma Of The Reproductive Organs And Breasts: Numerous
epidemiological studies give conflicting reports on toe relationship between breast cancer and
COC use The nsk of having breast cancer diagnosed may be skghffy increased among current
and recent users ot combination oral contraceptives However Bis excess nsk appears to
decrease over time after COC discontinuation and by 10 years after cessation Bie increased
nsk disappears Some studies report an increased nsk wrth duration ol use while oBier stud
ies do not and no consistent relationships have been tound wrth dose or type ot steroid Some
studies have tound a small increase in nsk lor women who Brst use COCs before age 20 Most
studies show a similar pattern of risk wrth COC use regardless of a woman's reproductive
hatory or her tamily breast cancel history In addition breast cancers diagnosed in current or
ever oral cortoacepbve users may be less dinicalty advanced toan xi never-users Women who
currently have or have bad breast cancer should not use hormonal contraceptives because
breast cancer a usually a hormonally sensitive tumor Some studies suggest Biat combination
oral contraceptive use has been associated wrth an increase m toe nsk of cervical xrtraepitoWtal neoplasia in some populations ot women However there continues to be controversy
about Bie extent to when such findings may De due to differences xi sexual behavior and oflier
factors in spite ot many studies at toe relationship between oral contraceptive use and bread
and cervcal cancers a cause-and-effactratettantoap has not been established it is not known
whether ORTHO EVRA* a distinct from oral contraceptives wrth regard to Bie above state
merits 4. Hepatic Neoplasia: Benign hepatic adenomas are associated wrth hormonal con
traceptive use arthough Bie incidence ot benign tumors is rare in Bie United States Indirect
calculations have estimated the attnbutable risk to be m the range of 3 3 cases/100,000 tor
users a nsk that increases after tour or more years ot use especially wrth hormonal contra
ceptives containing 50 mcrograms or more ot estrogen Rupture ot benign hepatic adenomas
may cause death through xitra-abdommal hemorrhage Studies trorn Britain and Bie US have
shown an increased nsk ot developing hepatocellular caranoma xi long term V 8 years) oral
contraceptive users However these cancers are extremely rare xi Bw U S. and toe attnbuta
bie nsk (Vie excess incidence i ot liver cancers xi oral contraceptive users approaches less Bian
one per mAkon users It s unknown ertietoer ORTHO EVRA* s distinct from oral contraceptives
xi Bxs regard 5 Ocular Lesions: There have been dmcal case reports ol retinal tirombosis
associated wrth Bie use ot hormonal contraceptives ORTHO EVRA* should be dacontmued it
rtiere is unexplained partial or complete loss ot vision onset of proptosis or diplopia
papilledema or retinal vascular lesions Appropriate diagnostic and therapeutic measures
should be undertaken immediately 6 Hormonal Contraceptive Use Before Or During Early
Pregnancy: Extensive epidemiological studies have revealed no increased risk ot txrth detects
m women who have used oral contraceptives poor to pregnancy Studies also do not indicate
a teratogenic effect particularty xi so far as cardiac anomakes and limb reduction detects are
concerned artier oral corrtracepdves are taken xiadvertenOydumg early pregnancy Comtxnatnn
hormonal contraceptives such as ORTHO EVRA* should not be used to xiduce wrthdrawal Meed
tog Mi test for pregnancy ORTHO EVRA* should not be used during pregnancy to treat thraatened or habitual abortion It s recommended Biat for any patient who has mased two consecutive
periods pregnancy should be ruled out Ifffiepatienthasnotadheredtoffieprescnbedschedule tor toe use ot ORTHO EVRA* Bie possibility ot pregnancy should be considered at Bie time
ot Bie first mased penod Hormonal contraceptive use should be dacontxrued if pregnancy Is
confirmed 7. GaBbiadder Disease: Earlier studies have reported an xrcreased lifetime rela
tive nsk of gallbladder surgery xi users ol hormonal contraceptives and estrogens More re
cent studies however have shown Biat Bie relative rsk ol developing gaitoladdet rfcsease among
hormonal contraceptive users may be mxnmal The recent fxidings of mxamai risk may be re
lated to Bw use ol hormonal contraceptive formulations contaxvng tower hormonal doses ot
estrogens and progestms Combination hormonal contraceptives such as ORTHO EVRAr* may
worsen existing gallbladder dsease and may accelerate the development ot Bits disease xi
previously asymptomatic women Women wrth a hatory ot combination hormonal
contraceptive related cholestasa are more likely to have the condition recur wrth subsequent
comMnatwn hormonal contraceptive use B Carbohydrate And UpM Metabolic Effect*
Hormonal contraceptives have been shown to cause a decrease xi glucose tolerance xi some
users However to toe non diabetic woman combination hormonal contraceptives appear to
have no effect on fasting Mood glucoae Prediabebc and diabetic women xi particular should
be carehffy monitored while taking combxiabon hormonal contraceptives such as ORTHO EWA*
to dmcal trials wrth oral contraceptives containmg ethmyl estradiol and norgestimate Bwre
were no dmcaKy significant changes m tasting blood glucose levels There were no dmcalfy
significant changes in glucose levels over 24 cycles ot use Moreover glucose tolerance tests
showed no dmcalty significant changes from baseline to cycles 3,12 and 24 In a 6-cyde
dmcal tnal wrth ORTHO EVRA* toere were no dmcalty significant changes xi tasting Mood
glucoae from baselme to end of treatment A smal proportion ot women will have persistent
hypertriglyceridemia white taking hormonal contraceptives As discussed earlier isee WARN
INGS la and 1d) changes xi serum tnglycendes and lipoprotein levels have been reported xi
hormonal contraceptive users B Elevated Blood Pressure Women with significant hyper
tension should not be started on hormonal contraception Women with a lastory ot hyperten
sion or hypertension related diseases or renal dsease should be encouraged to uee anotoer
method ci contraception B women etect to use ORTHO EWAR toey should be monitored doaely
and it a dmcalty significant elevation ol Mood pressure occws ORTHO EVRA* should be
dacontmued For most women elevated Mood pressure will return to normal after stopping
hormonal contraceptives and there 8 no difference in toe occurrence of hypertension between
former and never users An increase to Mood pressure has been reported r ernnen taking
hormonal contraceptives and Bas increase is more hkety m older hormonal contraceptive users
and with extended duration ol use Data from toe Royal College ot General Practitioners and
subsequent randomirad trials have shown Bwl to* incidence ot hypertension morasses ertto
mcreMtog progestational activity ID Headache: The onset or exacerbation ot migraine
headache or toe development ot headache wrth a new pattern Biat s recurrent, persistant or
sever* requires dtsconttouabon ol ORTHO EVRA* and evaluation ot Bie cause 11 Bleeding
kregutertttea: Rreaklhrough bleedtog and spotting are sometlmss encourtered xi women usmg
ORIHO EVRA* Non-hormonal causes should be considered and adequate rkaqnostr mess
uras taken to role out mafcgnancy oBier pathology or pregnancy m Bie event ot breaktorough
Meedrig as to toe case at any abnomw vaginal bteedng It pathology has been exduded tune
or a change to another contraceptive product may resok* toe bleeding. In to* event ol amen
orrhM pregnancy should be ruled out before xxtratxig us* dt ORTHO EVRA* Some emmen
m*y encouiter amenorrhea or ofrgomenorhes after rfraconttouatwn ot hormonal contracsp
Bve um especially ertisn such a condffton was pre existent BteBdmg Patterns to to# dxvcal
trials most women started Biex withdrawal Needxig on Bie fourth day ot the drug-free
mterval and Bie median rkrabon ot withdrawal bieeffnq was 5 to 6 days On average 28N ol
women per cycle had 7 or more total days ot Needxig and/or spotBng (tots xctodes berth with
draws* flow and breaktorough trteedmg and/or spotting) 12. Ectopic Pregnancy: Ectopic as
we* at intrauterine pregnancy may occu n contraceptive tartim
PRECAUTIONS Woman should be counseled toat ORTHO EVRA* dOM not protect agtonat
HtV nteebon (AIOS) and otoar aexualty transmitted xrtacbona 1 Body rttoMN " 188 tot
(90 kg): Results ot c*mcN toah suggest toat ORTHO EVRAR may be leta effective xi women
math body weight ’ 198 foe (90 kg) toan xi women wrth lower body welMits 2. Physical
Examination And Foltoxx-Up: it is good medtaal practice tar women tong ORTHO EVRA* as
tar al women to have anrual medtaal evaluation and physical examinations The ptryscal
exarmnebnn however may be deferred unlit after nfftobon rrt hormonto contraceptives It
requested by Bw women and ludged appropriate by Bw dfrrtcan The physeto exammaban
should ndudx xpeewi reference to Mood preeeure breasts abdomen and ptovta organs
nctudtog caracal cytology and relevant laboratory tests to caM ot ixvtagnoeed perestsnt or
raarent abnormal vagnai Mending appropriate measures toouk) be conducted to role out
matgnancy or otwr paBvrtogy Women with e strong (amity history of breast cancer or atoo
have breast nodutot should be monitored wffh pertcuter care 3 Lipid 0 Worden Woman
who are berno treated tar hypertpidemae should be trrttowed ctaeeiy rt toey toed to um
ORTHO EVRA* Some progaotins mey eievate LOt Wvets and may render Bw control rrt hyper
iipetemias more difficult 4. liver Function rt taundice devetapa to any woman using
ORTHO EVRA* toe medtaaBon should b* dtaconBntod The hormorwe xi ORTHO EfflA* may
be poorly metobolbed xi patients wffh xapaxed INer tonctlon 5 Fluid Retention Starred hor
monra Nk* tone# xi ORTHO EVRA* may cauM some degree ot Buid retention ORTHO FWA*
should be presertbed ertto caution and only wffh caretal monitortog r patients wffh condition*
ertxch muRrt be aggravated by fluid retention I EmoBcnto Otoorttor* Women who become
suntficantty depressed while usmg combination hormonal contraceptives such m
ORTHO EVRA* towuld stop toe medtaaBon and um another method at contraception xi an at
tempt to dtosrmaw ertwtwr toe symptom a rfrug related Women wffh i hwtoy ot depreetoon
should be caratuBy obeerved and ORTHO EWA* dwnonSnuad t significant depreseam occur*
7. Contact l ante*: Contact tana wearers who develop vWuto changes or ctoxxigM totenatol*rwir»»artdb*aM**e*rit)yxnophto*»notopsi tOngtoMadSaw JwngettoConUCiPftW
Effectiveness Associated wr Co Admmwtratior <rt OTiar >10 CrMracspBve effarnvarwM
may bt reduced whin hormonto confraceptkrex re oo-admtotatared wffh some arttwrttas

antrtungals anticonvulsants and oBier drugs Biat increase metabolism oI contraceptive steroids
This could result in unattended pregnancy or breakthrough Needing Fxamples include barbi
turates gnseotutvm ntampm phenylbutazone, phenytoin carbaroazepme telbamate oxcar
bazepme topiramate and possibly wrth ampicillxi The proposed mechanism of interaction of
antibiotics 6 different from Biat ot liver en/yme ndueng rfrurys Literature suggests possible
interactions wrth Bw concomitant use ot hormonal contraceptives and amptcillm or tetracy
daw to a pharmacokinetic drug interaction study oral administration ol tetracycline MCI
500 mg q i d tor 3 days prior to and 7 days dunng wear of ORTHO EVRA* did not signihcarrtty
affect Bie pfiarmacokmetics ol noretgestromm or EE Several ot Bie anti HIV protease mhiMtors
have been studied with co-administration ot oral combination hormonal contraceptives
signrticanl changes (increase and decrease) xi Bie mean AUC ol Bie estrogen and progestm
have been noted xi some cases The efficacy and safety ot oral contracepfrve producls may be
affected rt s unknown whether Bus applies to ORTHO EVRA* HealBicare professionals should
reter to Bie label ol toe individual arrti-HIV protease inhibitors tor further drug-drug interaction
xrtormatnn Herbal products containing St John's Wort (hypericum pertoratumi may xiduce
hepatic enzymes (cytochrome P450) and p-gtycoprotem transporter and may reduce Bie
effectiveness ot contraceptive steroids This may also result xi breakthrough Meedxiq Increase
m Plasma Hormone Levels Associated wflh Co-AdmxiBtered Drogs Co administration ot
atorvastatm and certain oral contraceptives containing eftixryt estradiol increase AUC values
tor ethmyl estradiol by approximately 20% Ascorbic acid and acetaminophen may increase
plasma ethmyl estradiol levels possibly by inhibition ot coniugabon CYP 3A4 inhibitors such
as itraconazole or ketoconazoie may increase plasma hormone levels Changes m Plasma Levels
ot Co-Admimstered Drogs Combmabon hormonal contraceptives containing some synBiebc
estrogens (eg. ethinyl estradiol) may inhibit Bie metabolism ot oBier compounds increased
plasma concentrations ot cydosponne prednisolone and BieophyHme have been reported wrth
concomitant admintstrahon ot oral contraceptives In addition oral contraceptives may xiduce
Bw corrugation ot oBwr compounds Decreased plasma concentrations ot acetaminophen and
maeased clearance ol temazepam salicylic acid morphine and ckrftbnc acid have been noted
when these drogs were administered with oral contraceptives Arthough norelgestromin and
its metabolites mhrtnt a variety ot P450 enzymes m human liver microsomes Bie clxncal
consequence ot such an interaction on Bie levels ot oBwr concomitant medications is Hkety to
be insignificant Under Bw recommended dosing regimen. Bw xi vivo concentrations ot norelge
stromin and its metabolites even at Bie peak serum levels are relatively low compared to Bie
inhibitory constant (Ki) (based on results ot xr vitro studies! Hearth care professionals are
advised to also reter to proscribing information ot co administered drogs tor recommendations
regarding management ot concomitant therapy 9 Interactions With Laboratory Testa: Certain
endoenne and liver (unction tests and Mood components may be affected by hormonal
contraceptives a increased prothrombin and factors VII. VIII IX. and X decreased antrthrom
bxi 3: increased norepinephrine-xiduced platelet aggregabiirty b increased Biyroid binding
gtobukn (TBG) leading to increased circulating total Biyroid hormone as measured by protein
bound iodine (PBI). T4 by column or by radioimmunoassay Free T3 resm uptake is decreased
reflecting toe elevated TBG. free T4 concentration is unaltered c OBier binding proteins may
be elevated si serum d Sex hormone binding globulins are increased and result si elevated
levels of total cxculating endogenous sex steroids and corticoids however, free or biologically
active levels erther decrease or remain unchanged e Triglycerides may be increased and
levels ot various oBier lipids and lipoproteins may be affected t Glucose tolerance may be
decreased g Serum totate levels may be depressed by hormonal contraceptive Bierapy The
may be ot dxitaal significance rf a woman becomes pregnant shortly after discontinuing
ORTHO EVRA* 10 Carcinogenesis: No carcinogenicity studies were conducted wrth norelge
stromin However budging PK studies were conducted using doses N NGM/EE which were
used previously m Bw 2 year rat carcinogenicity study and 10-year monkey toxicity study to
support the approval ot ORTHO-CYCLEN sxid ORTHO TR1CYCIEN under NDAs 19-653 and
19-697 respectively The PK studies demonstrated that rats and monkeys were exposed to 16
and 8 times Bie human exposure respectively wrth Bw proposed ORTHO EVRA* transdermai
contraceptive system Noretgestromm was tested m xi-vBro mutagenicity assays (bacterial plate
xxorporabon mutation assay CHO/HGPRT mutation assay chromosomal aberration assay
using cultured human peripheral lymphocytesl and xi one m vivo test (rat micronucleus assay)
and found to have no genotoxic potential See WARNINGS Section 11 Pregnancy Pregnancy
Category X See CONTRAINDICATIONS and WARNINGS Sections Norelgestromin was tested tor
its reproductive toxicity xi a rabbit developmental toxicity study by Bw SC route ot admxistra
toi Doses NO 1 2 4 and 6 mg/kg body weight which gave systemic exposure N approxi
mately 25 to 125 tinws Bw human exposure wrth ORTHO EVRA* were admxustered daily on
gestation days 7-19 Malformations reported were paw hyperflexion at 4 and 6 mg/kg and
paw hyperextension and deft palate at 6 mg/kg 12. Nursing Mothers The effects ot
ORTHO EVRA* m nursing moftwrs have not been evaluated and are unknown Small amounts
N combination hormonal contraceptive steroids have been identrfwd m Bw milk of nursing
moBwrs and a tew adverse effects on Bw child have been reported including jaundice and
breast enlargement to addition combination hormonal contraceptives given xi Bw postpartum
period may xitertere with lactation by decreasing Bw quantity and quality ot breast m* Long
term follow up M ritants whose rnerthers used combmabon hormonal contraceptives while breast
leedmg has shown no deleterious effects However the nursing mother should be
advised not to use ORTHO EVRA* but to use oBwr forms of contraception until she has com
pletely weaned her child 13.

Pediatric Um

Safety and efficacy N ORTHO EVRA* have been

established xi women ot reproductive age Safety and efficacy are expected to be Bw same tor
post pubertal adolescents under Bw age N 16 and tor users 16 years and older Use N Bxs
product before menarctw e not indicated 14. Geriatric Uaa: This product has not been stud
wd m women over 65 years M age and is not indicated in Bus population 15. Sexually
Transmitted Dtseaaee Patients should be counseled that Bus product does not protect against
HIV infection (AIDS) and oBwr sexuallv Bansmitled diseases 18. Patch Adhesion: Experience
wrth more Bian 70 000 ORTHO EVRA* patches worn tor contraception tor 6-13 cycles showed
that 4 7% of patches were replaced because they erther tell ctf (1 8%) or were parity detached
(29%) Similarly xi a small study of patch wear under conditions N physical exertion and van
able temperature and humidity less than 2% N patches were replaced tor complete or partial
detachment B Bw ORTHO EVRA* patch becomes partially or completely detached and
remaxis detached insufficient drug delivery occurs A patch should nM be re apolwd if it is no
longer sticky if rt has become stuck to rtseB or anoBwr surface rt rt has other material stuck
to it. or If It has become loose or fallen off before ff a patch cannot be re applied a new patch

not

should be applied immedialeiy Supplemental adhesives or wraps should
be used to hold
toe ORTHO EVRA* patch in place it a patch is partially or eompietety detached tor more toan
one day (24 Hour or more) OR it the woman 8 nN sure how long Bw patch has been detached
she may (tot be protected from pregnancy She should stop Bw current contraceptive cycle and
start a new cycle immedwtely by applying a new patch Back-up contraception such as con
doms spermicide or diaphragm must be used tor Bw first week N Bw new cycle

INFORMATION FOR THE PATBCT See Patwnt Package Insert
ADVERSE REACTIONS: The most common adverse events reported

by

9 to 22%

N women

,smg ORTHO EVRA* to dmcal trials (N= 3.330) were toe following m order ot decreasing
incidence breast symptoms headache application site reaction nausea upper respiratory
xrfedton menstrual cramps, and abdominal pam

The most freojerrt adverse events leading to discontinuation xi 1 to 2 4% N women usmg
ORTHO EVRA* n Bw tnals included Bw following nausea and'or vomihng application site
reaction breast symptoms headache and emotional labilBy
Lsted below are adverse events toat have been associated wrth Bw use N combination
hormonal contracaptrves These are also likely to apply to eombxwhon transdermai hormonal
contraceptives such as ORTHO EVRA*
An xtareasad risk N Bw foUownq senous adverse reactions has been associated wrth Bw use
at comMnation hormonal contraceptives isee WARNINGS Section) 1 ThrombophteOrtB and
venous Brromboss wrth or wrthout embolism 2 Arterial toromboemboltsm 3 Pulmonary
embotorM Myoorkal xitarctlon 5 Cerebral hemorrhage 6 Cerebral torombow 7 Hypertenaon
8 Gaffbladder dsease 9 Hepetic adenomas or benign liver tumors
There is evidence ot an association between toe following conditions and Bw um N combine
Bon hormonal contraceptives ' Mesenteric torombosis 2 Retinal toromboes
The following adverse reactions have been reported xi users N comMnation hormonal con
traceptrves and are believed to be drug related 1 Nausea? Vomiting 3 GaBfrnxitestxwl symp
tom# (such a* abdominal cramp# and Moating) 4 BreaktorouNi Meedmg 5 Spothng 6 Change
In menstrua How 7 AmamntweS Temporary xffertillty attar dtacontnwtnnNBeatmerB 9 Edema
10 Melasma which may persist 11 Breast changes tenderness enlargement secretion
12 Change xi weight (xwraaM or decreaM) 13 Change xi caracal eroeon and secretion
14 Dimxiutton m lactation whan given immedwtely poetpartum 15. Cholestatic jaundice
18 Migraine 17 RashfaAergta) 18 Mental depression 19 Reduced tolerance to cartrohydrales
20 Vaginal candidiasis 21 Change xi corneal curvature (steepening) 22 Intolerance to
contact lenses
The following adverse reactions have been reported m users N combination hormonal
contraceptives and a cause and effect association has been neither confirmed nor refuted
1 Pre menstrual syndrome 7 Cataracts 3 Changes In appetite 4 Cystitis like syndrome
5 Headache 6 Nervousness 7 Dizziness 6 Hirsutism 9 Loss at scalp ha* 10 Erythema
muffiform# 11 Erythema nodosum 12 Hemorrhagic eruption 13 Vngxirtrs 14 Porphyria
15 impaired renal function 16 Hemotytta uremic syndrome 17 Acne 18 Changes m tvdo
19 Com* 20 Budd Chian Syndrome
(WEROOSAOL Sertoue 41 effects have nN been reported knowing accidental xigestion N kvge
doses Nhormoralconfracaptlves Overrtosage may c*«* nausea and vomfflng and witorfrawal
bleeding may occur to females Given toe nature and design rt toe ORTHO EVRAR patch rt a
irikaty toat overdnaage w* occur Sertoue * efforts have not bean reported toltawing acute
xxtostwnot large rtoeesNoral contraceptives by young chffdren to rase NvKper led overdose
all ORTHO EVRA* parties should be removed and symfffomatfc Boatmen! given
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continued from page A1
Michigan’s worst grade, a Dcame in women’s reproductive
rights.
However, a seemingly low
grade like D- in reproductive
rights may not sound so bad to
some. In fact, those who
oppose abortion may have
been happier with an F.
Jo Ann Wassenaar, assistant
director of the Women’s
Center at GVSU, said it’s all
about who you are and how
you look at it.
“It’s the lens you put on.”
Wassenaar said. “If you’re
looking through one lens,
reproductive rights can be
good. If you looking through
another, they’re had.”
Wassenaar said she sees a lot
of time and effort spent on the
abortion issue. She would
rather see those resources go
toward children who are
actually born, giving them a
chance at a healthy life.
Studying the study
‘‘These reports are great,”
Wassenaar said, “but what is
the plan for improvement?
What is the next step?”
Wassenaar said colleges and
universities are a key part of
making changes.
“A lot of strides have been
made because of colleges and
universities,”
she
said.
“Things are also driven by
business.”
The “Status of Women in
Michigan”
report
was
produced by the Institute for
Women’s Policy Research
with support and funding from
the Nokomis Foundation, a
private women’s foundation
located in Grand Rapids.
The IWPR released a similar
study in 1996, the first of its
kind. The second study, 2004,
was done so there could be a
benchmark to see what kind of
progress has been made since
1996, said Patricia Oldt, vice
president for planning and
equity at GVSU.
Oldt, who sits on the board
of the Nokomis Foundation,
represented GVSU on a
committee
that
helped
prioritize issues to be looked
at for the report.
“I’m hoping it can be used as
a wake-up call to some of the
areas where we have a lot of
work to focus on,” Oldt said.
“I hope it will be used in some
of the classes. I think it would
be a good discussion with
recommendations
coming
from the students.”
Oldt said the Nokomis
Foundation
will
be
distributing copies of the
report, and she will have
copies on hand, available to
GVSU.
“These issues are not just
women’s issues,” Oldt said.
“They affect families, they
affect quality of life and they
affect the economy.”
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Off the record
Student Senate, while approving one of the most
hotly-debated and longest-running resolutions in
recent memory, broke standard procedure and used
enormously badjudgement by deciding the fate ofthe
Taco Bell resolution by secret ballot.
GVL SPEAK UP
he decision made by Student Senate last week to decide the fate of the
divisive and controversial resolution supporting the removal of Taco
Bell from campus is simple to categorize, however, choosing just one
word to describe the choice is hard.
The options of how to classify the decision are plentiful: cowardly, weak,
unjust, wrong. Certainly, other words would suffice as well.
However, in addition to other terms that could be used to characterize the
action your student government took, perhaps the best suited is
irresponsible.
The body that is dedicated, in its own terms, “to being a body of proactive
leaders, representing all students and their diverse, ever-changing needs,”
threw its own definition and mission statement out the window by choosing
to hide their opinions from the students they are appointed and selected to
represent.
While the practice of voting by secret ballot is allowed in the Student
Senate bylaws, senate President Jonathan Osborn said he does not recall
secret ballots ever being used for a resolution in the past.
The point of an open vote in a public meeting is to establish a public
record. While the microcosm of GVSU student government does not often
dictate the use of such record, the principle behind the decision was truly
flawed.
Take, for example, the recent U.S. Presidential election: Without the public
record, neither candidate would have been able to demonstrate the positions
of their opponent by mentioning their past voting lecord on hot-button
issues. If the U.S. Senate decided the fate of a bill dealing with abortion or
gay rights by jotting down a ‘Yea’ or ‘Nay’ on a folded up piece of scrap
paper, there would likely be an insurrection, as well there should be.
Granted, this situation is on a much smaller scale, but the concept behind
the student government choosing an anonymous vote is atrocious.
Students and cabinet members who are elected to represent the student
voice at GVSU failed miserably at being “proactive leaders” and
“representing all students” when they chose, by an open vote, no less, to
conceal their opinions from the very students sitting in the gallery of the
meeting who had worked so hard to push the resolution through.
Some senators said they thought the secret ballot was a good idea as it
made the vote less intimidating by not allowing a “mob mentality” to set in
and affect the end result.
This also causes concern as to the mentality of many of our student
leaders. By running for senate and accepting a position in the student
government, it should be perfectly obvious after one vote that the Student
Senate is a decision-making body. Students who are afraid to assemble an
opinion and cast an open vote regarding any issue should not be allowed to
“represent” us as a student body.
The senate is a decision making body. The students it represents have the
right to know exactly how their elected representatives vote on any given
issue. If these facts present a problem, perhaps the senators in question, or,
more likely, the senate leadership must take action to ensure the integrity of
future votes regardless of subject matter.
The senate made a bad decision, and now must be held accountable for
such. Any course of action other than striking the possibility of another
blind, anonymous vote from the bylaws would be unacceptable. Students
should be outraged at the action of their representation and demand change.
But most of all, the body should apologize to the students it claims to
represent for making an irresponsible decision on their behalf.

GVL Comic / Kari Smith

This week the Grand Valley Lanthorn asked eight community members:

T

Do Grand Valley students use the library to
its full potential?

“I don't think that they
do. The papers that I
have do not require
that much research...I
don’t think it's used as
much because
teachers don’t require
it.”

7 know some people
use it a lot, but I use
the Internet more; it’s
just easier. ”

"Yes, I think so. A lot of
students look up
information that they
can't find on the
Internet. ”

Kandice Zandbergen

Ryan Kwantes
Jami Miedema

History

Undecided

Senior

"No. I probably should
use it but I don’t. I
went one time and
couldn't find anything
because there was so
much. ”

Renee Roche

Nursing

Health Science

Sophomore

Junior

Sophomore

“No. I've been here
four years and I’ve
been in the library
once. I really think it's
because students use
the Internet a lot
more."

“I’ve been in the library
once but not to study.
It’s the Internet; it’s
easier to just sit at
home. ”

“Probably not. People
use the Internet a lot
more. I've been in the
library, but not a lot. I
study more at home
online."

David Rodriguez

Libby Michael

History

Psychology

Computer Science

Anthropology

Senior

Senior

Freshman

Junior

don't really. I haven't
simply this semester
because of the
classes I have. I think
people use it as
necessary. ”
7

Jared Underhill
Kris Baldwin

GVL STUDENT OPINION

“It reminds me ofafallout shelter. ”

Parking far away isn’t so bad
Brian Perry
writes for the
GVL opinion.
His views do
not necessarily
represent those
of the
newspaper.
We’ve just about made it to
Thanksgiving break. It’s my
favorite holiday. My family
comes together to eat, drink,
and be merry. The best part
of the whole day is spending
time with my great
grandmother. She’s 80something and funny. We like
to see her and we always try
to take care of her.
When she needs a coffee,
one of the kids fetches it for
her. When she wants a
Manhattan, I bring her one.
She gets to fill her plate

A

K

before the adults and the
adults before the kids. When
it’s time for pumpkin pie,
hers is delivered. And no one
sits in Grandma’s chair. Why
do we do all this? Because
she’s the matriarch of the
family. And because we
respect our elders.
Early in the year a letter
was written suggesting that
because students are paying
customers, we should get the
best parking spots. Why do
faculty members get to park
nearest to the buildings? If
Grand Valley was a mall, we
wouldn’t have to deal with
this.
I think it’s because we
respect our elders. My
schedule this semester is not
the best example (I’ve got a
bunch of classes with young
professors), but in general the
professors here are middleaged and up. If I cut in front

of my uncles at dinner time. I
get a swat in the head or a
kick in the behind. I need to
show respect. At school it is
no different. Who should
honestly have to take the
longer walk, a 19-year-old
with a 12-credit load or a 56year-old who holds a
doctorate?
Parking 200 yards away
from Padnos is not lifethreatening. A friend of mine
at Michigan State used to
have to walk 40 minutes each
way to a class. I have walked
from Campus West at least
once a day each day of this
semester. As long as there is
no snow on the ground. I will
continue this tradition. It is
good exercise for the kid who
used to eat Mac and Cheese
by the boxful. On the flip
side. I heard a story of a girl
whose mother used to drive
from Grand Rapids to pick

her up and drive her from the
dorms to Calder. If walking
from the parking lot is too
tough for you. maybe you
should consider this option.
Last year I heard a great
observation from an exercise
science professor. He noted
that people love to drive
around hunting for the
parking spot closest to the
Recreation Center. Ironic?
Why not park farther away
and cut your workout time by
one minute and 10 seconds?
Most of the students here
are young people who should
have plenty of energy. The
obesity rate in America is
approaching 25 percent. Do
yourself a favor and instead
of whining about parking far
away from classes, invest in
better walking shoes and say
thank you to the doctors who
teach us every day.

4

- Courtney Koen
GVSU Sophomore on Zumbergc
Library’

GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand
Valley Lanthorn opinion page is to
stimulate discussion and action on
topics of interest to the Grand
Valley Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
welcomes reader viewpoints and
offers three vehicles of expression
for reader opinions: letters to the
editor, guest columns and phone
responses.
Letters must include the author’s
name and be accompanied by
current picture identification if
dropped off in person. Letters will
be checked by an employee of the
Grand Valley Lanthorn.
Letters appear as space permits
each issue. The limit for letter

length is one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to
edit and condense letters and
columns for length restrictions and
clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will
not be held responsible for errors
that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or
email typographic errors.
The name of the author is usually
published but may be withheld for
compelling reasons.
The content, information and
views expressed are not approved
by nor necessarily represent those
of the university, its Board of
Trustees, officers, faculty and staff.
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GVL LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Politics can be polite
Letter to the Editor:
On an otherwise great day
for Republicans, Wednesday
was a terrible day for
Democracy. In San Francisco,
an angry mob consisting of
300 Arab, Palestinian and rad
ical leftists surrounded a
College Republican recruit
ment table and proceeded to
pepper them with food and
insults. I’m sure you are ask
ing yourself why this applies
to GVSU. Here's why: San
Francisco State University is
one of the most radical
Universities in the United
States, BUT many universities
are following in its footsteps
by ignoring equality for the
many, and applying it to the
few. Conservative students
have been assaulted, insulted
and called every racist name
in the book, and what is done
about it? Every perpetrator at
that school got away clean,
EVEN though there were
multiple eye-witness
accounts. The sad fact is, the
students who were assaulted,
received community service
for being assaulted. If that
doesn’t make your blood boil,
one Palestinian woman shout
ed “The only way we can
defeat you is to kill as many
as possible! I’d rather die a
suicide bomber’s death than
to call myself an American!”
I do not know how the SFSU
conservative students feel
about their free speech rights
being violated, but I know
how I feel. The Bald Eagle
needs both wings to fly, the
right and the left. So next
time someone assaults your
point of view, politely remind
them of your right to express
it. As for the President of the
GVSU College Republicans,
I’m prepared for the worst.
Bring it on.
Kyle Rausch
Public Safety?
Dear Mr. Editor,
I am a concerned GVSU
mom. My daughter has
relayed to me a story that has
disturbed me very much
regarding Grand Valley’s
“Public Safety” Department.
She and another student
were working on campus late
last night. They finished their
work after the last bus. Due to
the late hour, they called
Public Safety to ask for a ride
home. One young woman
lives on-campus but a dis
tance from the office they
were working in. The other
lives just off-campus. They
were both refused transporta
tion by the Public Safety
Department.
This wouldn’t be so
shocking and disturbing if not
for the fact that I personally
spoke to Campus Security at
the beginning of the last
school year and was assured
Campus Security would escort
students to their dorms or
escort off-campus students at
least to the edge of the prop
erty if they were uncomfort
able walking.
I realize that we are all
very fortunate that Allendale
is such a safe community,
however, communities that
“put there head in the sand”
when it comes to safety are
perfect targets for those who
would take advantage of such
naivete’. I also understand
that the states are struggling
to fully fund colleges and it is
possible the Public Safety
Department is understaffed.
This still leads me to ques
tion, what is their primary
responsibility in the overnight
hours if not the safety of stu
dents? Would they have
responded to a report of
underage drinking? Would
they have responded to a
report of a car illegally
parked? It is my strong opin
ion that their first and most
important responsibility
should be the safety of each
and every student attending
GVSU.
In closing I must bring up
that fact that I have written
previous letters to the editor
expressing my displeasure
with the woefully inadequate
transportation system at
GVSU. This issue is another
example of the importance of
assuring public transportation
or some safe alternative be
readily available to students.
Someone needs to speak up
and tell “the powers that be"
at GVSU that many students
work on campus after 10pm.
The University has been
encouraging students not to
drive to campus and many
students don't have cars on
campus. Something needs to
be done to resolve this issue.
Students deserve safe, reliable
transportation at all hours.

We have a University of
over 20, 000 students and we
have no way for our student
to feel safe traveling on cam
pus after dark. Last fall
Housing canceled the van that
was picking up students and
went back to individuals
walking them to their dorms
or apartments. Now I have
discovered that was canceled
this fall. We have students
that work until midnight in
the library and some of them
need to walk home. What is
happening here at GVSU that
we spend money on build
ings, housing and beautiful
grounds and are not con
cerned about the safety of our
students? This really needs to
be looked at for the future
safety of our students at
GVSU.
Carol Modderman
Fans acted poorly during
Michigan Tech, GV game
Letter to the Editor:
The excitement of being in
the nation’s largest football
stadium, the thrill of watching
our Lakers fighting for their
playoff lives, the rush of hear
ing the roars throughout the
stadium were all tainted by
hecklers and down-right vul
gar spectators. 1 went from a
proud fan in the first half of
the game, when cheers and
attention were focused on the
football game, to an ashamed
Laker when the lewd com
ments towards the opposing
team’s band reached ridicu
lous levels. Before I go any
further in this editorial, I
would like to thank the thou
sands of Laker fans who came
to watch the football game
and cheer on our team. Like
most spectators or at least
some, I enjoyed a little heck
ling towards the players and
towards the opposing team’s
band and fans. In fact. I’m
one of the first people to
jump all over another team
when they make a mistake.
But, a little bit of innocent
heckling is different than
degradation of character,
drunken slurring and non-stop
cussing.
The purpose of this edito
rial is not to bash the students
who made the Bash at the Big
House a forgetful one for an
entire band and entire section
of students; it is to call out
those students who go to the
game, not to watch the foot
ball game, but to degrade
other human beings. It is a
shame that our back-to-back
defending National
Champions are given no
respect by certain students.
With a few minutes remaining
in the game, the heckling
from our section got so bad,
that even a group of Laker
football players were looking
back at our section in disgust.
Another piece of advice to
those students in my section
who ran their mouths
throughout the second half of
the game is: learn some new
cheers. If you are going to
heckle another team, don’t
repeat yourselves over and
over again. And if for some
reason you think your cheers
are hilarious; don’t base that
on the reactions of your other
drunken friends. If those stu
dents cheering in our section
even took a second to realize
that everyone around them,
besides their drunken friends
were quiet and not laughing at
their cheers, they hopefully

would’ve stopped. And one
more piece of advice, the
word, F*** or F***ing or
A**hole or Bit** doesn’t
have to be incorporated four
or five times into every cheer
for it to be a good cheer. In
fact, GVSU would put off
more of an educated image if
we decided to be a little more
innovative with our cheers
instead of just slurring out a
cuss word every other line.
I would like to conclude
this letter by apologizing to
the Huskies of Michigan
Tech, especially their march
ing band, who were blatantly
attacked throughout the game.
Personal attacks to character
and jokes inappropriate to
repeat in this letter were
unacceptable and represented
GVSU inaccurately. Having
to apologize to fans and the
Marching Band after the game
was something I felt was
ridiculous.
The goal of this letter is
for certain individuals to
weigh their reasoning for
coming to football games. If
it is simply to degrade other
people, stay at home, because
not only are you degrading
them, you are ruining the
experience for all your fellow
students. Like I said earlier, a
little heckling here and there
is something that I deem
acceptable, but when heckling
turns to non-stop vulgar per
sonal attacks, that is where
the line must be drawn.
Matt Kucinski
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WELL, LOOK NO FURTHER!

•Early Bird Specials
'Bargain Matinees
•Student discounts

Adecco Employment is proudly hiring
for Steelcase Wood! We are in need of
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machine operation and distribution
departments! Drug screen, background
check and reliable transportation are
required. Apply Monday,Thursday, and
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Bridget Jones: Edge of Reason
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National Treasure
Spongebob Squarepants:
The Movie
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Are you looking for...
an Apartment or Duplex?

with Free Wireless Internet?
$220/mo. per person & Close to Campus?

University Apartments
5 Bedroom Units

University
Apartments
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Rich St.

Save-A-Lot
Lake Michigan Dr.
GVSU
Campus
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Sincerely,
Gloria Harmon
Proud GVSU Mom
What’s the cost of safety?
Letter to the Editor:
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SENATE
continued from pane AI
ballots to elect its cabinet
members, Osborn said he is not
aware of any resolution being
voted on by secret ballot in the past.
Osborn said the rationale given
for the motion to vote secret ballot
was for senators to be able to vote
honestly without feeling pressured
from outside sources to vote one
w ay or another.
When asked whether senators
should be held accountable for
their individual votes, Osborn said
they should because senators are
elected by the people, but defended
the secret ballot vote by saying it is
allowed according to Student
Senate bylaws and Robert’s Rules
of( )rder.
Members of the gallery
admonished the senate for its
decision to vote secret ballot during
public comment at the end of the
meeting.
(ialien filled with students
About
75
concerned,
predominately black students
entered the gallery in the Pere
Marquette Rcx>m in Kirkhof Center
to address the senate.
After public comment was
opened to the group, a member of
the gallery yielded the microphone
to Sen. Sharese Shannon.
Shannon said the group had
come to support her because the
senate was not listening to what she
had to say on behalf of the group.
“I don’t think that one specific
person represents one sect of
people — we represent all
students,” Osborn said
While various issues were
discussed by members of the
gallery, many students criticized
the senate for not successfully
representing their views and for

expecting students to come to them
for concerns, rather than senators
going to the students.
Osborn also said it’s “logistically
impossible" for 50 students — the
number of students comprising a
full senate — to go out and meet all
22,000 GVSU students, and vice
versa.
"There needs to be compromise,"
Osborn said, adding it isn’t an "us
versus them" situation, but rather
students iuid Student Senate need
to work together.
Michelle
Burke, associate
directoi of the Office of Student
Life and advisor to the Student
Senate Appropriations Committee,
said the situation was handled as
well as it could have been.
“For such an unexpected event to
happen, I think everyone handled
themselves very well," she said.
Burke said she thought moving
into public comment when the
group entered the meeting was a
gtxxl idea.
Burke said she agreed with the
students and was glad they said
what they said.
"Definitely what was said needed
to be said and not just from the
group of students that came in."
Burke said, “but I think that
reflected a lot of voices of students
from around the campus — that
senate shouldn’t just be having
their meetings and waiting in their
office for people to visit, that they
should be doing a lot more
outreach."
Osborn said the students showed
their amount of willingness in
wanting to change the campus.
"If you show up and you make
your voice he;ird. that means you
care and you want to see something
change here on this campus.”
Osborn said, "and you want to see
things better both for yourself ;uid
tor other students."
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CAUCUS
continued from page A2
So. Coleman said he hopes the
BLC can help bring ideas to the
table to make the environment at
GVSU welcoming to minorities.
Although Coleman is president
of the BLC on paper, he doesn’t
want to be considered its leader.
"I don’t want to be president of it
because if this turns out to be as big
as what 1 hope it turns out to be.
you have almost the entire black
population [at GVSU| ■ffiHiwl
with one person," he said. “So. if
you have someone that’s the
president of it. then they're going to
start feeling like Tm president of
all the black people.’’’
Coleman said having a president
would give one person tix> much
power and he also doesn’t want one
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organization
to
get
more
recognition than the others, which
could happen with one prominent
leader.
The BLC is composed primarily
of the executive boards of GVSU’s
black organizations — Alpha Phi
Alpha. Delta Sigma Theta, Phi
Beta Sigma. Zeta Phi Beta. Positive
Influence. You Beautiful Black
Woman. Black Student Union.
National Society of Black
Engineers and Voices of GVSU —
but caucuses are also opened to
some general members of the
organizations.
The BLC plans to hold two
caucuses each semester and have
other meetings if issues arise.

A decade
behind the lens:
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Forrest Karbowski
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Every summer, Grand Valley
students, faculty and film
industry professionals join
together for two to three
intensive weeks. For the past
ten years, they have produced
award-winning short films
under the name of the Grand
Valley Summer Film Project.
Alex Nesterenko, director of
the school of communications,
serves as the executive
producer of the summer film
project. Nesterenko said the
project started as a result of a
growing interest in film in the
mid-nineties.
"Back in the eighties and the
early, early nineties the
greatest number of students
were interested in video, but
there wasn’t quite as much
film interest.” he said. "I think
(the film and video faculty)
correctly understood that that
part of the major could be
nurtured and built to the point
where
probably
the
overwhelming number of
students are interested in film
today. I think it has a lot to do
with that summer component.”
The project started as an
elaborate movie the advanced
film students would create
during the winter semester, but
it soon became clear that a
more professional level was
needed. In the summer of
1994, GVSU film and video
professor
Barbara
Roos
spearheaded the first summer
film project.
"That first summer, we had
not only a film, but we also did
workshops - like the use of a
steadicam, a scriptwriting
workshop - a variety of these
things,” Nesterenko said.
“That was a little hard to
manage - it was too much like
a conference. The real point is
to get our students ready so
they can have a portfolio of
their o\Yn where they have

been on a motion picture skills.* The professionals and
community folks who help us
shoot."
Although the format worked make these films also find
as a starting point, Nesterenko them to be very educational—
You never stop
said it was clear the program so do I.
would need someone to devote learning.”
their entire energy to the film
GVSU is one of only a
project, and GVSU professor handful of colleges nationwide
have
summer film
John Philbin was hired to take that
over directing the program, projects, Philbin said.
starting in the summer of
The students involved in the
1998.
project — generally 30 to 35
“Really, at that point he took — must be 300 level or above
ahold of it,” he said. “I think film and
video majors.
when you hand it to somebody Depending on how involved
and they have a complete they are, they can earn from
focus on it, they can really do three to six credits for working
something with it. So he really on the project.
made that happen for us."
The program has a history of
award-winning
Philbin’s
short
films,
responsibilities
beginning with
include
1998’s summer
overseeing the
“Our goals are
film “My Life
International
Among
the
Short
to make the best Gopis,”
which
Screenplay
won first place
Competition
possible film
in the 1999
each
fall,
East Lansing
selecting
the that we can and
Film Festival.
professional
learn a lot while Other
award
participants
winning films
such as the doing it.”
are "With You
director
of
photography
JOHN PHILBIN Always"
“The
and
actors,
GVSU Professor (2000),
Lucas
Files”
giving
(2001), “The
individual crew
Freezer Jesus”
assignments to
(2002)
and
students,
producing and directing the "Flickering Blue” (2003).
"The six films I directed are
film during the spring session,
overseeing
post-production all like my children, so it’s
during the summer session, hard to say I like one kid more
organizing the premiere at than another,” Philbin said.
Studio 28 in November, and “But. the best of the six I've
entering the film into film done are probably the ones that
won awards at film festivals.”
festivals nationwide.
Over the years, the program
Philbin said education is the
main goal of the program.
has changed from editing on
“Our goals are to make the film to editing digitally, a
best possible film that we can, process which saves time as
and learn a lot while doing it," well as money. Philbin also
Philbin said. “Students always said each year brings better
comment
enthusiastically screenplays, better actors and
about how much they learned more participation from film
working on the summer films. industry
professionals
in
It is an intensive learning Hollywood.
experience and also helps
build ttiaracter and leadership
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GVSU men’s basketball season off to a fast start
Amanda White
Grand Valley Lanthorn
The Grand Valley State
University men’s basketball
team got off to a running start
this season under first year head
coach Ric Wesley by defeating
Lock
Haven
82-60
in
Pennsylvania, Monday.
Wesley said it “feels great” to
get his first win behind the
Laker bench.
“It’s always tough to start on
the road against a spirited
opponent we don’t know much
about,” Wesley said. “I told the
guys that we’re tied for the best
record (1-0) now. We’re
undefeated.”
Lock Haven took a 9-4 lead
early on, but a 9-0 run by the
Lakers put them up 13-9 with
13 minutes left to play in the
first half.

Sophomore Mike Hall ignited
the surge with a jump shot.
Senior Marcus Wallace’s steal
led to a dunk by freshman
Callistus Eziukwu and a 3pointer by Brian Arnold six
minutes into the game gave
GVSU the lead for good. A
jump shot from Wallace capped
the rally.
The teams traded buckets the
rest of the half, with GVSU
leading 34-29 at the break.
Wesley said the team’s
passion and up-tempo play
began to pay off in the second
half.
“We stayed aggressive and
kept coming at them,” Wesley
said. “We maintained our
intensity and wore them down.”
Lock Haven cut the lead to
three at the start of the second
half with a jump shot by James
Chappel, but GVSU exploded
in a three-minute, 10-0 run led

by Eziukwu. He scored five
“Our defense was able to
points in a 30 second span off force them into bad shots and
three free throws and a jump turnovers,” Wesley said. “A
shot. Freshman Jason Jamerson goal of ours is to create offense
chipped in a 3with our ‘D’.”
pointer,
Laker junior
followed
by
Jerry Wallace
another jump
squashed
an
“We are going to eight-point run
shot
by
Eziukwu
that
by Lock Haven
put the Lakers continue to raise
midway through
up 44-31 with
the half with
the bar every
17:44 to play.
back-to-back
baskets,
GVSU went
on another 10-0 day. 99
including
a
jump
shot
spurt to increase
RIC WESLEY
the lead to 21
assisted by Kyle
GVSU
Basketball Carhart
and a 3(54-33) off a
Head Coach pointer.
layup
by
Wesley
Eziukwu, a pair
praised the play
of Lock Haven
of Wallace and
turnovers
Carhart on the
converted
to
layups by Hall and Jamerson, day.
“Our depth is a big factor for
another bucket from Hall and
two free throws from Jamerson. us this year,” he said. “Jerry and

Kyle gave us a big lift off the
bench and improved our play
while they were out there.”
GVSU kept Lock Haven at
bay the rest of the game,
controlling both the offensive
and defensive ends of the court.
Eziukwu ended with a game
high 23 points, eight rebounds
and three blocks. Jamerson
chipped in 15 points, five
rebounds, four assists and two
steals. Marcus Wallace had 12
points and Jerry Wallace added
10. Arnold dished out seven
assists and Courtney James
five.
“Callistus [Eziukwu] was
close to perfection today,”
Wesley said. “Arnold and James
were solid at the point, too, with
a combined 12 assists and only
four turnovers.”
Lock Haven’s Joe Walker
tossed in 21 points, Chappel 15
and Eddie Christiano 11.

Although the Lakers were
happy with their play Tuesday,
out-rebounding Lock Haven 3626 and shooting 59.3 percent
from the field versus 44
percent, Wesley realizes they
have a long season ahead.
“We tend to want more and
more," he said. "We are going
to continue to raise the bar
every day."
GVSU travels to IUPU-Ft.
Wayne, Ind. on Saturday and
hosts Rochester College on
Tuesday at 7 p.m. Wesley said
the Ft. Wayne game will be a
big challenge for the team.
“This will be tough for us
because it’s their Homecoming
and home opener and they have
a 7-foot NBA prospect,” Wesley
said. “They think they can beat
us and we have the challenge of
going in there and disturbing
their homecoming in front of
their rabid fans.”

Movin’ On
Finnerty’sfourth quarter touchdown puts
Lakers in second round ofplayers
and chewed up 5:01 of the clock. The drive
included the only two Finnerty completions of
the half.
“Everybody was really upbeat and positive,”
WINONA, Minn. — For the two-time Finnerty said. “Then the fourth quarter rolled
defending Division II national champions,
around and everyone was really excited and we
losing the crown in the first round of the
put together a nice little drive.”
playoffs wasn’t an option.
WSU drove the ball down to the GVSU 27After leading 9-0 at halftime only to see their
yard line with 3.4 seconds left. Freshman kicker
lead disappear in the third quarter, the Grand Eric Kraus’ 45-yard field goal fell short.
Valley State University Lakers came back in the
Finnerty ended the game 10-of-20 for 112
fourth quarter and held on as time expired to yards,
escape Winona State University (Minn.) with a
The senior Lakers won the 50th game of their
16-13 win.
careers. Only the seniors of the 1989-92
Sophomore quarterback Cullen Finnerty’s Pittsburg State (Kansas) team have more (51).
leaping touchdown run with less than 10
Senior running back Michael Tennessee ran
minutes to play put the Lakers (9-2) into the the ball 23 times for 100 yards, leaving him just
second round against conference
45 yards shy of the GVSU allrival Northwood University.
time yards mark (3,467).
The Lakers failed to cash in
“1 don’t care about that,”
deep in Warrior territory early in
Tennessee said. “I care more
the game and had to settle for
“They had a few
about winning. I know we won
three Scott Greene field goals.
50 games in our career and I
He hit from distances of 35. 37 lulls throughout
want to make it 51.”
and 24 yardsand missed a a
Martin said should Tennessee
the year but when break
fourth due to a bad snap.
the record it would be due
The Lakers held a 9-0 lead at
to his rugged running style.
it's
on
the
line,
halftime.
“There’s a lot of running backs
Senior receiver Chris Samp our defense
that have records,” Martin said.
grabbed an 18-yard pass to cut
“If there is anyone that has
the Laker lead to 9-7. Then always answers
grinded it out and gotten a
running back Alex Wiese scored
school record on tough yards,
on a 2-yard run. The Warriors’ the bell.99
it’s Mike Tennessee. The 100 he
two-point conversion failed,
got
today were 100 of the
CHUCK MARTIN
leaving the score 13-9 with 2:45
toughest
He’s
GVSU Football Head Coach running onofonehislegcareer.
remaining in the third quarter.
but he was
The Warriors out-gained
physical enough to scratch out
GVSU 139-22 in the third
100 yards against that defense.”
quarter.
GVSU’s defense, entering the
“We got to running the
game allowing an average of
football a little bit,” said Winona
107.1 yards on the ground, allowed the Warriors
head coach Tom Sawyer. “We got the front six just 13 yards on 30 carries on Saturday.
loosened up a little bit and had a good mix and
“We know our defense is a great defense,”
didn’t have any negative plays.”
Martin said. “They had a few lulls throughout
GVSU head coach Chuck Martin said despite the year but when it’s on the line, our defense
the Warriors quick turnaround, the Laker always answers the bell."
defense never lost confidence.
WSU quarterback Ryan Eversman completed
“Some of our experience showed,” Martin 17-of-35 passing for 296 yards and a
said. “We had some great senior leadership that touchdown.
have played in some big games.”
GVSU is also 22-1 in their last 23 road games.
GVSU answered with Finnerty’s run from 9
yards on a drive that spanned 10 plays, 59 yards
Rich McGowan
Grand Valley Lanthorn

GVL / Lisa Zavesky

Run away: Freshman receiver Demonte Collins runs downtield after a catch in last Saturday’s 16-13 win over
Winona State. The Lakers advanced to the second round of the Division II playoffs.

Due to next week’s special Literary Edition, there will be no sports section.
On Monday, Nov. 22, go to www.lanthorn.com for updated Laker coverage
of playoff football, regional volleyball action, men’s and women’s basketball
and more.

GVSU wrestling team sets out to match success of last year
Jayson Bussa
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Last year was arguably one of
the best in GVSU wrestling club
history.
Out of a possible 22 wrestlers
that could be sent to nationals.
GVSU sent 19.
On top of that feat, the Lakers
also finished second overall in
the
National
Collegiate
Wrestling Association, missing
first place by only two points.
This year, the slightly younger
wrestling club of Grand Valley
State University has some big
shoes to fill in the upcoming
season.
Jeremiah Gitchel and Brian
Thomas were crowned as
national champions at last year’s

tournament and the GVSU
squad produced 10 other AllAmericans on the season.
This year, the Lakers shift
from proven talent to unproven
potential as they have said
goodbye to a large portion of
their senior leadership. National
tournament participants Vince
and Eric Gervais, Rick Bolhuis
and Jim LeMay have completed
their careers with the Lakers,
leaving a slightly smaller base of
five seniors to lead the way.
However, the club welcomes
back
national
champions
Thomas and Gitchel.
“I think this team is good
enough to win a national title.”
said junior Craig Penzien of the
285 weight class. “It’s going to
take a lot of effort from the older
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guys. We really have to step it
up.”
Penzien is a returning three
time
national
tournament
participant. Last year he suffered
a broken elbow in the national
tournament, forcing him to
forfeit his matches. Penzien
looks to lead the team with
fellow standouts Jay Enry (149
sophomore) and Jon Stohl (197
junior)
In addition to the seniors, eight
freshman and seven sophomores
fill in the remainder of the roster.
Freshman standout Russell
Correll
has
noticed
the
difference between high school
and college wrestling that the
younger athletes face.
“It’s a lot more physical in
college.” Correll said. “It’s more

in-your-face style. In high
school you could get away with
being a little bit weaker and still
winning.”
With youth comes the
potential.
“I’m not disappointed with the
level I’m at right now,” Correll
said. “I’m definitely not satisfied
with it, and want to keep getting
better as the year goes on.”
The adjustment period for the
younger wrestlers is under way
as the season has begun. Last
weekend, the Lakers traveled to
Muskegon Community College
to take part in both a team match
on Friday and an open
tournament on Saturday.
GVSU fell to Lincoln College
in their first team match of the
year. The team narrowly missed

Sports
The women's basketball team started its season off
with a victory at home against Calvin College, the
Lakers defeated the Knights by a score of 56-41.

victory by a three-point margin
as the match ended by a score of
24-21. This drops the club to a
quick 0-1 start.
The Lakers also struggled in
the
rigorous
Muskegon
Community
College
open
tournament that lasted from 10
a m. to midnight. The Lakers’
top finisher was Stohl of the 197
weight class. He placed fourth
overall.
“For all the freshmen, myself
included, it’s a new place, with
new people, and a new kind of
wrestling." Correll said. “Some
are adjusting slower than others,
but it’s a great atmosphere and
we are all getting along. We’re
still learning.”
Despite the slow start, the
wrestling club isn’t too worried

about struggling this season. It
sees a lot of potential in the
youth.
"I’m impressed with all of our
freshman," Penzien said. “They
all bring something different to
the team. Russell [Correll) is
looking strong and Jeff Skinner
has a lot of potential. He
wrestles tough.”
The wrestling club continues
competition this weekend with a
pair of matches. On Friday the
Lakers take on the University of
New Hampshire at Forest Hills
Central High School in Grand
Rapids. Then on Saturday.
GVSU makes the trip to East
Lansing to take part in the
Michigan State University
Open.

A&E
GVSU's Cook-Carillon tower has been a GVSU
mainstay for 10 years. The 48 bells inside the
tower range from 14 to 3,000 pounds.
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Take Home a Special Treat
for Thanksgiving
Cracker Barrel can help you show the folks
back home how much you appreciate their support.
We have the products that are perfect to compli
ment any Thanksgiving Dinner. Fresh baked Pies;
Apple Pecan Streusel, Pumpkin Streusel, Pecan,
Chocolate Pecan or No Sugar Added Apple. Your
choice for only $7.99 Give us a call a couple days
before you leave and well bake your pie fresh the

dayyou want to pick it up

Get your news
online!

Laker of the
Week
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We are located 1 mile west

of Rivertown Mall.
Corner of 44th and Kenowa

Call 457-7219

Old Country Store

Spring Break in
Panama City Beach, Florida!
800 feet of Gulf Beach Frontage

2 Large Outdoor Swimming Pools

Degree....?

Sailboat, Jet Ski A Parasail Rentals
Lazy River Ride, Water Slide
Huge Beachfront Hot Tub
Volleyball • Suites up to 12 people
Airport Llmo Service

Career....?

Senior freestyle sprinter Erin
Merz is Laker of the Week.
Merz helped lead GVSU’s
swimming squad to a 2-0
record this weekend over
conference foes Findlay and
Ashland. Merz posted two first
place victories over the Oilers
with wins in the 100 and 200yard freestyle races. She
finished the 100 race with a
time of 57.51, beating her
opponents by over a second
and a half. Merz won the 200
by almost four seconds with a
time of 2:03.87. The Lakers
beat the University of Findlay
156-58 and defeated Ashland
by a score of 124-59.

Party All Week!
Live Band A DJ • Contests

Now you need a house....... ?

World Famous

Zero Dawn Grants

TiKI HuT

(Holiege educabion
counbs as work hisbory!

FREE Pre-qualification
and List: of Homes Currently
Available
Eseb your consuldbion
from <3 GV51_ I Graduate

Sophomore swimmer
Justin Vasquez posted
impressive times last
weekend, earning him
Laker of the Week.
Vasquez, who specializes
in butterfly, sprint freestyle
and individual medley
races, posted first place
finishes in the 100-yard
freestyle, the 200
individual medley, 100yard butterfly and swam
the third leg of the
winning 200-yard medley
relay. The men defeated
Findlay 153-37 and
Ashland 133-68 last
weekend.

Call Mary 616-813-2384

TEAM U! I V Ml *f I
mbigelow@pcmteamusa.com
www.pcmteamusa.com
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Women’s hoops posts win in season opener Swimmers make
April Raynovich
Grand Valley Lanthorn
The Grand Valley State
University
women’s
basketball team opened their
regular season on Tuesday
night against city rivals Calvin
College at the Fieldhouse
Arena and posted a 56-41
victory over the Knights.
The Lakers got off to a quick
start jumping out to a 9-2 lead
early on and never looked
back. GVSU set the tempo of
the game and used a strong
defense to regulate the pace of
play.
“We were pretty confident
that we could do some good
things defensively.”
said
Laker head coach Dawn
Plitzuweit. “That is our
mainstay and will continue to
be our mainstay throughout
the season.”
By halftime the Lakers
extended their lead to 31-21
and the Knights were unable
to mount a comeback in the
second half. The Lakers were
led by their lone senior Janine
Guastella, who shot 6-9 from

the field with 15 points.
“Janine has a desire to do
very well,” Plitzuweit said.
“She has a high level of
athleticism and can turn things
up for us on the defensive
end;”
Other Lakers who put up big
numbers in the win were
junior transfer Niki Reams
(University of Michigan) who
recorded six points, a teamhigh 11 rebounds, three assists
and two blocked shots in her
first game in Laker blue.
Freshman guard Crystal Zick
recorded 10 points and seven
steals and sophomore Julia
Braseth tallied seven points
and six rebounds in the
victory.
In her first game back from
knee surgery, sophomore
guard Erika Ryskamp tallied
10 points, shooting 4-5, and
added four rebounds and two
assists.
“I think she has recovered
100 percent, if not more.” said
Plitzuweit
of
Ryskamp’s
comeback. “She looks strong
pressuring and handling the

splash in road wins
Adam Parks
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Performing in back-to-back
road competitions is often tiring
and taxing on the mind and body
whether you are a basketball
player, a hockey player, a rock
star or even a swimmer.
The Grand Valley State
University men and women’s
aquatics teams hit the road and
competed in back-to-back meets
last weekend. Though the Lakers
experienced some fatigue, both
teams defeated University of
Findlay on Friday and Ashland
University on Saturday.
GVSU head swimming coach
Dewey Newsome said that
showing resilience in back-toback meets is essential for high
levels of performance at the

When the Grand Valley State
University Lakers (9-2) make
the trip to Northwood University
this weekend for their second
round playoff game, more than a
trip to the Northwest Region
finals will be at stake. Revenge
will, too.
The Timberwolves (10-1, coGreat Lakes Intercollegiate
Athletic Conference champions)
ruined GVSU’s homecoming
with a 35-14 victory on Oct. 23.
In the game, GVSU quarterback
Cullen Finnerty threw five
interceptions with two being
returned for touchdowns.
;'Tm pretty excited to get
another chance at Northwood,”

Finnerty
said
after
last
Saturday’s first round 16-13.
victory over Winona State
University. “Last time (I) turned
the ball over several times. I
threw a couple touchdown
passes to Northwood but it’s
going to be fun going back up to
Northwood and getting another
shot at those guys.”
In the backfield with Finnerty
will be senior running back
Michael Tennessee. Having
gained 45 more yards on
Saturday,
Tennessee
will
become
GVSU’s
all-time
rushing leader, breaking Reggie
Spearmon’s mark of 3,467,
though he says he is only
thinking about Northwood.
“You don’t get second chances
a lot in life.” Tennessee said.

SEE SWIM, B8

Soccer falls in regionals

SEE BASKETBALL, B8

Lakers look to avenge regular season loss
Rich McGowan
Grand Valley Lanthorn

collegiate level.
“To get ready and prepare for
invitationals later on in the
season like conference and
nationals, we have to be able to
get up and swim multiple days in
a row,” Newsome said.
The weekend’s competition
started
out
quickly
and
convincingly for the Lakers, as
each team swam downstream
against Findlay. In lop-sided
scores, the men took a 153-37
victory while the women won
156-58.
The meet marked a chance for
some swimmers to compete in a
few new events on the season.
One of those events is the 1650yard
freestyle
in
which
sophomore Ross Perry took first

“(Last time our] defense played
great, great enough to win, but
our offense just gave the game
away. This time we have to go in
there and execute.”
Saturday’s game will feature
one of the nation’s top offensive
teams trying to move one of the
nation’s toughest defenses.
The Timberwolves are ranked
No. 3 in rushing (340.7 yards a
game). No. 4 in scoring (43.3
points a game) and No. 14 in
total yards (451.3 a game).
The Lakers allowed just 13
yards rushing on 30 carries last
week and averaged 98.5 for the
season. GVSU has given up an
average of 14.6 points a game
and 287.2 total yards.
In their previous meeting the
Timberwolves
gained
227

rushing yards on 48 carries.
Senior
defensive
tackle
Keyonta Marshall said stopping
Northwood’s option offense
comes down to preparation and
execution.
“They play the option so it’s
basically assignment football,”
Marshall said. “There were
times in the |Oct. 23 loss) when
they didn't get turnovers and we
should
have
stopped
Northwood. We just made some
mistakes
and
Northwood
exploited every one of them so
we know we have to play a close
to perfect game to keep them
contained.”
Laker head coach Chuck
Martin said just wanting to get
SEE FOOTBALL, BX

Amanda White
Grand Valley Lanthorn
The 2004 season came to an
abrupt end for the Grand Valley
State University women’s soccer
team on Friday, Nov. 12. The
Lakers (15-5, 6-2) lost on the
road to No. 5 ranked University
of Wisconsin-Parkside 1-0 in the
opening round of the NCAA
Division II Great Lakes
Regional tournament.
The loss caps the Lakers’
second-best season in school
history. In 2003 they went 17-22 and made an appearance in the
regional finals.
GVSU head coach Dave
Dilanni said the Lakers didn’t
come out and fight the whole
game, which cost them the goal
that turned out to be their
demise.
“We took too long to start
competing,” Dilanni said. “We
weren’t the aggressor in the first

25 minutes, but there is no doubt
we were the better team in the
last 65.”
The game’s lone goal came at
26:43 when Parkside’s Laura
Eide scored from a comer kick.
GVSU was unable to retaliate,
with only four shots on goal
compared to Parkside’s seven.
Sophomore goalkeeper Erin
Murphy tallied six saves while
Parkside’s Abbigale Wild made
four.
Dilanni said that the team’s
slow start can be attributed to a
number of things, but that they
fought through it and were
happy with their play later in the
game, despite being on the
losing end of the score.
“Soccer is a weird game like
that,” Dilanni said. “Whether we
were nervous or needed to make
changes early on, it took us a
while, but we finally started to
SEE SOCCER, B8
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Tellin'
it like
it is
David Knapp
Grand Valley Lanthorn
The top 10 reasons to admit
you are an “O.C.” addict:
10. It’s Wednesday morning
and. while sitting in your
English 226 class, you hear
your eccentric professor say
“...And for homework make
sure you watch “The O.C.””
Excited, you go home and
decide to take a nap.
celebrating the fact that you
have zero English homework.
When you go back to class on
Friday, positively sure you
aced your homework, you
wonder why on earth people
are talking about ‘Tom
Clancy.’ Tom Clancy!!? What
ever happened to “The O.C.”
assignment?
9. “Salty” and “minty” are
new
words
in
your
vocabulary.
8. Thursday night doesn’t
mean Thirsty Thursday.
Thursdays
are
saved
especially for “The O.C.” You
invite your friends over for a
night of “O.C.” watching and
wind up, after seeing an
episode from the second
season, watching half of the
first season as well. Fifteen
episodes, when they are 45
minutes each, add up to a funfilled night of Orange County
fun.
7. You have two computers
and both of them have "O.C.”
backgrounds
and
screensavers.

Bands do more than march
of fees for uniforms, etc.
Aside from the financial end
of it, the band begins practice
The Grand Valley State the week prior to the
University
125-member beginning of fall semester
Marching Band, including with band camp. The freshmen
Color Guards, will perform at or “rookie marchers” and the
the Louis Armstrong Theater section leaders show up on the
on Nov. 21 at 8 p.m. This first day. This is a briefing
session for the “rookies” and
event.
titled
gets
them
“Band-Oacquainted
with
Rama”
will
GVSU’s style
showcase the
of
marching.
fall
2004
“I love
Full
practice
season
starts
on the
performances.
everything they
next day when
Every football
the “veterans”
halftime show play...The
come back. The
will
be
commitment
cumulated into marching band
only
begins
one
night.
gets
better
every
here.
To
follow
Admission is
band
camp
free.
year."
members
must
Being
a
VALERIE STOELZEL have
their
member of the
uniforms dry
Staff
Member
GVSU
Performing Arts Center cleaned,
Marching Band
practice in the
requires
rain, shine and
dedication and
snow, play at
practice
that
football games
members say
and help with
pays off.
recruiting.
“It is a huge commitment,”
The upper level band
said Valerie Stoelzel, a staff
members and staff recruit new
member in the Performing
members every season. It all
Arts Center. “It is important to
starts with a list. The
remember that they (band
department receives a list of
members]
are
students
all incoming freshmen that
committed to this university
have
some
musical
and the football program,
experience. Then information
musically.”
is sent out to all of those
Each band member pays for
freshmen about joining the
one credit hour and a number
Sarah Hawley
Grand Valley Lanthorn

band. Senior band members
attend
the
freshmen
registration days looking to
catch any interested students.
These students then have to
enroll in the one credit
marching band class for fall
semester.
Another
recruiting
opportunity is the Jenison
High School Invitational. This
is a competition where GVSU
gets to showcase its talent to
all the area high school bands
— a perfect chance to sign up
new freshmen.
Being a band member is not
like being on a collegiate
sports team. Members can
play as many seasons as they
choose, as long as they are
enrolled at GVSU. Dawn
Downing is a senior studying
to be a music teacher and is
one of the seven piccolos in
the band.
“We’re all pretty good
family together,” Downing
said. “There ,are so many
friends that people make out
of band.”
For
the
upcoming
performance the band has
taken a different perspective
to practicing. Some rehearsals
have been held inside, in a
concert setting.
“It’s a little bit easier and it
shows our musicality better”
Downing said.
Many students have felt that
during the football halftime
shows it is difficult to hear the

band among the screaming
fans.
“I was disappointed that we
couldn’t hear the marching
band because we never knew
what they were playing,” said
sophomore Kendra ,Cozart.
“We couldn’t even hear the
National Anthem.”
This concert will give
everyone an opportunity to
hear what the band really
sounds
like.
Also,
the
musicians will be able to focus
on the music more and the
marching less.
Behind the scenes, the band

staff helps out and contributes
to the success of every
performance. They take care
of the music and make sure
everything is organized fot
each performance. They have
been working to make this
concert
performance
an
enjoyable
evening
fot
everyone.
“I love everything they
play,” Stoelzel said. “The
marching band gets bettei
every year.”
Barry D. Martin, Kevin Tutt.
and Ted Bazany are the
marching band’s conductors.

GV beU tower hits decade mark

6. Five, four, three, two, one.
It’s midnight on Wednesday
morning, the day “The O.C.:
Season One” comes out on
DVD and you are frantically
running through Meijer trying
to find the missing item.
When
a
not-so-friendly
Meijer associate informs you
that they “do not have ‘that
teen show’ in stock.” you
realize, not only that you are
no longer a Meijer shopper,
but that you have lost the
battle. Instead, you decide that
you will win the war. After all.
Target, F.Y.E. and Best Buy
will be open in the morning.
One of those are bound to
have it.

become a true landmark on the
Allendale Campus in October of
1994. The Cook Carillon consists
Cook Carillon Tower's of
48 bells and can be found at the
very top of the 10-story Cook
10th anniversary with a Carillon
Tower. The bells in the
special carillon recital tower, which are cast in bronze
and were installed by a bell
foundry from the Netherlands,
David Knapp
range from 14 to 3,(XX) pounds.
Grand Valley Lanthorn
Vanden Wyngaard, who was
named the official University
It’s noon on Monday, Nov. 15 Carillonneur in 1997, performed a
and you wait in high expectancy to special recital this past Monday in
hear the religiously played Grand honor of the anniversary.
Valley State University alma
The university named her the
mater, but no music comes. No official carillonneur because of her
happy notes celebrating the extensive piano background.
university’s existence are played,
“The university bought the
no GVSU appreciation song is instrument and someone needed to
chimed. Instead you hear play it,” Vanden Wyngaard said.
something else, something unique, “It’s quite logical that a person that
something completely different.
plays piano pursue the position.”
Monday held a note of special
Vanden Wyngaard is the
importance for the GVSU associate dean of Arts and
community. The day marked a Humanities at GVSU. She
historic event for GVSU as the 10- graduated from the Netherlands
year anniversary
Carillon School
of the dedication
in 2000 and
of the Cook
became just the
Carillon Tower.
fourth American
“it's difficult to
“I thought the
woman
to
recital
was
graduate from the
play...the person
extremely
esteemed school.
successful,”
Many of the
must use both
Julianne Vanden
songs performed
Wyngaard. the hands and feet to
were
also
official GVSU
performed at the
play the
carillonneur.
first
carillon
said. "I thought it
recital in 1994.
was a great instrument. ”
“Tolling of the
event."
Iron Bell," a song
The
recital
by
JULIANNE VANDEN composed
gave
student,
WYNGAARD GVSU assistant
faculty and the
Associate Dean of Arts and music professor
rest
of
the
Kurt EUenberger
Humanities specially
audience
an
for the
option to go up to
GVSU carillon
the top of the
recital in 1994,
tower and see
was performed
how the actual carillon worked.
again at the 10-year anniversary.
“I think everyone that went up
To perform as a carilloneur one
there rang at least one bell," must know the technique
Vanden Wyngaard said. “They surrounding the art. The performer
have a better sense of what’s going plays the instrument by striking
on in the tower.”
the levers with the heel of the
The Cook Carillon Tower is hands.
named in honor of Pat and Peter C.
“It’s difficult to play,” Vanden
Cook, major donors to GVSU. Wyngaard said. “There is a
GVSU’s Cook Carillon was added complete 2 octave peddle board
to the massive tower that has

■ GVSU celebrates the

5. You get text messages on
your cell phone because you
joined the “O.C. fan club.”
4. The week of two huge
exams you realize that you
don’t really have to go to
class; it’s just optional. The
whole point of going to class
is to learn and who can
honestly learn when 15
episodes of “The O.C.: Season
One” are still to be watched?
When 10 a.m. rolls around
and you and your roommate
are not to be found in class but
both lying in bed watching
episode 12. Don’t worry
though, study breaks are sure
to happen during commercial
time. Oops. DVD’s don’t have
commercials... bummer.
3. You and your friends have
adopted the names of the
characters on the show
according to who each one is
dating.
2. Besides trying to convert to
Judaism, you try to convince
your family to change
Christmas to “Chrismukkah.”
With no luck, you play “The
Best Chrismukkah Ever”
episode from Season One over
and over and over again for a
week, hoping some reason
might sink in.
1. When 5 a.m. rolls around,
you can’t sleep because you
are wondering if Julie Cooper
is going to sleep with Luke
again and if Marissa will find
out, where Seth and Summer
are going, why Ryan wants to
go back to Chino and why
Marissa is fooling around with
that salty gardener. D.J.
Although this really shouldn’t
be
something
you
contemplate in the early
morning hours, you feel that
what happens to Marissa and
Ryan could shape the entire
second season. Completely
awake after a thoughtprovoking half hour of “O.C.”
contemplation, you hear a
rustle in the next bed over.
“Dude, can you believe what
happened to Ryan? I wonder
what’s going to happen to
Seth and Summer.” your
roommate says to you. The
lights go on and you know it’s
another “O.C.” marathon.
How minty is that?

f

David Knapp, .\rts and Enteruiinment Editor
arts(<< Umibumcum

Ever wonder what's inside?: The 10th anniversary of the Cook Carillon was celebrated Monday with a recital
given by Julianne Vanden Wyngaard, GVSU’s carillonneur.

and the person must use both
hands and feet to play the
instrument.”
The bells can be played with the
speed and accuracy similar to that
of a piano.
Originally, carillons evolved
from the lowlands of Holland,
Belgium and northern France.

They were once a sign of great
power and wealth and were
installed in many church towers.
Often,
towns
had
their
carillonneurs
perform on
holidays. Today the largest carillon
bell is over 40,00 pounds and
exceeds 10 feet in diameter. It is in
the Rockefeller carillon in the

Riverside Church in New York
City.
GVSU will host the 2005
congress of the Guild of
carilloneurs in North America
from June 13-18. The GCNA is a
professional
organization
dedicated to the promotion of the
carillon art.

Jazz Combo concerts showcase student musicians at PAC
■ Jazz Combo concerts
will be held to give
support to the GVSU
music program
Jenna Noseda
Grand Valley Lanthorn
The students and faculty of
Grand Valley State University
who like their music on the
jazzier side are in for a treat
for the next two Mondays.
Two jazz performances will
be taking place at the
Performing Arts Center on
Nov. 22 and Nov. 29, featuring
the Small Jazz Combos and
Large
Jazz
Ensemble.

9

respectively.
The
jazz
groups
are
composed of GVSU students.
Tim Froncek of GVSU’s
music department will direct
both the small combo groups
and the big band jazz
orchestra. Phil Marsh also
lends his directing skills as a
part of the Small Jazz
Combos. Froncek and Marsh
are taking over the directing
responsibility
for
their
colleague, Dave Spring, who
endured a stroke this past
May.
“It has been a pleasure to
work with these students this
semester." said Froncek. who
first began directing the large
Jazz Orchestra this fall.
The Small Jazz Combos will
perform the first of the

concerts that will take place at
the Performing Arts Center in
the upcoming week.
“This concert will be music
that comes from the standard
jazz literature,” Froncek said.
“Some
arrangements
are
published (and] others are
decided on by the group. Phil,
or myself. Jazz, especially
combos, is democratic in
nature, with every on** getting
an even say in the total
outcome.”
The Small Jazz Combos
concert consists pf four groups
of student performers. Marsh
will be directing the “Guitar
Ensemble” as well as “Combo
de Horns,” as Froncek has
called it. Froncek will direct
the “Piano Trio" and also the
“Jazz Sextet.”

The Monday following the
Small
Jazz
Combos
performance will introduce
the
Grand
Valley
Jazz
Orchestra. Some specific
members of the group will be
featured during this concert,
including Josh Doe on tenor
saxophone and Sam Gould on
the drum set and vibraphone.
Doe and Gould are not the
only band members to be
featured
during
the
performance,
however.
Altogether, 16 members of the
Jazz Orchestra
will
be
featured, said Froncek.
Both student performances
will showcase the work the
music department has been
putting into the program this
year, by both the students and
faculty members. Froncek said

he hopes GVSU students come
to support the members of the
jazz ensembles who have put
in much hard work, time and
effort into preparing for the
concerts.
“I encourage (everyone] to
come out and support these
groups," Froncek says. “Many
of you may have participated
in your high school band
program and still wanted to be
around the music, so come out
and hear us.”
The Small Jazz Combos
performance starts at 8 p.m. at
the Van Solkema Recital Hall.
The Large Jazz Ensemble will
present its program in the
Louis Armstrong Theater at 8
p.m. Admission to both
performances is free.
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Grade-A superhero comedy
Jenna Noseda
Grand Valley Lanthom
If you are looking for a little less
serious, more fun type of comedy
this week, consider “The
Incredibles.”
“The Incredibles,” directed and
written by Brad Bird, is the newest
release from Walt Disney Pictures
and Pixar Animated Studios, which
is most famous for the computeranimated blockbusters 'Toy Story”
and “Finding Nemo,” took the top
spot at the box office, and with
good reason. The movie may be
animated, but kids of all ages
(college students included) will
enjoy the action-packed, fast-paced
and funny film.
In a world Filled with nasty
villains and crazy criminals, one
must always appreciate those
heroes that are there to take care of
us when we need the most.
Apparently that wasn’t the case for
long. The superheroes, or "supers”
as they are called, are forced into an
average life of anonymity (and in
some cases, mediocrity) after a
series of lawsuits and court orders
stated that these fine crime fighters
were no longer necessary as a

visible part of society. In short, the
“supers” were to become super no
more.
Fast forward fifteen years. Bob
Parr, formerly known as Mr.
Incredible (voiced by Craig T.
Nelson) is working a mundane job
as an insurance claim specialist.
While he and former "super”
Lucius Best (aka Frozone, voiced
by Samuel L. Jackson), try to hold
on to the past by doing a little
undercover hero work. Bob ends
up tired from his job and seems to
have sunk to an all-time low.
A mysterious and attractive
woman makes him an offer he
can’t refuse, a little hero training
for a secret employer. Bob
enthusiastically accepts, more than
willing to drop a few post-he rev
years pounds and get back to a job
he loved so much. He keeps the
answer to his newfound happiness
a secret to his children Violet. Dash
and Jack Jack, and especially, to is
skeptical wife, Helen Parr,
formerly the hero Elastigirl (voiced
by Holly Hunter). Unluckily for
Mr. Incredible, a face from his past
is soon to show itself and wreck
everything. But you can rest
assured those “supers.” no matter

how assimilated into normal
society they have become, are
ready to save the day.
“TTie Incredibles” is a long flick,
but the amazing animation,
exciting action and the comical
antics of all the characters keeps
the whole audience entertained
throughout. Edna ‘E’ Mode,
designer extraordinaire, is one of
the most amusing characters, its is
the super-villain. Syndrome. But
some of the f unniest (and you have
to admit, cutest) parts of “The
Incredibles” are the oh-so-typical
sibling tights between the
“Incredible” kids. Dash and Violet,
who have their own unique
superpowers with which to do
battle. It’s almost funny how much
we can relate to the characters at
times. And all the superpowers are
just so cool!
Needless to say, if you haven’t
seen “The Incredibles" yet. you
should definitely check it out. It’s
good for a laugh, iind after all the
toiling away at homework that
always comes at the end of the
semester, it is great to remind you
what it feels like to be a kid again.
“The Incredibles” is a welldeserved break from reality and
you are sure to leave the theater
with a smile and. quite possibly, an
urge to go out and save the world.
This movie is a chunk of change
your wallet won’t regret.

Cafe Mahogany

Sii

Photo Courtesy Rachel Dudley

Powar of the spoken word: Jessica Care Moore, a spoken-word poet, performs at Black Student Union's
‘Cafe Mohogany’on Nov. 11.
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Simple Plan released their
sophomore album, entitled “Still
Not Getting Any...” on Oct. 26.
The band, hailing from Canada, is
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And that is evident w hen listening
to the album.
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ones that get stuck in your head at
a moment’s notice. On the new
album, some of these include
“Shut Up!” and “Jump."
The strongest of the categories
are the more serious songs. No
matter how immature or silly
some of the others on the album
get. Simple Plan can also pull off
this type of song. These were
“Perfect” and “Meet You There"
on their first album. The two best
songs on the new album,
“Everytime" and “Untitled" have
a slower tempo with more
dramatic melodies and vocals. It
makes the group sound much
more mature to hear a song like
this here and there. Simple Plan
should remember to include more
of this category in future albums.
Another category that the album
lays claim to is that of the
somewhat annoying songs, like
“My Alien” and “I’m Just a Kid”
from the first album. "One” and

Fans of Simple Plan’s first
album, “No Pads, No Helmets...
Just Balls,” will most likely
appreciate the band’s second
attempt. Perhaps this is because
the new album seems to be
basically a cookie cutter version of
previous one. It usually goes that
way with a second release, a band
either improves dramatically, or
weakens big time. Thankfully, the
latter didn’t occur with “Still Not
Getting Any...” but regretfully,
neither did the former.
Simple Plan’s second album is
almost formula. Like "No Pads,
No Helmets... Just Balls,” there
are a lot of songs that fit into
certain categories, each of which
is part of a plan needed to make
the perfect Simple Plan album.
The first category is that of the
more upbeat kind, like the songs
the band came onto the scene with
in 2(X)2. "I’d Do Anything" and
"Addicted.” These are the catchy

<>n i IVisoii (V«np.int\ )
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“Crazy" from the second album,
while attempting to make a
serious statement about the
society we live in. immediately
feel really made up. Also, their
first single off the album.
"Welcome to My Life" has the
band going on with a long list of
reasons why life is tough. “You
don’t know what it’s like to be like
me, to be hurt, to feel lost, to be
left out in the dark...” they sing.
Who really believes that these
guys are the only ones that feel
this way?
Typical categories aside. "Still
Not
Getting Any...” has
something newer to offer and that
is the dual-disc feature. This
includes, along with the entire
album, a bonus DVD on the
opposite side of the disc. While it
isn’t a whole lot extra, the band
has included a making-of-thealbum video that features the band
and pnxlucers going through the
processes for production. This was
a cool feature that helps make the
music a little more personal. But it
is not enough to make the disc
worthwhile if you thought the
music was disappointing.
Still.
don’t
immediately
discredit this album as a failure. It
isn’t that bad if you like Simple
Plan. The band has talent for
playing its instruments and the
music isn’t crummy. But the
themes of their music haven’t
changed from when they first
appeared on the scene (and they
still have a couple of those
annoying songs). The band hasn’t
evolved much as whole.
If you want more of the same
light-hearted punk-pop as before,
this is a must-have album for you.
Simple Plan stays true to form, no
doubt about that. But if you were
hoping that Simple Plan would
grow up (at least a little), or you
just didn't like them the first time
around, your best bet is to pass on
this one.
Grade: fi
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NASA ‘scramjet
launched on Mach 10
cooperate against drug trafficking, terrorism
flight attempt off California
Rumsfeld urges Latin American countries to

John J. Lumpkin
Associated Press Writer

QUITO, Ecuador — Latin
American countries must work
together
to
defeat
drug
trafficking and international
terrorism as they have done in
working to keep the peace in
Haiti. Defense Secretary Donald
H. Rumsfeld said Tuesday.
Rumsfeld, in South America
for a conference of Western
Hemisphere defense ministers,
told reporters he hopes to
strengthen regional security
agreements aimed at stopping
narcotics
and
terror
organizations.
He and other U.S. officials held
up the peacekeeping force in
Haiti, which draws heavily from
Latin countries, as an example of
such cooperation.
Despite Rumsfeld’s calls for
cooperation
across
Latin
America,
significant
gaps
between the policies of the
United States and many of the
largest countries in Latin
America remain.
Many opposed the U.S.-led war
in Iraq and push a U.N.-based
multilateral foreign policy. Only
a few sent troops to Iraq, and just
one
Western
Hemisphere
country. HI Salvador, still has
troops with the United States in
the coalition fighting the
insurgency.
Rumsfeld had a lesson Tuesday
in the difficult job he faces in
winning over Latin leaders as he
met with Ecuador's embattled
president, Lucio Gutierrez, and
Defense
Minister
Nelson
Herrera.
In a press conference with
Rumsfeld. Herrera signaled that
the American’s pitch for
increased cooperation might not
have found willing ears.
He repeatedly emphasized
Ecuador’s sovereignty in dealing
with international terror, drug
trafficking and other problems
that trouble the region.
Asked about the civil war in
neighboring Colombia. Herrera
responded, "The problem of
Colombia is the problem of
Colombia. The problem of
Ecuador is the problem of
Ecuador."

President Gutierrez has faced
demands for his resignation in
recent months amid allegations
of corruption, but efforts to
impeach him fizzled last week in
Ecuador's legislative body.
Rumsfeld said the American
delegation "expressed our strong
support
for
constitutional
democracy” in Ecuador.
Rumsfeld didn’t deal with
Herrera’s comments but said
about drugs, terrorism and
organized crime: “In the 21st
Century, we are finding these
problems are increasingly global
and regional. They are not
problems that affect only one
country, and as such they cannot
be solved by only one country.”
In truth, Colombia and Ecuador
cooperate to some degree, and
Rumsfeld praised their efforts. A
senior Colombian rebel leader,
Simon Trinidad, was captured in
Quito in January and turned over
to the Colombian government.
Ecuador, fearful that Colombia’s
civil war might spill over the

border, patrols its frontier
extensively with the aid of U.S.supplied
communications
equipment and vehicles.
On Haiti, a senior U.S. defense
official said the United States and
Argentina worry that the United
Nations has provided too few
soldiers and police for the
peacekeeping job. More than
8,300 are authorized; about 5,700
are in-country, according to U.N.
figures.
Both Ecuador and Argentina
are considering sending more
troops, the official said, briefing
reporters on the condition of
anonymity. The U.S. government
may also begin providing further
humanitarian
aid
and
surveillance information to the
peacekeepers.
Political and criminal violence,
coupled with natural disasters,
left thousands of Haitians dead
this year. Fighting has continued
since the arrival of the U.N.
force.
The secretary also met Tuesday

AP Photo I Paul /. Richards

World leaders round table: Representatives attending a conference of Western Hemisphere defense ministers
conduct a meeting. Tuesday, Nov. 16. 2004, in Quito, Ecuador. From left are: Gen. Romero, El Salvador, ViceMinister Maria Salazar, Costa Rica, Col. Gillet, Belize, Peter Rodman, U.S, Roger Pardo-Maurer, U.S, Defense
Secretary Donald Rumsfeld, U.S, Gen. Craddock, U.S, Minister Hector Alerman, Panama, Minister Jose Gurrra,
Nicaragua, Minister Frederico Breve Honduras. Gen. Mendez, Guatemala.

Film industry files first
wave of anti-piracy lawsuits
■ Movie industry1
follows the RIA\begfns
prosecuting those
offering piratedfilms
Gary Gentile
Associated Press
LOS ANGELES - A trade
group representing seven
major movie studios filed a
first wave of lawsuits against
individuals they say are
offering pirated copies of
films using Internet-based
peer-to-peer
file-sharing
programs.
As part of a larger effort to
combat piracy, The Motion
Picture
Association
of
America also said it would
soon
make
available
a
computer program that sniffs
out movie and music files on a
user’s computer as well as any
installed
file-sharing
programs.
The MPAA announced the
federal court suits Tuesday,
but did not say how many
defendants were sued or where
the lawsuits were filed. The
group
also
did
not
immediately make available a
copy of the complaint.
One lawsuit, obtained by
The Associated Press, targets
18 individuals and was filed in
the U.S. District Court for the
Eastern District of Missouri in
St. Louis.
Other lawsuits are believed
to have been filed in New
York, Philadelphia and other
areas
with
large
concentrations of high-speed
Internet customers.
Such
connections are required to
download the massive movie
files.
The St. Louis lawsuit is
brought against “John Doe
defendants, including four
people who are allegedly in
possession of one pirated film
each. Some of the Internet
addresses for the defendants
can be traced to high-speed

with his counterparts from
Argentina, Brazil and the Central
American countries.
He had been expected to
discuss a new environmental and
security surveillance network in
Brazil, and how its information
could be shared with other
countries in the war against
drugs, officials said.
The Central American leaders
were expected to discuss the
problems of gangs in their
countries, and fears that their
foreign contacts, in the United
States and in Colombia, could
develop into a transnational
threat.
The problem of international
terrorist organizations operating
in the region are on the agenda of
the conference, which begins
Wednesday.
Rumsfeld has previously
acknowledged
fears
that
international
terrorist
organizations
would
send
operatives into the United States
through holes in the U.S. border.

Internet connections made would be filed in additional
available
by
Charter cities if the current legal
Communications, a cable action does not stem illegal
television company based in downloading.
The
MPAA
said
the
St. Louis.
Like similar lawsuits filed information detected by the
by the record industry against free file-detection program
downloaders of music files, would not be shared with it or
the studios say they will be any other body, but could be
able to identify the individual used
to
remove
any
defendants at a later date.
“infringing movies or music
Some of the pirated copies files” and remove file- sharing
of films allegedly offered over programs.
Internet peer-to-peer networks
The trade group said the
include “Troy,” from Warner program would be available
Bros., “Spider-Man 2.” from for the Windows computer
Columbia
Pictures
and operating system on a special
“Confessions of a Teenage Web site established to
Drama Queen,”
educate
consumers
from The Walt
Disney Co.
about
Unlike
the
copyrights. The
“Matty parents
recording
name or exact
the
industry.
nature of the
are concerned
Hollywood
program was
studios did not
not described
offer
an about what their
Tuesday.
amnesty
“Many
children have
parents
are
program
for
concerned
people to admit downloaded and
about
what
they
have
where they've
their children
illegal
downloaded
have
downloaded it
downloaded
files.
and
where
The lawsuits from”
they’ve
seek
injunctions
DAN GLICKMAN downloaded it
against
the
MPAA President from.” MPAA
defendants. The
president and
chief executive
copyright law
Dan Glickman
also provides
in
a
for penalties of ----------------- ------------------ said
statement.
up to $30,000
The
trade
for each motion
picture traded over the group said it would also join
Internet, and up to $150,000 if with the Video Software
such infringement is shown to Dealers Association to place
educational materials in more
be willful.
An
MPAA
executive than 10,000 video stores
defended the decision not to nationwide. The materials will
say how many suits were filed include anti-piracy ads that
are also playing in theaters.
or fchere.
The trade group said that the
“It’s not important.” said
together
with
John Malcolm, senior vice lawsuits,
president and director of software and educational
worldwide
anti-piracy programs, are necessary tools
to fight the small but growing
operations for the MPAA.
“It doesn’t matter if it’s 10 number of films that are
lawsuits or 500 lawsuits. The available on the Internet, often
idea here is that there is no before a movie has even
opened in theaters.
safe harbor.”
Malcolm said more lawsuits

Get your
news
online!

■ The experimentaljet
jleiv close to 7,000 mph
which is equal to 10 •
times the speed ofsound
JOHN ANTCZAK
Associated Press
LOS ANGELES - A tiny
unmanned NASA “scramjet”
soared above the Pacific
Ocean Tuesday at nearly 10
times the speed of sound, or
almost 7,000 mph, in a
successful demonstration of a
radical new engine technology.
The 12-foot-long X-43A
supersonic combustion ramjet
reached about Mach 9.7, said
Leslie
Williams,
a
spokeswoman at NASA’s
Dryden Flight Research Center
at Edwards Air Force Base.
The exotic aircraft was
designed to fly under its own
power for about 10 seconds
after separating from a booster
rocket at 110,000 feet, then
glide to a splash landing.
Details of the craft's exact
performance were to be
announced later from Dryden,
but mission officials were
jubilant immediately after the
brief flight.
“Once again we made
aviation history. We did that in
March when we went seven
times the speed of sound and
now we’ve done it right
around 10 times the speed of
sound,” said Vince Rausch,
Hyper-X program manager
from
NASA’s
Langley
Research Center in Virginia.
The X-43A. mounted on a
Pegasus rocket used to boost it
to flight speed, was carried
under the wing of a B-52
aircraft and released at an
altitude of 40,000 feet over a
test range off the Southern
California coast. The rocket
motor then fired for a 90second ascent.
Like its predecessors, the X43A will not be recovered
from the ocean.
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The flight was the last in a
$230 million-plus effort to test
technology most likely to be
initially used in military
aircraft, such as a bomber that
could reach any target on Earth
within two hours of takeoff
from the United States, or to
power missiles.
Scramjets may also provide
an alternative to rockets for
space launches.
Unlike conventional jet
engines which use rotating fan
blades to compress air for
combustion, the X-43A has no
rotating engine parts. Instead it
uses the underside of the
aircraft’s forebody to “scoop”
up and compress air for mixing
with hydrogen fuel.
The
X-43A
launched
Tuesday was the last of three
built for NASA’s Hyper-X
program.
The first X-43A flight failed
in 2001 when the booster
rocket veered off course and
was destroyed.
The
second
X-43A
successfully flew in March,
reaching Mach 6.83 — nearly
5,000 mph — and setting a
world speed record for a plane
powered by an air-breathing
engine.
That was more than double
the top speed of the jetpowered SR-71 Blackbird
spyplane, which at slightly
more than Mach 3 is the fastest
air-breathing, manned aircraft.
The old X-15 was the fastest
rocket-powered
manned
airplane, hitting Mach 6.7.
Rockets do not “breathe” air,
but instead carry oxidizers that
are combined with fuel to
allow combustion.
Not having to carry oxygen
is one of the advantages
scramjets hold over rockets.
Rockets can also achieve high
speeds, but the weight of
oxygen
tanks
or
other
oxidizers reduces the amount
of payload they can carry.
Tuesday’s
launch
was
expected to be the last research
flight for NASA’s B-52, which
is being retired after some 40
years of service.
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Cops taking 5th Amendment in Chicago police torture lawsuit
court.

Mike Robinson
Associated Press
CHICAGO - More than two
dozen current and former police
officials and homicide detectives
have taken the 5th Amendment
when questioned in a civil lawsuit
alleging that Chicago police used
torture
when
interrogating
suspects, attorneys said Tuesday.
Attorneys for two former death
row inmates told U.S. Magistrate
Judge Geraldine Soat Brown that
the former detectives and officials
have refused to testify because they
are covering up the use of torture
by police.
"Twenty-eight former deputy
superintendents and other officials
in the police department have all
taken the 5th Amendment,"
attorney G. Flint Taylor told the

SWIM
continued from page B3
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FOOTBALL

.

1:03.21.
to Ashland on Saturday where,
Coming off a previous despite some dips and lulls in a
weekend that saw senior diver few scores and times, they were
Rachelle Terpstra achieve a able to control the unfamiliar
NCAA qualifying score on the 1- waters for the second meet in a
meter diving board, Terpstra row. The women won 124-59
qualified for nationals on the 3- and the men took their meet 133meter
board
68.
against Findlay
‘‘Although we
with a score of
were a little tired
268.65. And for
and slower in
“These back-tosome respects in
the second week
Saturday’s meet,
in
a
row,
back meets are
we did put in
sophomore
some very good
diver
Raelyn real good
times as well,”
Prelewitz
(232.20)
just experience,
Newsome said.
“These back-tomissed
a
especially for our back meets are
national
real
good
qualifying score freshmen
on the 1 -meter
experience,
board.
especially for our
szvimmers. ”
freshmen
‘‘Findlay’s
pool is very
DEWEY NEWSOME swimmers who
difficult to dive
GVSU Swim head coach have not had to
in and is quite
compete
and
different for the
such little rest in
high school.”
divers than ours
is,” Newsome
One of those
freshmen who
said.
“It
is
remarkable that Rachelle and was seemingly un-phased by the
Raelyn were able to concentrate lack of rest was Kelli Meyers
and perform so well with the who finished first in the women’s
circumstances the way they 2(X)-yard freestyle with her time
were.”
of 2:03.68.
After the dominating wins
Another freshman swimmer
against Findlay, the Lakers who competed strongly against
hopped on the bus and traveled Ashland was Chris Conner for
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revenge on Northwood won’t
be enough to get it.
“We can want revenge, we
can want redemption, we can
want a piece of Northwood,
but it all comes down to
playing good football,” Martin
said. “We’ve played them in a
lot of good ball games in the
last five or six years. We know
they’ve got a very strong
football team and that they’re
well coached."
The Timberwolves option
offense has spread the ball

around this season. This
season Northwood does not
have a runner averaging more
than 79 yards a game, but has
eight backs with at least 30
yards a game.
“We know what they’re
going to do,” Martin said.
“They're going to run their
option offense which is a pain
in the you know what.
Obviously, we want to learn
from what happened in the
first game and in what we
didn’t do well.”
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Underclassmen

look to make immediate impact
ball. She worked her tail off
in the course of her rehab and
it
is
certainly
paying
dividends for her right now.”
GVSU outrebounded Calvin
41-28. including 15 offensive
boards and shot 43.4 percent
from the field. Calvin shot just
29.3 percent on the game.
The Lakers are running with
a young squad this season,
including six freshman and
four sophomores on the 14deep roster. “We need our
freshman to play strong and
with courage.” Plitzuweit said
of her young team. “We need
them to play with discipline, if
that’s possible, in the their
freshman year.”
However young they may

be, Plitzuweit was pleased
with what she saw overall in
the team’s first game of the
season. “I thought we had a lot
of energy and defensive pop,”
she said.
The one thing Plitzuweit
believed the Lakers could
improve on was their patience.
“We need to be smarter with
the amount of pressure we
apply.” she said. “We were
probably overaggressive in a
lot of areas.”
GVSU will host the Days
Inn Grand Haven Classic this
weekend. Grand Valley will
play St. Cloud State on Friday
at 7:00 p.m. and North Dakota
on Saturday at 3:00 p.m.

character builtfor next season
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BASKETBALL
continued from page B3

the men’s team. Conner swam a
first place-worthy time of
in
the
100-yard
1:01.97
breaststroke. Juniors Corey
Thomas (1:03.22) and Josh
Yavor (1:04.62) respectively
placed second and third in the
same event.
Sophomore Justin Vasquez
took first place with his time of
53.99 in the l(X)-yard butterfly,
while fellow sophomore Kyle
Barrons came in second place at
55.61.
In the women’s 1 (X)-yard
breaststroke,
junior
Kelly
VanDyke (1:09.11) earned the
best time as she raced the event
for the first time of the year.
Another junior, Bridget Higgs,
also swam very well in the event
with her time of 1:12.02.
As the first five meets of the
season for both the GVSU men
and women’s aquatics teams
have been on the road, this
weekend will mark the Lakers’
first opportunity to compete in
their own pool. The Lakers host a
tough Albion College team this
Friday.
“You need to go into different
environments and be able to
succeed,” Newsome said. “It was
a long road trip this weekend and
we’re really excited to come
home and swim in front of our
own fans.”

continued from page B3 ! MOtUHty OWl

A Harvest of Convenient
Options for Students

Call 616.245.1958

questioned with a plastic typewriter
cover over their heads, among
other things. Taylor says electric
shock devices may have been used.
The controversy has dragged on
for years.
A special prosecutor is currently
conducting an investigation with
the potential of bringing criminal
charges.
Sotos said in a telephone
interview that his clients "would
jump at the chance to testily" if not
for the special prosecutor's
investigation. It's possible, he said,
that anyone who testifies they may
be charged by the special
pmsecutor with taking part in a
cover-up conspiracy.
"They would love to testify." he
said. "It’s killing them that they
can't”

QparbmenLs

All sizes,
all prices
in the Heritage Hill neighborhood
Free listings updated
weekly at| hentaqehillweb ore

Kerr Agency

James Sotos, who reprcsenLs a
number of former officers who are
defendants or potential witnesses,
said the primary aim of providing
the tapes to the media was to
embarrass the officers involved.
Among his clients is Jon Burge,
the former commander of a
homicide unit where much of the
torture allegedly took place.
The two former prisoners say
Burge and detectives under him
tortured them into confessing to
murders they didn't commit. Both
men were among four death row
inmates pardoned by former Gov.
George Ryan just before he left
office.
Attorneys for Burge, who was
Fired by the police department
following an internal investigation,
have denied he was ever involved
in torture. But inmates say they
were beaten, dunked in water and

hikersfinally head home cifterfive straight wad trips

place with his time 17:06.55.
Sophomore Will Metz (18:40.15)
and senior Nate Olson (18:43.55)
placed
second
and third
respectively.
On the women’s end of the
pool, sophomore Kelli Anguilm
(18:40.48) took first and
freshmen
Megan
Hahler
(18:40.87) came in second as the
two teammates swam neck and
neck and finished less than fourtenths of a second apart in the
1650 freestyle. With her time of
18:52.42, sophomore Mandy
Burton placed third in the event.
As the distance swimmers
tested their strengths, the
sprinters also received the first
opportunity to show off their
skills in the 50-yard freestyle.
Freshman E.B. Phillips took first
place by turning in her all-time
best finish in the event at 25.97.
Although senior swimmer Erin
McDonnell’s time (25.27) was
not figured into the placing for
the event, she swam fast enough
to just miss her mark from last
season’s NCAA competition
time.
Swimming the women’s 100yard
backstroke,
junior
Mackenzie Mikulenas achieved
her lifetime best in the event.
Placing first just ahead of
freshman teammate Liz Rodgers
(1:04.50), Mikulenas came in at

continued from page B3 •

The disclosure came at a hearing
in a suit tiled by former inmate
Madison Hobley. He claims he was
tortured into confessing to a
murder he didn't commit iind is
seeking millions of dollars in
damages.
The judge agreed with attorneys
for the former officers who sought
to bar lawyers for Hobley and
another former inmate. Aaron
Patterson, from making public
transcripts and videotapes of
depositions at which the detectives
and officials took the 5th
Amendment.
She issued a ruling barring such
disclosures.
Hobley attorney Kurt H. Feuer
argued that reporters should be able
to have the transcripts and
videotapes: "This is something that
the public has a right to know."

a---------------

compete.”
Although the Lakers are
finished for this season, they
are already well on their way
to preparing for next year’s
competition. Dilanni said the
pattern of this year’s play will
lead to good things for 2005.
“We definitely got better and
better as the year went on,”
Dilanni said. “That’s what you
look for as a coach, and we
have done that. It should carry
through into our winter
workouts and all the way to
next season.”
He also said that the team
has started to mature and to
build character as a team,
which should also follow
through to next year, when the
Lakers return all but two
women to the already solid
squad.
Among those returning are

the offensive “three-headed
monster" of Mirela Tutundzic
(21 goals and eight assists on
the year). Shannon Carrier
(nine goals and 12 assists) and
Jen Swalec (eight goals and
seven assists). Murphy will
also be back in goal next
season to compliment a solid
defense.
The Lakers, however, will
lose seniors Jeanna Falduto
and April Raynovich. who
have
both
played
very
important roles in their careers
at GVSU.
“Anytime you lose seniors
it’s rough because you lose
experience and leadership,"
Dilanni said. “We’re losing
two very good players in April
and Jeanna. It will be up to the
next class to step up and
accept the torch for next year.”
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MIAMI — The people at eBay
were no believers in this cheesy
miracle: half of a 10-year-old
grilled cheese sandwich whose
owner claimed it bore the image of
the Virgin Mary.
Diana Duyser put the sandwich
up for sale last week, drawing bids
as high as $22,000 before eBay
pulled the item Sunday night. The
page was viewed nearly 1(X),(XX)
times before being taken down.
An e-mail Duyser received from
eBay said the sandwich broke its
policy, which “does not allow
listings that are intended as jokes.”
But. Duyser, a jewelry designer
who has bought and sold items on
eBay for two years, insisted this
was not a laughing matter.
“How could eBay do this to me?”
Duyser said Monday, hours before
the online auction was supposed to
have ended.
EBay spokesman Hani Durzy
said he did not have enough
information
to
comment
specifically on the case.
Duyser thought eBay would be
the best place to show off the
sandwich, made on plain white
bread with American cheese. It was
cooked w ith no oil or butter.
Duyser, 52, said she took a bite
alter making it 10 years ago and
saw a face staring back at her from
the bread. She put ihe sandwich in
a clear plastic box with cotton balls
and kept it on her night stand.
At first, she was scared by the
image, “but now that I realize how
unique it is, I wanted to share it
with the world,” Duyser said.
The sandwich, she added, has
never sprouted a spore of mold.

GREAT FALLS. Mont. (AP) A part-time janitor who worked at
the University of Great Falls has
left the college $2.3 million — the
largest gift the schtxil has ever
received.
Genesio Morlacci died on
Halloween at the age of 102.
On Monday, university president
Eugene McAllister announced
Morlacci's generous bequest.
“This is the largest single gift
ever received by the university,"
McAllister said. “Students on this
campus will benefit from every
hour of the 18-hour days he
worked.”
Morlacci, a former dry cleaner,
owned Sun Cleaners for several
years before selling his business
and going to work as a janitor at
UGF.
“He only had a third-grade
education, but he knew his
numbers,”
said
Morlacci’s
longtime friend Bill Foy. “He
wasn't afraid to work hard.”
Morlacci and his late wife always
lived frugally. Foy said. “He
patched the patches on his pants
and turned the collars on his shirts."
A native of Italy, Morlacci
directed that 95 percent of the
money go to scholarships. The
university can choose how to spend
the remainder.

sight.
In fact, they paid for the $2,5(X)
surgery many times over.
Officer Michelle Rafferty was
ready to cover the cost out of her
own pocket rather than let her cashstrapped department exchange her
piirtner for a new dog.
But when a story about Timber’s
cataract operation and Rafferty's
devotion appeared in the Star
Tribune of Minneapolis last month,
readers sent more than $20.(XX).
“It has blown me away and
changed my life forever,” Rafferty
said.
Donors r.uiged from the rich and
famous to kids who emptied their
piggy banks.
T\vo weeks later, 22-inonth-old
Timber appears to see well,
perhaps for the first time. When
nature called last week, he had no
trouble zigzagging through a stand
of trees before selecting one that
suited his purpose.
“He seems spunkier, a little more
sassy,” Rafferty said. “His
operating speed seems like it’s
picked up a little."
The extra money went into the
Duluth Police K-9 Fund, where it
will pay for equipment, dogs or
other needs of the unit where
Timber and Rafferty serve in
northern Minnesota.
Timber is about a month away
from returning to work.

DULUTH. Minn (AP)
Newspaper readers were so
touched by the story of a blind
police dog named Timber that they
paid for an operation to restore his

BL(X)MlNGTON, Ind. (AP)
A trip to a children’s science
museum proved to be a day of
discovery for a 5-year-old boy and
his mother, who discovered a

possible heart condition in the child
while checking out an exhibit.
The Rhythm of Life exhibit at the
WonderLab hands-on museum
allows two people to sit on either
side of a bass drum and grasp a
horizontal metal bar. Brass sensors
detect each person’s pulse, which
triggers a drumstick to beat in time
with the person’s heart.
Melissa Hinkle noticed that her
drumstick was beating about 80
times per minute, while her son’s
peaked at 150 times per minute.
The average heart rate for a child
his age is 1(X).
Later that day she called the
boy’s pediatrician who made
adjustments
in
Harrison’s
medication
for
attention
deficit/hyperactivity disorder.
But, a few days later the child
began vomiting.
“Under normal circumstances I
would have just assumed he was
sick.” Hinkle told The HeraldTimes recently. “But because of
what we'd seen at Wonderlaib, I
decided to take his pulse.”
When she did. it was 224 beats
per minute. Hinkle whisked her son
to the hospital emergency
department.
An electrocardiogram confirmed
he had an elevated heart rate, so
cardiologists gave him a heart rate
monitor that he wears round-theclock.
Dr. Richard Malone, the boy’s
pediatrician, said abnormal heart
rates can be triggered by a number
of causes such as fever, exercise,
dehydration or anxiety. He said the
condition is often successfully
treated.

SPORTS QUIZ
Chris Richcreek
1. Three players have hit their
500th home run against the
Cleveland Indians. Name them.
2. In 1979, the Toronto Blue Jays
set a team mark for fewest saves
in a season with 11. Which of
their pitchers had the most saves
that season?
3. Name the first time the two
top-ranked teams in the
Associated
Press
college
football poll squared off.

4. When was the last time the
University of Houston men's
basketball team won an NCAA
Tournament game?

lowest-seeded player to win the
women's singles at the U.S.
Open?

4. It was 1984. The Cougars lost
to Georgetown in the title game
that year.

5. Which two players hold the
record for most career NHL
playoff overtime goals?

Answers

5. Joe Sakic and Maurice
Richard have six each.

1. Babe Ruth (1929). Ted
Williams (I960) and Rafael
Palmeiro (2(X)3).

6. Ricky Rudd and Rusty
Wallace each did it in 16
consecutive seasons.

2. Tom Buskey led the Blue Jays
with seven saves.

7. Svetlana Kuznetsova was a
No. 9 seed in the 2004 U.S.
Open.

6. Richard Petty has the longest
NASCAR streak of consecutive
seasons with at least one victory
(18). Who are the two drivers
tied for the second-longest
streak?
7. In tennis’ Open era. who is the

On the tip of
your tongue:
UXCUGI

fcrthatvh"
Gotcha/

1. GEOGRAPHY: Where was
the Boer War fought?
2. HISTORY: When was the
Jewish state of Israel formally
declared?
3. RELIGION: What is the
official state religion of Nepal?
4. ANIMAL KINGDOM: What
is the correct term for an adult
female swan?
5. PRESIDENTS: Which U.S.
president proclaimed a policy he
called New Nationalism?
6. LANGUAGE: What is a
privet?
7. MOVIES: When was the film
“Cool Hand Luke" released?
8. GENERAL KNOWLEDGE:
In what American colony were
the Salem Witch Trials held?
9. MYTHOLOGY: According to
Greek myth, who was the
monster with 100 heads?
10. FOOD: What kind of food is
spumoni?
Answers
1. South Africa
2. 1948

3. Hinduism
4. Pen
5. Teddy Roosevelt
6. Shrub
7. 1967
8. Massachusetts
9. Typhon

10. Frozen dessert
(c) 2004 King Features Sxnd..
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Puzzles
_ King Crossword

Trivia test
Fifi Rodriquez

3. It was 1943. when No. I Notre
Dame beat No. 2 Michigan.

ACROSS

r
I

1 King preceder
4 Fluster

9 Buddhist sect
12 Hibernation
location
13 Big dipper
14 Dos Passos
trilogy
15 Dry red
California wine
17 Upper limit
18 Remnant
19 Heavier
Frisbee
21 Infamous Ms.
Borden
24 Former frosh
25 Rhyming trib
ute
26 Caught sight
of
28 Burpee mer
chandise
31 Slender
33 Eg. and Syr.,
once
35 Harrow rival
36 Author Anya
38 Prized pos
session
40 Actress
Carrere
41 Piratic pota
tion
43 “Bye!"
45 Breathe with
difficulty
47 Not quite
quadri48 - polloi
49 Founder of a
Persian reli-

6 Put 2 and 2
together
54
7 Coasters
55
8 Greek sun
56
god
9 Catholic skull
57
cap
58
10
Jacob’s brothe
59
11 Siestas
16 Shriner’s cha
DOWN
peau
1 Wood-shaping
20 Graf tool
2 Mainlander’s 21 Privation
22 Between jobs
memento
3 Massachusetts 23 Cultural climate
cape
27 “- the Dog"
4 Singer
29 Slay
Morissette
5 Hair ribbon of 30 Unseen prob
lem
a sort
gion
Reply (Abbr.)
Truth twisters
Dryly humor
ous
Encountered
Trims
Raw rock

© 2004 King Features Synd.. Inc.

10

11

32 Oliver Twist’s
request
34 Put back to
normal
37 Hose attach
ment
39 Soggy ground
42 Shape of the
Earth
44 Fleur-de- 45 “Kapow!"
46 Sharpen
50 Erstwhile gar
ment
51 Pair
52 Show you’re
human
53 Reuben holder

bh
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Moments in time
The History Channel
On Nov. 29, 1928, fearful that
theater owners might balk at
showing the tragic story of a
dix>med affair, MOM releases two
versions of “Love,” a silent-film
version of Leo Tolstoy’s novel
“Anna Karenina.” Theaters could
request either a happy ending or a
sad one.
On Dec. 5. 1933, the 21st
Amendment
to
the
U.S.
Constitution is ratified, repealing
the 18th Amendment and bringing
an end to national prohibition of
alcohol. Some states, however,
continued to maintain statewide
temperance laws, and Mississippi,
the last dry state in the Union, did
not end Prohibition until 1966.
On Dec. 1. 1955. Rosa Parks is
jailed in Montgomery, Ala., for
refusing to give up her seat on a
public bus to a white man. a
violation of the city’s racial
segregation laws. Parks’ act of
civil disobedience sparked the
successful Montgomery bus
boycott and inspired a nationwide
civil-rights movement.

of a negotiated end to the war in
Vietnam, declares he will enter
several Democratic Presidential
primaries in 1968. McCarthy’s
grassroots campaign stuns the
political establishment when he
almost beats President Lyndon
Johnson in the New Hampshire
primary.
On Dec. 3, 1979, before a
concert in Cincinnati by the rock
blind The Who, 11 young people
are trampled to death during a
stampede for seats at Riverfront
Coliseum. The band was not told
of the deaths until after the show.
On Dec. 2, 1985, organized
crime bosses Paul Castellano and
Thomas Bilotti are gunned down
as they exit Sparks Steak House in
New York City, making John
Gotti, the organizer of the hit, head
of the notorious Gambino crime
family.
On Dec. 4, 1992, President
George H.W. Bush orders 28,(HX)
U.S. troops to Somalia in East
Africa, where rival warlords are
preventing
distribution
of
humanitarian aid to thousands of
starving Somalis.

On Nov. 30. 1967, Sen. Eugene
McCarthy. D-Minn.. an advocate

(c) 2(X)4 Kinx Features Synd.,
Inc.

Get your news online!

Thursday, November 18
• 12:00 AM to 11:59 PM Great American Smokeout
(G.A.S.O.) Outside the CookDeWitt Plaza
• 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM Principles and Techniques of
Fundraising
101
at the
Dominican
Center
at
Marywood
• 11:00 AM to 12.00 PM Study Abroad Information
Sessions
at
Padnos
International Center Resource
Room
• 12:00 PM - Ethnic
Festival at Kirkhof RM 250
Grand River Room
• 12:00 PM to 1:00 AM Religion and the Presidency
• 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM La Tertulia's Mesa! (Spanish
conversation
hour)
at
Language House - Johnson
Living Center
• 4:00 PM to 5:00 PM Where Does Time Go?:
Effective Time Management
Techniques at 204 STU
• 4:30 PM to 11:00 PM Student
Senate
General
Assembly Meeting at Kirkhof
RM 204 Pere Marquette

• 6:00 PM — Women Only
12-Step Meetings at the
Women’s Center
• 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM Open House, Italy Study
Abroad 2005 in MAK 2351
• 7:30 PM to 9:30 PM - A
Day of Absence at Performing
Arts Center

• 8:00 PM to 10:00 PM From the Studio of Professor
Aviram Reichert at Van
Solkema Recital Hall, PAC
• 9:00 PM — Jackson Katz More Than A Few Good Men
- Do Something! Event at
Cook DeWitt Center
• 10:00 PM - FREE
CINEMA: The Notebook at
Kirkhof
Friday. November 19

• 10:00 PM
- FREE
FLICK: The Notebook at
Kirkhof
Saturday. November 20

• 3:00 PM
- GVSU
Women’s Basketball hosts Tip
Off Classic - GVSU vs North
Dakota at FH Main Arena

• 12:00 PM to 1:00 PM Student/Parent
Education
Group at Women’s Center

• 5:00 PM - FREE MOVIE:
The Notebook at Kirkhof

• 9:00 AM to 12:00 PM Jackson Katz Workshop at
Alumni House, Perry Room

• 7:30 PM to 9:30 PM - A
Day of Absence at Performing
Arts Center

• 3:00 PM — Dr. Steven
Kohler
seminar
The
Structure of Stream Food
Webs: “bugs” rule. At the
AWRI in Muskegon

• 9:00 PM to 2:00 AM Laker Late Night - Do
Something! Event at Kirkof

• 5:00 PM — Movie: The
Notebook
• 6:30 PM - GVSU
Swimming and Diving (M/W)
VS. Albion College at FH
Swimming Pool
• 7:00 PM - GVSU
Women’s Basketball hosts Tip
Off Classic - GVSU vs St.
Cloud State at FH Main Arena
• 7:30 PM to 9:30 PM - A
Day of Absence at Performing
Arts Center
• 9:00 PM to 2:00 AM Laker Late Night - Do
Something! Event at Kirkhof

Have questions about

diversity?
affirmative action?
Get your answers
at the new affirmative action website

www.gvsu.edu/affirmative/

.

grand rapids

• 8:00 PM to 10:00 PM Small Jazz Combos at Van
Solkema Recital Hall, PAC
• 10:00 PM - FREE
CINEMA: That Thing You Do;
at Kirkhof

• 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM Principles and Techniques of
Fundraising 101 at Dominican
Center at Marywood

• 5:00 PM - GVSU
Women’s Basketball hosts Tip
Off Classic - Michigan Tech
vs North Dakota at FH Main
Arena

• 5:00 PM - FREE MOVIE:
That Thing You Do at Kirkhof

• 1:00
PM
- GVSU
Women’s Basketball hosts Tip
Off Classic - Michigan Tech
vs St. Cloud State at FH Main
Arena

Tuesday, .N m ember 23

• 5:00 PM - FREE FLICK:
That Thing You Do at Kirkhof
• 7:00 PM - GVSU Men’s
Basketball hosts Rochester
College at FH Main Arena
• 10:00
PM - FREE
MOVIE: That Thing You Do
at Kirkhof
Wednesday, November 24

• 10:00 PM - FREE
CINEMA: The Notebook at
Kirkhof
Sunday, November 21
• 1:00 PM to 3:00 PM Praise and Worship Service at
CDC Auditorium
• 3:00 PM to 5:00 PM Music on Period Instruments
Series. Ars Antiqua at Van
Solkema Recital Hall, PAC
• 4:30 PM to 5:30 PM Catholic Student Mass - No
Mass Thanksgiving Break at
CDC Auditorium
• 5:00 PM - FREE MOVIE:
That Thing You Do at Kirkhof
• 8:00 PM to 9:00 PM Sunday Evening Worship
Celebration
at
CDC
Auiditorium
° 8:00 PM to 10:00 PM Bandorama
at
Louis
Armstrong Theatre, PAC

new balance

Thursday, \member 18, 2004

What's on tap: Events Calendar

• 5:00 PM - FREE MOVIE:
The Notebook at Kirkhof

www.lanthorn.com

GRAND VMLfY LANTHORN

• 9:00 PM to 10:00 PM Lambda
Chi
Alpha
Information Night at Kirkhof
Center RM 104
• 10.00 PM - FREE
FLICK. That Thing You Do at
Kirkhof
Monday, November 11
• 11:00 AM to 12:00 PM Mastering Your Memory at
204 STU
• 12:00 PM to 6:00 PM Blood Drive- American Red
Cross at Kirkhof RM 204
• 5:00 PM — Excellence in
Leadership:
Budgeting
(Student
Organization
Allocation Process) at Student
Organization Center, Kirkhof

• 12:00 AM — Thanksgiving
Break! No classes
• 5:00
PM - FREE
CINEMA: That Thing You Do
at Kirkhof
• 10:00
PM - FREE!
FLICK: That Thing You Do at
Kirkhof
Off Campus Events
• November 18 - 9:00 AM to
5:00 PM — Sherwin Williams]
Recruiting on Pew Campus at '.
112B DeVos Center
• November 18 - 10:00 AM
to 4:00 PM — Pew Campus
Community Blood Drives at
DeVos Building C Project
Center or 357 CHS
• November 18 - 6:00 PM to;
8:00 PM — Holland Campus -!
WRT 305 Test
• Novemeber 18 - 7:00 PM
to 8:30 PM — Internal and
External Branding at DeVos
Building C in Student Project
Center
• November 19 - 9:00 PM —
Club Hockey vs. Univeristy of
Michigan at Georgetown ice
Arena
• Novemeber 20 - 9:00 AM
to 11:00 AM — Muskegon
Center WRT 305 Exam
• November 20 - 9:00 AM to
11:00 AM — Traverse City
WRT 305 Exam
• November 23 - 12:00 AM
to 1:00 PM — Lunch & Learn
at Holland Room 119
• 9:00 AM to 9:00 PM Bowling Team travels to Blue
and Gold Classic at South
Bend, Indiana

.
Experience the Difference...

The

new

RAMBLEWOOD

CLASSIC £

styles are"

Apartments and Townhomes

10% off

*Grand Rapids' Premier Apartment Community!
"“Conveniently Located Only Minutes From Downtown and Allendale Campuses
*Close to Shopping, Dining, & Entertainment!

Offer expires 11/30/04.

*Dogs & Cats Welcome!

new balance CLASSIC!

*38 Spacious Floorplan Choices, From Studios to 3 Bedroom Townhomes!
new balance apparel
athletic & casual shoes

*On Site Tennis & Health Club, 2 Sparkling Pools, Bike Trails & More!

shoe sizes 5-20
we also carry

widths 2A-6E!

iDunhamfiVs.
Dunham •ootmaUn
A N#w flo/ortce pvrfotmane brand

^)aravon
shoot
comfort, casual

Students recieve 5 % discount

Call Today For Your Personal Tour! (616) 538-4230
We specialize in fitting
hard-to-fit feet!

4277 Stonebridge Rd SW~Wyoming MI 49509
(Comer of 44th St & Byron Center)
www.aimco.com
i

*
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Religion and the Presidency

VXIlt KIND or

Cirand Valley’s Hauenstein (Center for Presidential Studies is hosting a national
conference featuring 24 scholars from across the country to probe this hot topic

Dr. Kcngor has written
two Nrv York Times
bestsellers in the last
year, (.tod and Ronald
Keagfin, and (>oJ and
Ltforjur II Hush.
RSVP to the
I iauenstein ( enter at

STYLE

Thursday, November 18

Friday, November 19

/ joosemore Auditorium

215-216 Kirkhof Center

Grand l alley Pew C ampus

Grand I alley Allendale Campus

12 p.tn. Registration
12:30 p.m. Introduction

8 a.m. panel
“The Modern Presidency II”

1 p.m. panel
“The Early Presidents’*

10 a.m. panel
“The George VC”. Bush Presidency”

3 p.m. panel
“The Modern Presidency I”

11:30 a.m. lunch
With special guest
H. L. Mencken

8 p.m. Keynote Address
Dr. Paul Kcngor
hold Museum Auditorium

(616) 331-2770

For Your Entertainment
Visit FYE at RiverTown Crossings for movies, music, and more!

12:30 p.m. panel
“Religion and the 2004 Election”

@

s
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Now available on DVD at FYE...

w

Chronicles of Riddick
Elf
Friends:The complete 8th Season

Congratulations Graduates

Eagle Pond Heights

Silverbrooke Villa

4 story midrise

Individual Entrances
i
with garages
I West Bloomfield, Ml

with secured entrance
Walled Lake, Ml

248-926-3900

j

...And Coming Soon on DVD
Harry Potter and Prisoner of Azaban
Seinfeld Season 1 & 2
Spiderman 2

Eagle Pond
Townhouses
Individual Entrances and
Covered Parking
Walled Lake, Ml
248-624-6600

248-624-3388

ffc,

M
RiyerTown

--- Crossings-----

Willow Park Apts

Leslie Tower Apts
Free Rent on
, 12 Story Hlghrise
Move Ins
^
I
Heat Included
restrictions apply I Southfield, Ml

6 Story Midrise
Spacious Living
Southfield, Ml
248-356-7878

r
/

I

i

Galyan's Trading Co. * JCPenney * Kohl's * Marshall Field's * Sears * Younkers
44th St /RiverTown Parkway Between Wilson & Ivanrest
616-257-5000
www rivertowncrossings com

248-356-2700

Spacious j

Afortable Rentals

Shop the Friendly Community of

Allendale
Serving GVSU student, faculty and staff with top quality goods and services.
This directory sponsored by area merchants and the Allendale
Area Chamber of Commerce, aacc@allendalechamber.org, or phone

(616) 895-6295 ext.22
i«m

Country Cupboard

I I CMHAI EIAUTO
<.JU •

L.

SUPPl v INC

Allendale Auto Supply |

Home cooked ME4LS
mi ununno\Ru|

GVSU Student Discount
10% OFF Mondays Tuesday

oQr_r i rr West of Allendale campus
8"j bibb on Lake Michigan and 60th

(M 45) take Michigan Dr.

5455 Auto Ct.. Suite A : 616' 8-

ALLENDALE EYE CARE
If'elcomes GJ 'SI > students11

Sleep
11301 Commerce Rd

INN

Online Contact Lens Ordering at:

IttRd west of McDonald's

LAKERCONTACTS.COM

Inn Vr Suites
New Years eve package
NOW AVALIABLE!

616-892-8000

Students Save
on Exams and Back-up Glasses

* Great Prices On Name Brand Contact Lenses
* Delivered to Your Door, FREE With Year Supply
» Sunglasses, Solutions, Binoculars, and More

Allendale Eye Care 895 95SO

Log on NOW and SAVE!

ALLENDALE

Jhiul/aSm.

Help Is Just Around The Comer.
Just West of Campus on Like Michigan Drive

895-5400
Mon - Fri

7:30am - 9:00pm • Sat 7:30am - 7:00pm

Don't Forget

10% Off with GVSU I.D.

MS-3/04
for daily delh try on campus and off

OlaM
('/It>//<><• nd
(pj/u/prr/ ■ Xftuma/i

( {jfor/im
'Cri/erd
6181 Lake Michigan Drive Allendale
uvu Jennyssprcialoccasions com

THE LAUGHS ARE JUST A PHONE CALL AWAY!

NOV 23-28 • DEVOS PERFORMANCE HALL
Call fttaonattt, (GIG) 456-3333 and www.ticketmaster.com
or at DeVos Place and VanAndel Box Offices and www.broadwaytheatreguild.org
Groups 20♦ call (GIG) 235-G285
hm

*»aa

Um pWwM ■ Latamame Na« 30 Ok 5 at tka Mi«r AaAtsnwn 789 387-2300
md • fart lm*| Ok 7-C at tfca Wkartaft Cawtr I 080 WHAffTOff

BROADWAY
- w*,

«m*'wr>L'
km

mn£i

National CAy

row

i

(Guild

*°**TCl
gM

ai.u
'*vJ
•ww ,radacirtiatiar cam
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MARKETPLACE
Classified rates for students
faculty and staff: First 20 words, $3
minimum charge, then 15 cents per
additional
word,
payable
in
advance.
To boldface, underline, italicize
or capitalize words in your
classified, add 10 cents per word
To box an ad:
$2.00 extra!

BIRTHDAYS
Felicia, I hope your birthday was as
memorable as mine. Happy Birthday
Love, Phil (11/18)
Wish your friend a happy day. Tell the
world for just $3.00 (student pncing).
Stop by the Lanthorn office, 100
Commons, for more details, (tf)

EMPLOYMENT
BARTENDERS WANTED $250/day
potential. No experience necessary.
Training provided. Age 18+ ok. Call
800-9666520 ext. 226 (12/9)
Seeking a Marketing Researcher for
Campus Dining. Must be a Junior or
Senior going to school for Marketing or
Hospitality.
Hours are flexible
averaging about 10 hours a week.
Please apply at the Campus Dining
office at 100 Commons. (11/18)
GET PAID TO DRIVE A BRAND
NEW CAR! Now paying drivers $800$3200 a month. Pick Up Your Free Car
Key Today! www.freecarkey.com
(12/9)
Home Support Aides: Studies in
human
services or education
preferred. Part-time work throughout
Kent
County
with
children,
adolescents
or
adults
with
developmental
disablilites
and
behavioral challenges. The goal of this
position is to keep the individual in the
home and to enable them to live as
productively and independently as
possible. Job duties involve working
one-on-one with the individual in their
home by implementing Behavior
Treatment Plans. Assisting with selfcare may be needed. Experience with
children and working direct care
preferred. Pay rate: $8.20/$9.15.
Apply to: Thresholds 1225 Lake Drive
SE Grand Rapids, Ml 49506
www.thresholds-dd.org/EOE/AA
Employer (11/18)
“Free Information - Turn Campus
Living into Serious Dollars!” Go to
www.MyTshirtBiz.com and take
action Now! (12/9)
Get paid for your opinions! Earn $15—
$125 and
more per survey!
www.moneyforsurveys.com (11/23)
Spring Break 2005 w/STS, America's
#1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring
campus reps. Call for group discounts.
Info/Reservations 1-800-6484849
www.ststravel.com (12/9)

The Lanthorn is currently
looking for cartoonists, writers
and distribution staff for the
upcoming school year. For more
information and an application,
stop by the Lanthorn at 100
Commons
or
e-mail
business@lanthorn.com.(tf)

Part Time Work
$10.25 base/appt, work around
classes, continue during winter
break, customer sales/service,
condition exist must be 18+, call
Mel 616-257-8509 (12/9)

Deadline is 10 a.m. Monday for that

Standard of Acceptance

week's issue.

The Grand Valley Lanthorn
reserves the right to edit or reject
any advertisement at any time and
to place all advertisements under
proper classification.

Phone, Fax and Hours
Telephone 616-331-2460, or
leave a message on our afterhours answering machine. Fax

APARTMENT FOR RENT spacious
one bedroom apartment for rent.
Within walking distance of GVSU.
Great apartment! $590 + utilities.
Flexible leases. Call Rachel @616821-5905 (11/23)

Vallarta - Mazatlan - Cancun - Cabo.
Organize a group - GO FREE! 800875-4525 or www.bianchi-rossi.com

#1 Spring Break Website! Lowest
prices guaranteed. Book 11 people,
get 12th trip free! Group discounts for

Advertising
Classifications:

number is 616-331-2465. Office
hours:
9-4, Monday through
Friday.

room, single stall finished garage,
brand new berber carpet, partially
fenced wooded backyard, wooden
deck, freshly painted walls, ceramic
tile, large storage space, 2-story, on
quiet cal-de-sac. Located less than 2
miles from 1-196 & 44th street. All
appliances included (even washer and
dryer). No smoking and no pets.
Ready for immediate move-in. Rent is
$850/month. Security Deposit is
$850.00. Utilities not included (except
water). Call Matt at 616-291-1887

12/9)

(

Student home owner looking for 2
roomates. Located in Wyoming.
$250/month plus utilities. Call 9155416(11/23)
Downtown 1 block from GVSU
campus, mint condition, 4 large
bedrooms, 2 baths, totally remodeled.
Off street parking, washer/dryer hook
ups. $975 per month! Call Kyle 3184728 (11/23)
Fully furnished 1 bedroom apartments
includes all utilities, free high speed
internet, 24 hour fitness center,
laundry facilities, daily housekeeping,
complimentary hot breakfast daily, and
dinner (Monday through Thursday).
Call Knsta VanTol at (616) 538-1100 x
3003 for more details. (11/18)

16

( / )

“Zero” to “Babe'...in Just 30 Days!
New system gets rid of fat and trims
your body! Call now and listen Free
information! 1-888-293-9337 For more
info call 735-9441 (11/18)
Spring Break Bahamas Celebrity
Party Cruise! 5 Days $299! Includes
Meals, Parties! Cancun, Acapulco,
Nassau, Jamaica From $459!
Panama City & Daytona $159!
www.springbreaktravel.com 1-800678-6386 (12/9)

Commercial Rates

Advertising Deadlines

Classified word ads:First 20

The copy deadline for classified

words, $6 minimum charge, then

advertising is at noon on Monday;

20 cents

classified

per additional word,

italicize or capitalize words in your
classified, add 10 cents per word.
To box an ad:
$2.00 extra.
Classified display rate is $8.75 per

www.SpringBreakDiscounts.com
or 800-638-8202.(1/6)
CHRISTIANITY ON CAMPUS. Visit
“This I Believe" Fall Discussion Senes,
Thursday Nights at 9:00 Kirkhof
Center
Room
104,
ONLINE
www.graceprc.org (12/9)

NOTICES
READERS CAUTION
Ads appearing on this page may
involve a charge for phone calls,
booklets, information, CODs, etc.

Of the GV students
who have 5+ drinks
at parties ...

2 Bedroom, 1 bath apartment in
Allendale. Located 2.5 miles from
GVSU. Coin-Op laundry. $500/month
includes water & sewer. Call 616-3930457 50% discount on 1st month's
rent. (11/18)

All classifieds must be paid in
advance, thank you, until credit is
established.

Reply with caution, (tf)
Student Organizations
The Grand Valley Lanthorn offers
student organizations to promote
themselves
through
free
announcements published as Club
Notes in the Laker Life section. E-mail
your information, 150 word limit, to
lanthom@gvsu.edu (tf)

Writers
Get published and get paid. The
Lanthorn is seeking essays, very shod
storied, poetry and opinion columns
that relate to campus issues and;
themes. Humor pieces especially,!
wanted. E-mail the editor aP
editorial@lanthom.com (tf)

PERSONALS

News Tips
The Grand Valley Lanthorn editorial
staff appreciates your news tips and
story ideas. Please help us make;
news available to the public. E-mail!
your tip to lanthom@gvsu.edu (tf)
*

Tell your lover you love 'em. Wish a
friend good luck. Lift someone's spirit.
Put it in writing. Make it public.
Lanthorn Personals are a great way to
let someone know you care. Call 616331-2460 for more information.(tf)

■

52% have been
criticized for
drinking by
their friends.

';v,

.

Nice 2 bedroom, 1 bath
apartment, newly painted, on
Lake Mich. Dr. in Allendale,
$525/month include HEAT,
STOVE, REFRIDGERATOR &
LAUNDRY.
(616) 862-3913

(12/2).
Fully furnished 1 bedroom apartments
includes all utilities, free high speed
internet, 24 hour fitness center,
laundry facilities, daily housekeeping,
complimentary hot breakfast daily, and
dinner (Monday through Thursday).
Call Krista VanTol at 616-538-1100 x
3003 for more details. (11/18)

M
Great Student Homes. 2-5
Bedroom Houses. Remodeled
throughout Grand Rapids from
Easttown to the Northwest side.
$800-$1200/month. 913-9004
or
www.american-realty.net
(12/9)

Jenison Townhouse
2 Bedroom, 11/2 baths, washer/dryer,
central air, dishwasher, quiet, 616-6671210, 616-454-0754, 616457-3158.
(11/25)

GVSU downtown spacious duplex, 3
bedrooms each, everything new,
includes water & laundry, also looking
for roommates, $800/month (616)
262-9933. (11/23)

LOST & FOUND

Large 2 bedroom apartment with utility
room, spacious living room & kitchen.
Lots of Extras! Located minutes from
downtown campus. $590.00 per
month plus deposit & utilities. Non
smoking (11/23)

Lost and Found ads are FREE for the
first insertion!! 25 words maximum.
Email lanthom@gvsu.edu

Jenison Duplex for Rent immaculate
and beautiful 3 bedroom, 2 full
bathroom, 1600 sq. feet duplex with
NEUTRAL COLORS, large kitchen,
spacious living room, large laundry

SPRING BREAK with Bianchi Rossi Tours! Over 18 years of spnng
break experience! The BEST spring
break under the sun! Acapulco -

ANNOUNCEMENTS

i
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We Have Dining Memberships
to Fit Your Lifestyle
If you Live in:

Calder Art Residence

Grand Valley Apts

Laker Village

Ravine Apts

Secchia 8t Winter Hall

Off Campus

Visit gvsufood.com to Find a
Dining Membership Right for You

hhotobhNATIONS!

arnmniK

MMTID<
Fortified with 8 essential vitamins and mineral

advertising

Valley Lanthorn, 100 Commons.

column inch.

6+

display

deadline is 10 a.m. Monday. Bring
or send your copy to the Grand

payable in advance. To boldface,

Tired of Dormatories? Buy now, let
roommates pay your expenses. 4
bedroom, 2 baths, fully remodeled
home, walk to DeVos and Eberhard,
on bus route to Allendale. 114 Valley
NW, Call Denise at 616-241-0554
(11/18)

Roommate Situation Not Working?
Call Ottawa Creek Apartments 11127
52nd Avenue. 1 or 2 Bedroom Units
Available 616453-9190 or 616-6775270 (11/18_

HOUSING

Automotive

Birthdays
Employment
For Sale
Housing
Lost & Found
Miscellaneous
Notices
Personals
Roommates
Services
Wanted

Iburxlay. \otnxher IK XXH
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Use all appliances wisely!
But It all adds up.

TV’s, radios, computers,
and vacuum cleaners use
relatively minor amounts of electricity.
Don’t leave these or any other small appliances on when they are not in use

I

TTYTT

Ad Rates for Students,
Faculty and Staff

GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN:

t
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THE BACK PAGE

Ibunday, \ovember IH, 2004

GRAM VALLEY LANTMRN

CAMPUS

APARTMENTS

895-5904

www.campuswest.net
manager@campuswest.net

4832 W. Campus Drive
Allendale, Ml 49401

1. Manager, Maintenance, Security with Emergency
Pager All Living On Site 24 HOURS A DAY!!!!!
2. Located Right Next To Campus
3. Large, Well Lit Parking Lots
4, Quiet & Non-Smoking Units Available
Townhouses
• 4 Bedroom Units
- Spacious Living with over 1330 Sq. Feet
• Modern Kitchen and Appliances including Dishwashers
• Central Air Conditioning
- WASHER AND DRYER IN ALL UNITS
• Many Amenities including Basketbail and Volleyball Courts,
also a Community Room

Apartments
- Two Bedroom Units
•Spacious Living with over 1000 Sq. Feet
• Modern Kitchen and Appliances including Dishwashers
• Air Conditioning
■ On-Site Laundry Facility
- Quiet & Non-Smoking Units
- Many Amenities including Basketball
and Volleyball Courts, also a Community Room
4

iu,0tl2
ftonth

Avai<*L
FREE Tanning'
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